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Abstract

Surgery exact triangles in various 3-manifold Floer homology theories provide an important
tool in studying and computing the relevant Floer homology groups. These exact triangles relate
the invariants of 3-manifolds, obtained by three different Dehn surgeries on a fixed knot. In this
paper, the behavior of SUpNq-instanton Floer homology with respect to Dehn surgery is studied. In
particular, it is shown that there are surgery exact tetragons and pentagons, respectively, for SUp3q-
and SUp4q-instanton Floer homologies. It is also conjectured that SUpNq-instanton Floer homology
in general admits a surgery exact pN ` 1q-gon. An essential step in the proof is the construction of a
family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics on ALE spaces of type An. This family is parametrized
by the pn´ 2q-dimensional associahedron and consists of anti-self-dual metrics with positive scalar
curvature. The metrics in the family also admit a torus symmetry.
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1 Introduction

In 1985, Casson introduced an integer-valued invariant of integral homology spheres [AM90]. Casson’s
invariant for an integral homology sphere Y , often denoted by λpY q, was later reinterpreted by Taubes as
an algebraic count of non-trivial flat SUp2q-connections on Y [Tau90]. Remarkably, Casson developed a
series of formulas that describes how λ behaves with respect to Dehn surgery on knots. These surgery
formulas allowed him to identify the mod 2 reduction of λ in terms of Rochlin invariant. Consequently,
he showed that the Poincaré conjecture holds for an integral homology sphere whose Rochlin invariant is
non-trivial.

Suppose K is a knot in an integral homology sphere Y . For a pair of co-prime integer numbers p and
q, let Yp{q denote the result of performing pp{qq-surgery on K. The 3-manifolds Y1{qpKq are integral
homology spheres and their Casson’s invariants satisfy the following surgery formulas [AM90]:

λpY1{pq`1qpKqq “ λpY1{qpKqq `
1

2

d2

dt2
∆Kp1q (1.1)

where ∆Kptq is the symmetrized Alexander polynomial of K. Therefore, we have:

λpY1{pq`2qpKqq ´ 2λpY1{pq`1qpKqq ` λpY1{qpKqq “ 0 (1.2)

This identity implies that λpY1{qpKqq “ aq ` b for constants a and b that depend only on Y and K.

Casson invariant and surgery formulas (1.1) and (1.2) can be categorified in terms of Floer’s instanton
homology. For an integral homology sphere Y , Floer used anti-self-dual SUp2q-connections on Rˆ Y
to define a Z{8-graded abelian group, which we denote by I2

˚pY q [Flo88]1. Floer also used a similar
construction to define an instanton homology group I2

˚pY, γq for a pair of a 3-manifold Y and γ P
H2pY,Zq such that the pairing of γ and an oriented embedded surface in Y is an odd number [Flo95,
BD95]. A pair pY, γq is called admissible if either it satisfies this condition or Y is an integral homology
sphere. For an integral homology sphere Y , the integer number λpY q is half of the Euler characteristic of
I2
˚pY q [Tau90,Flo88]. Moreover, for a knotK in Y , the instanton Floer homology groups I2

˚pY1{pq`1qpKqq
and I2

˚pY1{qpKqq fit into an exact triangle as follows [Flo95, BD95, Sca15]:

I2
˚pY0pKq, γ0q // I2

˚pY1{pq`1qpKqq

vv
I2
˚pY1{qpKqq

gg
(1.3)

Here Y0pKq, the 0-surgery on K, has the same homology as S1 ˆ S2, and γ0 is a generator of
H2pY0pKq,Zq. The Euler characteristic of the instanton Floer homology group of the admissible pair
pY0pKq, γ0q is equal to ´ d2

dt2
∆Kp1q. In the above diagram, the horizontal map has degree 1 and the

remaining two maps have degree 0. Therefore, (1.1) is an immediate consequence of Floer’s surgery exact

1Here the superscript 2 stands for the choice of SUp2q as the structure group of the connections involved in the definition of
instanton Floer homology.
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triangle. There is also an exact triangle in correspondence to the identity in (1.2) which has the form in
(1.4). (See the discussion following Theorem 1.6.)

I2
˚pY1{qpKqq // I2

˚pY1{pq`2qpKqq

tt
I2
˚pY1{pq`1qpKqq ‘ I2

˚pY1{pq`1qpKqq

jj
(1.4)

Both Casson invariant and instanton Floer homology have various extensions obtained by replacing
SUp2q with special unitary groups of higher rank. Flat SUp3q connections on an integral homology sphere
were used in several ways to define analogues of Casson invariant [BH98, BHK01, CLM02]. In [KM11],
Kronheimer and Mrowka used SUpNq-Yang-Mills gauge theory to define instanton Floer homology
IN˚ pY, γq for an N -admissible pair of a 3-manifold Y and a cohomology class γ P H2pY,Zq. For N ě 3,
pY, γq is N -admissible, if there is an oriented embedded surface in Y whose pairing with γ is coprime to
N . A pair is 2-admissible, if it is admissible in the above sense. If N ě 3 and Y is an integral homology
sphere, then γ is necessarily trivial and pY, γq is not N -admissible. Therefore, SUpNq-instanton Floer
homology is not presently defined for integral homology spheres and the relationship between SUp3q
Casson invariants and Floer homology is not clear.

Surgery formulas and surgery exact triangles as above are ubiquitous in low dimensional topology.
Motivated by Floer’s exact triangle, analogous exact triangles were constructed for other 3-manifold
Floer homologies [OS04, KMOS07]. A closely related exact triangle is also built into the definition of
Khovanov homology [Kho00]. The Jones polynomial [Jon85] or more generally the HOMFLY polynomial
[FYH`85] are also defined by analogues of surgery formula (1.1) in the context of knot invariants. Our
main concern in this article is to investigate how SUpNq-instanton Floer homologies behave with respect
to Dehn surgery.

The values of SUp3q-Casson invariant constructed in [BHK01] have been computed for Dehn surgeries
on torus knots in S3 [BHK05]. In particular, it is shown that this invariant, denoted by τ , has the following
form:

τpS3
1{qpKqq “ aq2 ` bq

which is in contrast to the linear behavior of λ. However, τ for these special choices of K satisfy the
following modified version of (1.2):

τpY1{qpKqq ´ 3τpY1{pq`1qpKqq ` 3τpY1{pq`2qpKqq ´ τpY1{pq`3qpKqq “ 0

Therefore, one might hope that there is a Casson type invariant λN of integral homology spheres, defined
by counting SUpNq flat connections, which satisfies the following surgery formula:

N
ÿ

i“0

ˆ

N

i

˙

p´1qiλN pY1{pq`iqpKqq “ 0 (1.5)

In this article, we construct a surgery exact polygon for SUpNq-Floer homology in the case that N “ 2, 3
or 4. This surgery exact polygon can be regarded as a categorification of (1.5).
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1.1 Statement of Results

Fix an integer N ě 2, a 3-manifold Y with torus boundary and an oriented 1-manifold w embedded in the
interior of Y . Let λ and µ be two curves on the boundary of Y such that λ ¨ µ, the algebraic intersection
of λ and µ, is equal to 1. Let Yi be the closed 3-manifold obtained by gluing the solid torus S1 ˆD2 such
that tpointu ˆ BD2 is glued along a loop in BY homologous to iµ` λ. We also denote Ki for the core
of the solid torus S1 ˆD2 in Yi. For each subset S of t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u with i elements, consider the
following cohomology class in Yi:

γS “ P.D.pw ` σS ¨Kiq P H
2pYi,Zq

where σS denotes the sum of the elements of S. The main result of the present pair can be summarized as
in Theorem 1.6. A more detailed version of this theorem is stated as Theorem 6.26 in Section 6.

Theorem 1.6. Suppose Y and w are chosen such that pYi, γSq is N -admissible for any i and any set
S Ď t0, 1, . . . , N ´ 1u with i elements. If N ď 4, then SUpNq-instanton Floer homology associates an
exact pN ` 1q-gon to pY, wq. The chain complex associated to the ith vertex of this exact pN ` 1q-gon is
equal to:

à

|S|“i

CN˚ pYi, γSq

where CN˚ pYi, γSq denotes the instanton Floer complex associated to the admissible pair pYi, γSq.

An exact n-gon consists of n chain complexes and homomorphisms between any pair of chain complexes
that are supposed to satisfy a series of identities. The definition of exact n-gons, as generalization of exact
triangles, is discussed in Section 2. In general, we also believe the following conjecture holds:

Conjecture 1.7. Theorem 1.6 holds without the assumption N ď 4.

Suppose Y is given by the complement of a knot K in an integral homology sphere Y . Let m be the
meridian of K and l be the longitude of K fixed by a Seifert surface and oriented such that l ¨m “ 1. Let
λ and µ be closed curves on the boundary of Y whose homology classes are given as below:

rλs “ rm` pq ` 2qls rµs “ r´ls

Then Yi is diffeomorphic to the integral homology sphere Y1{pq`2´iqpKq, the manifold obtained by
1{pq ` 2´ iq-surgery on K. If we assume N “ 2, then all pairs pYi, γSq are admissible. Therefore, 1.6
gives rise to an exact triangle of the Floer chain complexes of the 3-manifolds Y1{pq`2qpKq, Y1{pq`1qpKq
and Y1{qpKq. As it is expected, any exact triangle, in the sense defined in Section 2, induces an exact
sequence of homology groups. In this case, the resulting exact sequence of Floer homology groups is
given in (1.3).

For n ě 4, an exact n-gon does not induce an n-periodic exact sequence at the level of homology
groups. Nevertheless, there are spectral sequences associated to an exact n-gon generalizing the exact
sequence of homology groups for n “ 3. These spectral sequences are discussed in Proposition 2.6. An
immediate consequence of Proposition 2.6 is the following corollary of Theorem 1.6:
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Corollary 1.8. Suppose N , Y and w are given as in Theorem 1.6. Then:

(i) there is a spectral sequence that converges to the trivial group and its second page is equal to:
à

0ďiďN

à

|S|“i

IN˚ pYi, γSq;

(ii) there is a spectral sequence that converges to IN˚ pY0, γHq and its second page is equal to:
à

1ďiďN

à

|S|“i

IN˚ pYi, γSq.

Theorem 1.6 also has a consequence at the level of Euler characteristics. The instanton Floer homology
group IN˚ pY, γq has a canonical Z{2Z-grading. (See Subsection 6.1.) In particular, we can use this grading
to define Euler characteristic λN pY, γq for an N -admissible pair pY, γq.

Corollary 1.9. Suppose N , Y and w are given as in Theorem 1.6. Let ν denote a generator of the kernel
of the map H1pBYq Ñ H1pYq. Then we have:

N
ÿ

i“0

p´1qi`εi
ÿ

|S|“i

λN pYi, γSq “ 0. (1.10)

If N is odd εi “ 0, and if N is even, εi “
ři
j“1 ε

1
j where:

ε1j “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

0 if signppλ` jµq ¨ νq “ signppλ` pj ´ 1qµq ¨ νq;
1 if signppλ` jµq ¨ νq “ ´ signppλ` pj ´ 1qµq ¨ νq;
0 pλ` pj ´ 1qµq ¨ ν “ 0;
1 pλ` jµq ¨ ν “ 0.

(1.11)

In particular, if ν “ λ or µ, then all constants εi are zero.

Hypothetically assume that the definition of SUpNq-instanton Floer homology can be extended to integral
homology spheres as finitely generated abelian group such that Theorem 1.6 continues to hold. Then we
would be able to apply Corollary 1.9 to knot complements in integral homology spheres and derive (1.5).

1.2 Outline of Contents

To prove Theorem 1.6, we need to construct a series of maps between various instanton Floer chain
complexes associated to the 3-manifolds Yj . These maps are defined with the aid of a family of 4-
manifolds W j

k , which are constructed in Section 3. We shall define a family of metrics on each W j
k that is

parametrized by an associahedron. Section 4 of the paper is devoted to the definition of this family of
metrics. The main result of this relatively long section is summarized in Theorem 4.56. An impatient
reader may want to focus only on understanding the statement of Theorem 4.56 after glancing at the rest
of Section 4.
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Counting solutions of the Anti-Self-Duality equation with respect to the families of metrics on 4-
manifolds W j

k gives rise to the definition of maps of the exact pN ` 1q-gon in Theorem 1.6. A priori,
these maps satisfy the identities required for an exact pN ` 1q-gon with some additional terms. The
additional terms, which we need to show that they sum up to zero, can be divided into two parts. In order
to obtain vanishing of the first series of maps, we have to make a careful choice of our families of metrics
in Section 4. We achieve this goal using Gibbons-Hawking metrics on the ALE spaces of type AN´1. The
main part of the proof of Theorem 1.6 is to show that the additional terms of the second type give us the
zero map. The essential step to carry out this task is given in Subsection 5.3. In the remaining subsections
of Section 5, we review some general facts about the moduli space of ASD equation.

The proof of the main theorem is given in Section 6. Section 7 is devoted to some technical results
about regularity of the moduli spaces involved in our construction. Most steps in the proof of Theorem
1.6 can be replicated to address Conjecture 1.7. Thus we work with arbitrary N for the most of the paper.
Only in Subsection 7.6, we have to limit ourselves to the case that N ď 4. Reproducing the result of
this subsection for arbitrary N seems to require new gluing techniques for the moduli spaces of ASD
connections, and we hope to address that issue elsewhere. The statement of our main theorem is motivated
by the role of physicists’ Coulomb branch in SUpNq-instanton Floer homology. We also hope to discuss
this circle of ideas in a separate paper.

1.3 Conventions

We use the following orientation conventions throughout the paper. Let M be a manifold with boundary.
Unless otherwise specified, the boundary of M is oriented with the outward-normal-first convention. If L
is a Up1q-bundle over an oriented manifold, we use the fiber-first convention to orient the total space L.
In this paper, Lpk, 1q, as an oriented 3-manifold, is identified with the Up1q-bundle of Euler number k
over the 2-dimensional sphere. If M and N are two oriented manifolds, then M ˆN is oriented by the
first-factor-first convention. Unless otherwise is specified, all manifolds in the present article are oriented.
We will also write ´M for the manifold M with the reverse orientation.

In various places in the paper, we need bump functions to glue differential forms, metrics, etc. on
different manifolds. Thus we fix two smooth functions:

ϕ1, ϕ2 : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s (1.12)

such that ϕ1 ` ϕ2 “ 1, ϕ1pxq “ 1 on r0, 1
3 s and ϕ2pxq “ 1 on r23 , 1s. These functions will be used in

several places in the paper.

We will write rns for the set of integers t0, 1, 2, . . . , n´ 1u. In general, if we write tx1, x2, . . . , xnu
for a finite subset of R, then we assume that x1 ă x2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xn.

In what follows, all chain complexes, A8-categories, etc. are defined over Z{2Z. In particular,
Theorem 1.6 is proved only for instanton Floer homology with coefficients in Z{2Z. We hope this allows
the main geometrical ideas of the paper to stand out. Although we have not checked the details, we believe
studying orientations of the moduli spaces involved in the proof of Theorem 1.6 would give rise to an
extension of Theorem for arbitrary coefficient ring.
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2 Homological Algebra of the Surgery Polygon

In this section, we define exact n-gons and exact n-cubes. It is shown in Subsection 2.2 that any exact n-
cube induces an exact pn`1q-gon. We shall obtain the exact pN `1q-gon of Theorem 1.6 by constructing
an exact N -cube and then applying this algebraic construction.

2.1 Exact n-gons

A slight variation of the following proposition, commonly called triangle detection lemma, appears
in Oszváth and Szabó’s pioneering work [OS05]. The original idea seems to go back to Seidel and
Kontsevich.

Proposition 2.1. For each i P Z{3Z, let pCi, diq be a chain complex, with homology Hi. Suppose that
for all i P Z{3Z we are given maps

fi : Ci Ñ Ci`1 gi : Ci Ñ Ci`2 hi : Ci Ñ Ci`3,

which satisfy the following properties:

d2
i “ 0

di`1fi ` fidi “ 0

di`2gi ` fi`1fi ` gidi “ 0

di`3hi ` fi`2gi ` gi`1fi ` hidi “ 1.

Then the map

Ci
pfi,giq
ÝÝÝÝÑ Conepfi`1q :“ pCi`1 ‘ Ci`2r1s, di`1 ` di`2 ` fi`1q

is a chain map which induces an isomorphism on homologies. Moreover, the following sequence of
homology groups is exact:

Hi
pfiq˚ // Hi`1

pfi`1q˚{{
Hi`2

pfi`2q˚

bb

Proposition 2.1 motivates the following definition:

Definition 2.2. An exact n-gon consists of:

9



(i) a chain complex pCj , djq for each j P Z such that pCj`n, dj`nq “ pCj , djq;

(ii) a homomorphism f jk for each pair pj, kq of the elements of Z with j ă k ď n ` j such that
f i`nj`n “ f ij .

Moreover, the above homomorphisms are required to satisfy the following conditions:

ÿ

jăkăl

fkl f
j
k “

#

dlf
j
l ` f

j
l dj l ´ k ă n

dlf
j
l ` f

j
l dj ` 1 l ´ k “ n

(2.3)

Proposition 2.4. Let pCj , f
j
kq be an exact n-gon, let C “

Àn´1
j“0 Cj , and define an endomorphism of C

by:
D “

ÿ

0ďjďn´1

dj `
ÿ

0ďjăkďn´1

f jk .

Then pC,Dq is an acyclic complex. Moreover, if C 1i “ Ci`1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ci`n´1 and the endomorphism D1i
of C 1i is defined by:

D1i “
ÿ

iăjăn`i

dj `
ÿ

iăjăkăn`i

f jk ,

then pC 1i, D
1
iq is homotopy equivalent to pCi, diq.

Proof. Since the homomorphisms dj are differential and the maps f jk satisfy (2.3), the endomorphism D
is a differential. Consider the endomorphism of C given by

K “
ÿ

0ďjďkďn´1

fkn`j .

Identities in (2.3) imply that DK `KD ´ Id is a nilpotent endomorphism of C, hence pC,Dq is acyclic.

For the second part, without loss of generality, we can assume that i “ 0. We can again use (2.3) to
show that D10 is a differential and the maps F : C0 Ñ C 10 and G : C 10 Ñ C0, defined as below, are chain
maps:

F “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˝

f0
1

f0
2
...

f0
n´1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‚

G “
`

f1
n f2

n . . . fn´1
n

˘

The chain maps F and G determine a homotopy equivalence of C0 and C 10. The map GF is homotopic
to Id using the homotopy given by f0

n. The map FG is homotopic to an automorphism of C 10 using the
homotopy:

K “
ÿ

1ďjďkďn´1

fkn`j .
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Remark 2.5. Note that an exact n-gon need not give rise to an exact sequence on homology! For instance,
we could consider the 4-gon

C0 “ C2 “ Z{2Z C1 “ C3 “ 0

where all the differentials are equal to zero. We also define f j`2
j to be 1 and all the remaining maps to be

zero.

Corollary 2.6. Let pCj , f
j
kq be an exact n-gon. Then:

(i) there is a spectral sequence that converges to the trivial vector space and its second page is equal
to:

à

0ďjďn´1

H˚pCjq.

The differential on this page is given by:
ÿ

0ďjďn´2

pf jj`1q˚;

(ii) there is a spectral sequence that converges to H˚pCiq and its second page is equal to:
à

iăjăn`i

H˚pCjq.

The differential on this page is given by:
ÿ

iăjăn`i´1

pf jj`1q˚.

Proof. Take the filtration F0 Ą F1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Fn´1 of pC,Dq where Fi “ Ci ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Cn´1. The spectral
sequence associated to this filtration has the desired properties in the first part by Proposition 2.4. For the
second part, without loss of generality, we can assume that k “ 0. Then the filtration F1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Fn´1

on C 10 from Proposition 2.4 gives the desired spectral sequence.

Corollary 2.7. Let pCj , f
j
kq be an exact n-gon. Suppose that each Cj admits a Z{2Z-grading such that

f jk has degree k ´ j ´ 1 whenever 0 ď j ă k ď n´ 1. Let χpCjq denote the Euler characteristic of Cj .
Then:

n´1
ÿ

j“0

p´1qjχpCjq “ 0.

Proof. The differential D on C “
Àn´1

j“0 Cjrjs has odd degree. Since pC,Dq is acyclic,

n´1
ÿ

j“0

p´1qjχpCjq “ χpCq “ 0.
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2.2 Exact n-cubes

Next, we describe a structure called an exact n-cube, from which an exact pn` 1q-gon can be constructed.
We first define a directed graph Gn with vertices labeled by the subsets of rns and edges:

• βS,i : S Ñ S \ tiu whenever i R S Ă rns.

• δ : rns Ñ H which is called the connecting edge.

A length k (directed) path in Gn is defined as a sequence of k consecutive edges. We only deal with paths
with length at most n` 1. These paths can be divided into two types depending on whether they contain
the connecting edge or not. A path of the first type can be described by a pair pS, σq where S Ă rns and
σ : rks Ñ rnszS is an injection. This path is the sequence of edges

S Ñ S \ tσp0qu Ñ S \ tσp0q, σp1qu Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ S \ Imσ

A path of the second type can be described by a pair pσ, τq where σ : rks Ñ rns and τ : rls Ñ rns are
injections with disjoint images. This path is the sequence of edges:

S “ rnsz Imσ Ñ S \ tσp0qu Ñ S \ tσp0q, σp1qu Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ rns
δ
ÝÑ HÑ tτp0qu Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Im τ

Suppose we are given a chain complex pCS , dSq, for each vertex S, and a homomorphism fq : CS Ñ
CT , for each path q from a vertex S to a vertex T . If q is a path of the first type (respectively, second type)
corresponding to the pair pS, σq (respectively, pσ, τq), then fq is also denoted by fS,σ (respectively, fσ,τ ).
For any two vertices S and T , which are connected to each other by a path of length at most n` 1, define:
fST : CS Ñ CT as follows:

fST :“
ÿ

q:SÑT

fq.

Definition 2.8. We call ptCSu, tfquq an exact n-cube if the following equalities hold:

dfST ` f
S
T d “

ÿ

SĹRĹT

fRT f
S
R, if S Ĺ T ; (2.9)

dfST ` f
S
T d “

ÿ

SĹR
or RĹT

fRT f
S
R, if |T | ď |S| and S ‰ T ; (2.10)

dfST ` f
S
T d “ 1`

ÿ

SĹR
or RĹT

fRT f
S
R, if S “ T. (2.11)

Any exact n-cube gives rise to an exact pn ` 1q-gon. Let Cj :“
À

|S|“j CS where 0 ď j ď n and

define f jk : Cj Ñ Ck by:
f jk :“

ÿ

|S|“j
|T |“k

fST

The the chain complexes Cj and the maps f jk : Cj Ñ Ck define an exact pn` 1q-gon.
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2.3 A8-categories and Exact Polygons

We can frame the triangle detection lemma in a more conceptual way using the language of A8 categories.
For i P Z{3Z, suppose that Xi are objects in a strictly unital A8-category A, and suppose we are given
morphisms αi : Xi Ñ Xi`1, whose compositions satisfy the following conditions:

µ1pαiq “ 0

µ2pαi`1, αiq “ 0

µ3pαi`2, αi`1, αiq “ 1

Then for any strictly unital A8 functor F : AÑ Ch, we obtain complexes Ci “ FpXiq and morphisms
between these complexes, as in the triangle detection lemma:

fi “ F1pαiq

gi “ F2pαi`1, αiq

hi “ F3pαi`2, αi`1, αiq.

The identities stated in the triangle detection follow precisely from the identities required for F to be an
A8 functor (given our assumptions on compositions of the maps αi):

ÿ

p`q´1“k

Fppα1, . . . , µqpαi`1, . . . , αi`qq, . . . , αkq

“
ÿ

i1`¨¨¨`ir“k

µrpF i1pα1, . . . , αi1q, . . . ,F irpαk´ir`1, . . . , αkqq

Note that we only need these identities for k ď 3. In general, we will want to consider only the implications
of A8-relations involving compositions of low order. To formalize this, we make the following definition.

Definition 2.12. An An-category is a collection of objects and morphisms, with composition maps µk for
all k ď n, satisfying all of the A8-relations which involve only these maps. We similarly define the notion
of an An functor between An categories, by imposing only the relations which involve multiplications of
order less than n.

Denote by Pn the strictly unital An category which is generated freely by a cycle of morphisms
αi : Xi Ñ Xi`1, with i P Z{nZ, modulo the relations

µkpαi, . . . , αi`k´1q “

"

0 k ă n
1 k “ n

.

Note that this includes the relation dαi “ µ1pαiq “ 0. An exact n-gon induces an An functor F : Pn Ñ
Ch.

More generally, we can define an exact n-gon in an A8 category A to be an An functor from Pn to
A. For example, any n-periodic exact sequence in an abelian category determines an exact n-gon in the
associated derived category. In general, if F : Pn Ñ A is an exact n-gon in A and F 1 : AÑ A1 is an
A8-functor, then we can form the composition F 1 ˝ F , which defines an exact n-gon in A1. Given an
object y of an A8-category A, we can form the Yoneda functorHompY, ¨q which is an A8-functor from
A to Ch. Thus we can use this Yoneda functor to construct an exact n-gon of chain complexes from an
exact n-gon in an A.
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3 Topology of the Surgery Polygon

The main goal of this section is the definition of a family of cobordisms which play an important role in
the proof of Theorem 1.6.

3.1 Dehn Surgeries and Cobordisms

Let Y be an oriented 3-manifold with torus boundary. Let λ and µ be oriented simple closed curves on
the boundary, satisfying λ ¨ µ “ 1. Given any pair of coprime integers pp, qq, we can consider the Dehn
filling of slope p{q,

Yp{q “ Y Yfp{q H,

where H “ D2 ˆ S1 is a standard genus 1 handlebody and fp{q : BH Ñ BY is any diffeomorphism such
that fp{qpBD2 ˆ tpointuq is homologous to µp,q “ pµ` qλ. The loop t0u ˆ S1 inside H induces a knot
in Yp{q which will be denoted by Kp{q.

Given two Dehn fillings Yp{q and Yr{s such that ps´ qr “ 1, there is a natural cobordism

Z
p{q
r{s : Yp{q Ñ Yr{s. (3.1)

To construct it, we first glue the manifolds r´2,´1s ˆH and r1, 2s ˆH to r´2, 2s ˆ Y using diffeomor-
phisms idˆ fp{q and idˆ fr{s. The result of this gluing is a 4-manifold with three boundary components.
By construction, the first two components are diffeomorphic to ´Yp{q and Yr{s, and the third component
is a manifold L, obtained by Dehn fillings of slope p{q and r{s on the two ends of r´1, 1s ˆ T 2. Because
the filling curves satisfy µp,q ¨ µr,s “ ps´ qr “ 1, L is diffeomorphic to S3. Attaching B4, we obtain the
desired cobordism Z

p{q
r{s .

The same construction can be also applied if ps´qr ‰ 1, but in this case L is no longer diffeomorphic
to a sphere (hence cannot be filled with B4). Instead of a simple cobordism from Yp{q to Yr{s, we have

a 4-manifold with three boundary components ´Yp{q, Yr{s, and a 3-manifold Mp{q
r{s . To describe the

diffeomorphism type of Mp{q
r{s explicitly, choose a curve λr,s such that λr,s ¨ µr,s “ 1, and define integers

a “ µr,s ¨ µp,q and b “ λr,s ¨ µp,q. When a ‰ 0, the 3-manifold Mp{q
r{s is diffeomorphic to the lens space

Lpa, bq, and when a “ 0, it is diffeomorphic to S2 ˆ S1.

Motivated by the definition of Zp{qr{s , we introduce the notion of cobordisms with middle ends. We say
W is a cobordism from a 3-manifold Y to Y 1 with middle end L if:

BW “ ´Y \ Y 1 \ L.

We use the notation W : Y
L
ÝÑ Y 1 to specify the ends of W . Therefore, Zp{qr{s is a cobordism from Yp{q to

Yr{s with the middle end Mp{q
r{s . If we have the cobordisms:

W : Y
L
ÝÑ Y 1 W 1 : Y 1

L1
ÝÑ Y 2

14



then we can compose these cobordisms to obtain W#W 1 : Y
L\L1
ÝÝÝÑ Y 2.

Our surgery exact polygon involves only the integer surgeries Y0, . . . , YN , and the following infinite
periodic sequence of cobordisms between them:

¨ ¨ ¨
MN

0
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y0

M0
1

ÝÝÝÝÑ Y1
M1

2
ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

MN´1
N

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ YN
MN

0
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y0

M0
1

ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

where the arrow starting from Yj is given by the cobordism Zjj`1
2. Note that the middle boundary

components of most of the cobordisms Zjj`1 are diffeomorphic to S3 - the only nontrivial boundary
component is LpN, 1q, which occurs in the cobordism ZN0 . It will be useful for us to consider the
composition of all these cobordisms in this sequence. The resulting space, denoted by W, has an
alternative construction which will be easier for us to use later on.

Let D2 be a Euclidean disk of some fixed large radius (larger than N ` 2 will do), and let:

B :“ RˆD2ztxj “ pj `
1

2
, 0q | j P Zu (3.2)

Inside B we consider the arcs dj “ pj ´ 1
2 , j `

1
2q ˆ t0u. We orient these arcs using their increasing

parametrization. For any j P Z, we define j P t0, . . . , Nu to be the integer obtained by reducing j mod
N ` 1. Form a divisor d as follows:

d :“ ´
ÿ

j

j dj . (3.3)

Recall that a co-oriented codimension 2 submanifold D in a Riemannian manifold M can be used to
construct a complex line bundle LpDq over M . This can be done in a standard way, by choosing a tubular
neighborhood npDq, pulling back the normal bundle νpDq to npDq, trivializing the pull back of νpDq
on npDqzD in the tautological way, and gluing the pull-back bundle on npDq to the trivial line bundle
on MzD using this trivialization. More generally, given a divisor D “

ř

imiDi, where each Di is a
manifold as above, we can define LpDq “

Â

i LpDiq
mi . Applying this general construction to the divisor

d, we obtain a complex line bundle L over B. Let X be the Up1q-bundle associated to L.

The 4-manifold W is constructed by gluing X to RˆY . The line bundle Lpdq admits a smooth section
s, which vanishes along each dj (with multiplicity j), and is nonzero everywhere else. Normalizing s, we
obtain a trivialization s of X on Bzd. We can use this trivialization to identify X|BB with ´S1 ˆ BB “
´µˆ λˆR where the “base” circle is denoted by λ, and the “fiber” circle is denoted by µ. This gives
us an orientation reversing identification of X|BB with BpRˆ Y q “ µˆ λˆR. Gluing the boundaries
of X and Rˆ Y , using this identification, gives rise to the manifold W. Observe that W comes with a
canonical (smooth) map f : WÑ R, obtained by gluing the canonical projections of X and Rˆ Y onto
R. The 4-manifold W also comes with a diffeomorphism T : WÑW which translates by N ` 1 in the
R direction. The fibers of X over the interval dj determines a cylinder in W. We will write Σj for these
2-dimensional submanifolds of W.

Proposition 3.4. For any j P t0, . . . , Nu, the pair pf´1pjq, f´1pjq X Σjq is diffeomorphic to pYj ,Kjq.

2Here we use the cyclic notation, and when j “ N , j ` 1 denotes 0.
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The 3-manifolds f´1pjq are called the vertical cuts of W. We can use the diffeomorphism T to
identify f´1pjq and f´1pkq when j “ k. Therefore, this proposition determines the topology of all
3-manifolds f´1pjq.

Proof. First observe that f´1pjq X X is a handlebody H “ D2 ˆ S1, viewed as a circle bundle over D2.
In this case the trivialization s is given (away from 0) by:

spzq “

ˆ

z

|z|

˙´j

.

It follows that when we glue BH to BY , we identify λ with the curve peiθ, e´ijθq and we identify µ with
the curve p1, eiθq. Therefore, the curve λ ` jµ is identified with peiθ, 1q, which bounds a disk in H .
Hence, by definition, f´1pjq is diffeomorphic to Yj . It is also clear that f´1pjq X Σj is mapped to Kj

with respect to this diffeomorphism.

We now define a second family of separating submanifolds in W, which are called spherical cuts.
For every pair of integers pj, kq satisfying 0 ă k ´ j ď 2N ` 2, there exists a sphere Sjk Ă B, which
is centered at p j`k2 , 0q, the midpoint of xj and xk´1, and its radius is equal to rj,k “

k´j´1
2 ` νpk ´ jq

with ν : Rě0 Ñ p0, 1
2q being a fixed, strictly increasing function. In particular, if j1 ď j2 ď k2 ď k1 and

pj1, k1q ‰ pj2, k2q, then Sj1k1 does not intersect Sj2k2 . The sphere Sjk is one of the boundary components
of the complement of the ball in B which is centered at p j`k2 , 0q and has radius rj,k. Thus, we can use
the orientation of B to define an orientation on Sjk. The spherical cut corresponding to Sjk is given by
M j
k “ X|

Sjk
. It is a circle bundle over Sjk of degree

djk “
ÿ

i

´ipdi ¨ S
j
kq “ k ´ j.

In the special case k “ j ` 1, this simplifies to

djj`1 “ j ` 1´ j “

"

1 j ‰ N
´N j “ N

.

It follows that the manifolds M j
j`1 are either spheres or diffeomorphic to LpN, 1q.

Let W j
j`1 denote the submanifold of W bounded by Yj ,Yj`1, and M j

j`1. This manifold is diffeomor-
phic to Zjj`1 in (3.1) before filling gluing the 4-ball. More generally, for j ă k, we define the compact
manifold W j

k to be the composite cobordism:

W j
k “W j

j`1#W j`1
j`2 # . . .#W k´1

k .

The interior of this manifold is diffeomorphic to f´1ppj, kqq. The middle end of W j
k is a union of lens

spaces. Note that this manifold, in general, is different from Zjk.

For each 0 ď l ď N , let BN plq denote the submanifold of B bounded by the spheres Sll`1, Sl`1
l`2 ,

. . . , Sl`Nl`N`1 and Sll`N`1. Then the fibers of the Up1q-bundle X over BN plq determine a 4-manifold,
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Figure 1: This schematic figure sketches X9p4q: the small circles represent the 3-manifolds M j
j`1 for

4 ď j ď 13. In particular, the white circle represents the lens space Lp9, 1q. The outer ellipse sketches
S1 ˆ S2. The (co)homology classes e3, e9 and c are also sketched in this figure.

denoted by XN plq, with boundary components M l
l`1, M l`1

l`2 , . . . , M l`N
l`N`1 and M l

l`N`1. (See Figure 1
for an example.) The non-trivial boundary components of XN plq are S1 ˆ S2 and LpN, 1q. Clearly, the
manifolds XN plq, for different choices of l, are diffeomorphic to each other. In order to give an alternative
description of XN plq, let σ1 be the exceptional sphere in CP

2 and σN be the connected sum of N copies
of σ1 in the connected sum of N copies of CP

2. We also fix a closed loop γ and N points in #NCP
2

such that these submanifolds and σN are disjoint form each other. Then removing a regular neighborhood
of the N points, γ and σN gives rise to a 4-manifold which is diffeomorphic to XN plq.

For 1 ď i ď N ´ l, fix a properly embedded path in BN plq which connects a point in the boundary
of Sl`i´1

l`i to a point in the boundary of SNN`1. Then the fibers of XN plq over this path gives rise to a
cylinder, denoted by ei. One boundary component of ei belongs to the lens space LpN, 1q Ă BXN plq, and
we orient ei such that the induced orientation on this boundary component matches with the orientations
of the fibers of the Up1q-bundle X. Similarly, we can define a cylinder ei, for N ´ l ` 1 ď i ď N , by
fixing a path from the boundary of Sl`il`i`1 to SNN`1. Since the restrictions of relative homology classes
determined by ei to the boundary are torsion, the intersection number of ei and ej is a well-defined rational
number. These intersection numbers are computed in Lemma 3.5. By Poincaré duality, the cylinders ei
also determine cohomology classes on XN plq, which will be also denoted by the same notation. Similarly,
pick a path from a point in the boundary of Sll`N`1 to a point in the boundary of SNN`1, and let c be the
cylinder given by the restriction of the Up1q-bundle to this path. The cylinder c has a boundary component
in LpN, 1q. We orient c such that the induced orientation on this boundary component of c disagrees with
the orientation of the fibers of the Up1q-bundle X. Note that restriction of the homology class of c to the
boundary of XN plq is not torsion. The cohomology classes determined by e1, . . . , eN and c give a set of
generators for H2pXN plq,Zq. A generator for the relations among these cohomology classes is given in
Lemma 3.5.

Lemma 3.5. The manifold XN plq is simply connected. The intersection of the classes ei and ej is equal
to 1

N ´ δi,j . Moreover, the homology class e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` eN is trivial.
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Proof. As it is explained above, XN plq can be regarded as a submanifold of #NCP
2. The cohomology

classes e1, . . . , eN can be extended to the set of standard generators of H2p#NCP
2
;Zq. The claims of

this lemma can be easily seen from this description of e1, . . . , eN .

3.2 Cycles in the Surgery Polygon

While working with UpNq-instanton Floer homology, in addition to a closed 3-manifold Y , we need to fix
a UpNq-bundle on Y . A UpNq-bundle on Y is determined up to an isomorphism by the cohomology class
of its first Chern class. We specify this cohomology class by a 1-cycle which represents the Poincaré dual
of the first Chern class. A 1-cycle γ in Y is a linear combination of oriented submanifolds of dimension 1
with integer coefficients. As it is explained in the previous subsection, we can associate a line bundle L to
any 1-cycle γ. Then L‘CN´1 is the UpNq-bundle determined by γ.

A 2-cycle c in a 4-manifold W is a linear combination of oriented submanifolds of dimension 2 with
integer coefficients. In the case that W has boundary, we assume that each connected component of c is
properly embedded in W . Similar to the 3-dimensional class, c determines a UpNq-bundle on W for any
value of N . Suppose pY, γq, pY 1, γ1q and pL, lq are pairs of a 3-manifold and a 1-cycle. We say pW, cq is
a cobordism from pY, γq to pY 1, γ1q with the middle end pL, lq if W is a cobordism from Y to Y 1 with the
middle end L, and c is a 2-cycle in W such that:

Bc “ ´γ1 \ γ \ l.

Then the boundary restriction of the UpNq-bundle associated to c is canonically isomorphic to the
UpNq-bundles associated to γ, γ1 and l. The advantage of cycles to cohomology classes for representing
UpNq-bundles is that a cycle determines a UpNq-bundle up to a canonical isomorphism. This allows us
to compose cobordisms of pairs without any ambiguity.

We introduce a family of pairs of manifolds and cycles which are related to surgery polygons. Let Y
be the 3-manifold with torus boundary from the previous subsection. Let also w Ă Y be a 1-cycle that is
away from the boundary of Y . Suppose S is a subset of rN s with j elements. Recall that S represents a
vertex of the graph GN . To S, we associate a pair of a 3-manifold and a 1-cycle. The 3-manifold depends
only on j and is given by Yj . The 1-cycle γS Ă Yj is given by w \ σS ¨Kj , where σS denotes the sum
of the elements of S. Next, suppose that i P rN s does not belong to the set S. Then we have the edge
morphism βS,i : S Ñ S1 where S1 :“ S \ tiu. We associate a cobordism of pairs as below to βS,i:

pW j
j`1, cS,iq : pYj , γSq

pMj
j`1, lS,iq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYj`1, γS1q.

Half of the cylinder Σj (respectively, Σj`1) belongs to W j
j`1 and it intersect Yj (respectively, Yj`1) in

the knot Kj (respectively, Kj`1) by Proposition 3.4. We define cS,i as:

rj, j ` 1s ˆ w \ σS ¨ pΣj XW
j
j`1q \ σS1 ¨ pΣj`1 XW

j
j`1q (3.6)

The cycle lS,i inM j`1
j is a union of the fibers of the Hopf fibration. SinceM j`1

j is a sphere, the homology
class of this cycle is trivial. There is also a cobordism of pairs associated to the edge δ of GN as follows:

pWN
N`1, cδq : pYn, γrNsq

pMN
N`1, lδq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pY0, γHq
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The cycle cδ is again given by (3.6) where S “ rN s, S1 “ H and j “ N . The cycle lδ in the lens space
MN
N`1 is also a union of the fibers of its Up1q-fibration. The homology class of this cycle is equal to

NpN´1q
2 times a generator of H1pM

N
N`1;Zq.

4 Geometry of the Surgery Polygon

The main goal of this section is to construct families of metrics on the 4-manifolds which are constructed
in the previous section.

4.1 Families of Cylindrical Metrics

Suppose W is a compact smooth 4-dimensional manifold. Let W` be the result of gluing r´1, 0q ˆ BW
to W by identifying t´1u ˆ BW with the boundary of W . We call each connected component of
p´1, 0q ˆ BW Ă W` an end of W`. We also fix a metric h on each connected component Y of BW .
Then h determines the metric:

1

r2
dr2 ` hpyq (4.1)

on the end p´1, 0q ˆ Y , which is called the cylindrical metric associated to h. If we define the coordinate
t “ ´ lnp|r|q on this end, then (4.1) has the form dt2 ` h, which justifies the terminology of cylindrical
metrics. A metric g on W` is cylindrical if its restrictions to the ends of W` have the form (4.1).

A metric g on W` is asymptotically cylindrical if for each connected component Y of BW there is a
quadratic form h1 on p´1, 0q ˆ Y such that:

g “
1

r2
dr2 ` hpyq ` h1pr, yq. (4.2)

Here h is the metric associated to Y and h1 satisfies the following decay condition. There is a positive
constant δ and for each integer k, there is a constant Ck such that:

|∇kh1pr, yq| ď Ck|r|
δ

Here the covariant derivative ∇k and the point-wise norm | ¨ | are defined with respect to the metric g.
Under this decay assumption, we say g is asymptotic to h on the cylindrical end associated to Y .

A family of smooth cylindrical metrics on a 4-manifold W parametrized by a smooth manifold K
consists of a cylindrical metric gpxq on W for each x P K such that gpxq depends smoothly on x and
the restriction of gpxq for each end p´1, 0q ˆ Y of W is given by (4.1). In particular, the restriction of
gpxq on the ends is independent of x. More generally, we can consider smooth families of asymptotically
cylindrical metrics by allowing the metrics in the family to have the form (4.2) on the ends. For our
purposes, it is important to work with even more general families of metrics that can degenerate in a
controlled way. In the present article, we limit ourselves to families of such metrics which are parametrized
by admissible polyhedra.
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An admissible polyhedron is a polyhedron K such that each face F of K with co-dimension l has the
form of the product K0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKl with each Ki being an admissible polyhedron of lower dimension.
We reserve the notation F for the interior of the face F which is by definition the set of points in F
with a neighborhood diffeomorphic to an open ball in a Euclidean space. Therefore, F is identified with
K˝

0ˆ . . .K
˝
l whereK˝

i is the interior of the polyhedronKi. If F 1i is a face ofKi, then F 1 “ F
1

1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆF
1

l

is also a face of K and the product structure on F 1 is induced by the product structures of the faces F 1i .

An admissible polyhedron is also required to have a parametrized regular neighborhood for each face.
For any face F “ K0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKl of a polyhedron K, a regular neighborhood UF and a diffeomorphism
ΨF : UF Ñ F ˆ p1,8sl is fixed such that for p P F :

ΨF ppq “ pp,8, . . . ,8q

If F 1i is a face of Ki with the parametrized regular neighborhood UF 1i , then the open neighborhood UF 1 of

the face F 1 “ F
1

1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ F
1

l is given by:

UF 1 “ Ψ´1
F pUF 10 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ UF 1l ˆ p1,8s

lq

and the map ΨF 1 is equal to the composition of ΨF : UF 1 Ñ UF 10 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUF 1l ˆ p1,8s
l and the map ΨF

F 1

defined on UF 10 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ UF 1l ˆ p1,8s
l as follows:

ΨF
F 1 “ pΨF 10

, . . . ,ΨF 1l
, Idp1,8slq.

In the following, we use the maps ΨF to regard F ˆ p0,8sl as open subsets of K. The main example of
admissible polyhedra for us is the associahedron whose definition is reviewed in the next subsection.

A family of cylindrical metrics on a compact 4-manifoldW parametrized by an admissible polyhedron
K is a manifold W together with a projection map π : W Ñ K such that each fiber of π is a smooth
4-manifold and a Riemannian metric on each fiber is fixed. The space W as a manifold has the following
form:

W “W` ˆKz

˜

ď

F

YF ˆ F

¸

(4.3)

and π is induced by the projection map from W` ˆ K to K. Here YF , for each F , is a closed 3-
dimensional submanifold YF of W`. We also assume that a collar neighborhood of YF is identified with
the set p´2, 2q ˆ YF . The 3-manifolds YF and the metrics on the fibers of π are required to satisfy some
additional constraints.

If the face F has the form K0ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆKl, then we require that YF and W`zYF have respectively l and
l` 1 connected components. We denote the connected components of YF with Y1, . . . , Yl. The connected
components of W zp´1, 1q ˆ YF are also denoted by W0, . . . , Wl. Therefore, W`zYF can be identified
with the disjoint union of the cylindrical 4-manifolds W`

0 , . . . , W`
l . Each connected component of YF

is called a cut of W and is equipped with a metric. Let F 1i be a face of Ki with codimension li and
F
1
“ F

1

0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ F
1

l be the corresponding face of K. For each i, there is a closed 3-manifold YF 1i ĂW`
i

with li connected components such that YF 1 “ YF \ YF 10 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ YF 1l . The metrics on the cuts, that YF
and YF 1 have in common, are required to be equal to each other.
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For the open face F , the space π´1pF q can be identified with pW`
0 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \W

`
l q ˆK

˝
0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆK

˝
l .

For each 1 ď i ď l and each xi P K
˝
i , there is a metric gpxiq on W`

i varying smoothly with respect to
xi such that the metric on the fiber of W over the point px0, . . . ,xlq P F is given by pgpx0q, . . . , gpxlqq.
The restriction of the metric gpxiq to the cylindrical ends of W`

i needs to be given as in (4.1) where h is
determined by the metrics on the boundary components of W and the cuts. In particular, the restriction of
gpxiq to the cylindrical ends is independent of xi.

The metrics on the fibers of W over F determines a family of metrics on the fibers of W over the
regular neighborhood Fˆp1,8sl of F . To define this family, fix a 1-parameter family of smooth functions
us : r´1, 1s Ñ Rą0 for s P r1,8q such that:

(i) us depends smoothly on s;

(ii) usp´rq “ usprq;

(iii) usprq “ 1
|r| for t P r´1,´2

3 s Y r
2
3 , 1s;

(iv)
ş1
´1 usprqdt “ s;

(v) The functions us on compact subsets of r´1, 0q Y p0, 1s converges uniformly in all derivatives to
the function u8prq “ 1

|r| , as sÑ8.

Now, let p “ px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq be an element of F ˆ p0,8sl. If si P p0,8q, then the regular
neighborhood p´1, 1q ˆ Yi is a subset of the 4-manifold π´1ppq. We call this neighborhood the neck
associated to Yi. On this neighborhood, we fix the metric usiprq

2dr2 ` hi where hi is the metric on Yi.
We can also consider the cylindrical coordinate t:

tprq :“

ż r

0
usipρqdρ (4.4)

Note that t P p´ si
2 ,

si
2 q for r P p´1, 1q. Then the chosen metric on p´1, 1q ˆ Yi has the form dt2 ` hi.

If si “ 8, then pp´1, 0q Y p0, 1qq ˆ Yi is a subset of π´1ppq and we fix the metric 1
r2
dr2 ` hi on

this 4-manifold. These metrics can be extended by gpx0q, . . . , gpxlq to a metric on π´1ppq. As a final
requirement on the family of metrics W, we demand that the metrics on the fibers of W over the regular
neighborhood F ˆ p1,8sl agrees with the above family of metrics.

More generally, we can consider families of asymptotically cylindrical metrics. Similar to the
cylindrical case, a family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics on W parametrized by an admissible
polyhedron K consists of a manifold W as in (4.3), a projection map π and a metric on each fiber of the
map π. Let F “ K˝

0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆK
˝
l be an open face as above such that W`zYF “ W`

0 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \W
`
l . For

each xi P Ki, there is an asymptotically cylindrical metric gpxiq on W`
i such that gpxiq on each end of

W`
i is asymptotic to the metric which is fixed on the corresponding boundary component of Wi. The

metric gpxiq is also required to vary smoothly with respect to xi P K
˝
i . The metric on the fiber of W over

the point px0, . . . ,xlq is given by pgpx0q, . . . , gpxlqq.

The above metrics on F can be used to construct a family of metrics on the fibers of W over Fˆp0,8sl.
To define the metric associated to p “ px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P F ˆ p0,8s

l, we firstly focus on the
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neck associated to the connected component Yi of YF . Suppose W`
0 (respectively, W`

1 ) is the connected
component of W`zYF that has Yi (respectively, ´Yi) as a connected component of its boundary. If
si P p1,8q, then the regular neighborhood p´1, 1q ˆ Yi is a subset of π´1ppq. The restrictions of the
metrics gpx0q and gpx1q to the ends associated to Yi have the following form:

gpx0q :
1

r2
dr2 ` hipyq ` h

1pr, yq gpx1q :
1

r2
dr2 ` hipyq ` h

2pr, yq.

for appropriate choices of quadratic forms h1 and h2. We can use these metrics to define the following
metric on p´1, 1q ˆ Yi for the parameter si:

dt2 ` hipyq ` ϕ1p
t` si
2si

qh1p´e´
si
2
´t, yq ` ϕ2p

t` si
2si

qh2p´e´
si
2
`t, yq (4.5)

where t P p´ si
2 ,

si
2 q is defined in (4.4) and ϕ1, ϕ2 are given in (1.12). In the case that si “ 8, then

pp´1, 0q Y p0, 1qq ˆ Yi is a subset of π´1ppq and we fix the following metric on this space:
"

1
r2
dr2 ` hipyq ` h

1pr, yq r P p´1, 0q
1
r2
dr2 ` hipyq ` h

2p´r, yq r P p0, 1q
(4.6)

The metrics in (4.5) and (4.6) are equal to gpx0q (respectively, gpx0q) in a neighborhood of t´1u ˆ Yi
(respectively, t1u ˆ Yi). Therefore, we can extend these metrics on the necks to a metric rg on π´1ppq
using gpx0q, . . . , gpxlq. For a family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics the metrics g and rg are required
to have similar asymptotic behavior on F ˆ p0,8sl.

To state the precise version of the property about asymptotic behavior of g and rg, suppose λ is
the function on π´1ppq which is equal to ´ lnp|r|q on an end p´1, 0q ˆ Y where Y is a connected
component of BW , is equal to si

2 ´ |t| on the neck p´1, 1q ˆ Yi where t is defined as in (4.4), and is
equal to 0 on the remaining part of π´1ppq. Then for a family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics
there is a positive constant δ, and for any integer k, there is a constant Ck such that for F and for
px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P F ˆ p1,8s

l the following inequality holds

|∇kpg ´ rgq| ď Cke
´δpλ`τq.

Here τ is equal to the minimum of the parameters s1, . . . , sl.

4.2 Associahedron

In this subsection, we review the definition of a family of polytopes which are known as associahedra.
The families of metrics that we use in this paper are all parametrized by associahedra. These polytopes,
discovered by Stasheff [Sta63], also play an important role in the definition of the A8-structure of Fukaya
categories in symplectic geometry [FOOO09a, FOOO09b]. In the first part of this subsection, we review
the definition of a few combinatorial notions necessary for the definition of an associahedron. Then we
define associahedra as the moduli spaces of points in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space.
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Ribbon Trees

Definition 4.7. Let Γ be a graph with vertex set V pΓq and edge set EpΓq. A ribbon structure on Γ
consists of a choice, for every vertex v P V pΓq, of a cyclic ordering of the set of all edges incident to v.

Example 4.8. Any planar graph has a preferred ribbon structure, in which edges incident to a common
vertex are ordered in the counterclockwise sense.

Definition 4.9. A graph T is a tree, if it is contractible. We say T is marked, if one of the vertices of
degree 1 is marked as the root of T . If T has no vertices of degree 2, we say it is reduced. In a reduced
tree, any edge incident to a vertex with degree 1 is called a leaf, and any other edge is called an interior
edge. An edge of T is called a non-root leaf, if it is a leaf which is not incident to the root. An n-ribbon
tree is a reduced and marked ribbon tree with n` 1 leaves.

Let T be an n-ribbon tree. We shall need the following notation about T :

(i) The set of vertices with degree at least 3 are called the interior vertices of T and are denoted by
V IntpT q. If v P V IntpT q, then the integer number dpvq is defined such that the degree of v is equal
to dpvq ` 1.

(ii) For e P EpT q, let the endpoints of e be labeled with speq and tpeq such that the unique path from
speq to the root does not contain the edge e. Then the unique path from tpeq to the root starts with
the edge e. The vertices speq and tpeq are respectively called the source and the target of e. We
say e is an outgoing edge of speq and the incoming edge of tpeq. The set of all interior edges are
denoted by EIntpT q. Note that |EIntpT q| “ |V IntpT q| ´ 1.

(iii) Since each vertex v has a unique incoming edge, the ribbon structure on v is equivalent to an
ordering of the outgoing edges. Therefore, we sometimes confuse the two types of ordering.

Example 4.10. Two (6)-ribbon trees are given in Figures 2 and 3. The roots of these two trees are labeled
with l0 and the remaining leaves are denoted by l1, l2, . . . , l6. The planar description of these graphs
determine their ribbon strcutures. The tree in Figure 2 has three interior vertices v0, v1, v2 and two interior
edges e1, e2. The sources of e1 and e2 are both equal to v0. The targets of e1 and e2 are repectively equal
to v1 and v2. The ribbon tree in Figure 3 has only two interior vertices rv and v2. The only interior edge of
this graph has rv as its source and v2 as its target.

Definition 4.11. Let e be an interior edge in an n-ribbon tree T joining vertices speq to tpeq. One can
collapse the graph, by removing e and identifying speq with tpeq. We say that T 1, the resulting graph, is
obtained by shrinking the edge e of T . The tree T 1 inherits a ribbon structure of its own, by merging the
cyclic orderings at v and w. To be a bit more detargeted, the set V pT 1q is the union of V pT qztspeq, tpequ
and a new vertex rv. The labeling of the outgoing edges of any vertex in V pT qztspeq, tpequ Ă V pT 1q is
inherited from the ordering of the outgoing edges of the corresponding vertex of T . Suppose e is labeled
as the kth outgoing edge of speq. Then the set of the outgoing edges of rv, as an ordered set, is given as
below:

e1, . . . , ek´1, f1, f2, . . . , fdptpeqq, ek`1, . . . , edpspeqq
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l0

v0

l1

v1 v2

l3l2 l4 l6l5

e1
e2

Figure 2: A (6)-ribbon tree

l0

rv

l1

v2

l3l2 l4 l6l5

Figure 3: A (6)-ribbon tree obtained from shrinking
edge e1 in Figure 2

where:
e1, e2, . . . , edpspeqq f1, f2, . . . , fdptpeqq

are respectively the ordered set of the outgoing edges of speq and tpeq. Therefore, T 1 is also an n-ribbon
tree and:

|V inpT 1q| “ |V inpT q| ´ 1.

In general, if a series of edge shrinking in an n-ribbon tree T gives rise to the graph S, then we write
T ă S. We also write T ď S if T ă S or T “ S.

Example 4.12. The (6)-ribbon tree in Figure 3 is obtained by shrinking the edge e1 in the (6)-ribbon tree
of Figure 2.

Next, we introduce a different method to encode the information of a ribbon tree.

Definition 4.13. A subset A of rns is called a cyclic bisection if it has the following form:

A “ ti, i` 1, . . . , ju

with j ´ i ě 1. More generally, we can define a cyclic bisection of an ordered set S “ tl1, . . . , lnu by
identifying S with rns in an order-preserving way. Two cyclic bisections A0 and A1 of S are crossed if
A0 X A1 is non-empty and none of A0 and A1 contain the other set. Otherwise, we say the two cyclic
bisections are uncrossed.

Example 4.14. Figure 4 demonstrates various cyclic bi-sections of the set S “ tl1, . . . , l6u. In this
figure, we put the elements of S Y tl0u on a circle such that the order of the set is given by removing l0
and moving on the punctured circle in the counter-clockwise direction. Any line segment in Figure 4
divides the set tl0, l1, . . . , l6u into two sets, and the subset which does not contain l0 is the corresponding
cyclic bisection. The bisections A0 “ tl2, l3, l4u and A2 “ tl1, l2u are crossed. However, each of these
bisections and A1 “ tl5, l6u are uncrossed. The presentation of cyclic bisections as in Figure 4 justifies
our terminology.
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l0

l1

l2

l3

l4

l5

l6

A2
A0

A1

Figure 4: Three cyclic bi-sections of a set of 7 elements with a cyclic ordering

The set of non-root leaves of a ribbon tree T admits a natural ordering. To obtain this ordering we
shrink all the interior edges of T . The ribbon structure on the final graph determines the ordering among
the non-root leaves of T . Therefore, we can talk about cyclic bisections of the non-root leaves of T . Let e
be an interior edge of T . Removing e divides the set of leaves into two sets with at least two elements.
The set that does not contain the root determines a cyclic bisection of the set of non-root leaves. Given
two interior edges of T , the corresponding cyclic bisections of the leaves are uncrossed. Therefore, an
n-ribbon tree T with k interior edges gives rise to k distinct cyclic bisections of the leaves of T , which are
mutually uncrossed. For example, the cyclic bisections associated to the edges e0 and e1 of the n-ribbon
tree in Figure 2 are respectively equal to A0 and A1 given in Figure 4. The following lemma asserts that
an n-ribbon tree is determined uniquely by the set of its cyclic bisections:

Lemma 4.15. Suppose S is an ordered set. Suppose also k mutually uncrossed cyclic bisections
tAiu1ďiďk of S are given. Then there is a unique n-ribbon tree T with k interior edges such that
the set of non-root leaves of T is S and the cyclic bisections associated to its interior edges are equal to
tAiu1ďiďk.

Proof. This claim can be proved by induction on k. By changing the indices if necessary, we can assume
that A1 is minimal among the sets tAiu1ďiďk. Thus Ai, for any i ě 2, either contains A1 as a proper
subset or it is disjoint from A1. By collapsing the elements of A1 into one element rv, define a new set
S1 out of S. The set S1 inherits an order from S. For any i ě 2, if Ai contains A1, define A1i to be the
following subset of S1:

A1i “ AizA1 Y trvu

Otherwise, A1i is defined to be Ai. The sets tA1iu2ďiďk form mutually uncrossed cyclic bisections of the
set S1. Therefore, the induction hypothesis can be used to construct a tree T 1 with k ´ 1 interior edges
whose induced cyclic bisections are give by tA1iu2ďiďk. Thus we can construct T by adding the elements
of A1 to the set of vertices of T 1 and connecting the vertex rv to the elements of A1. The ribbon structure
on T 1 and the ordering on the set A1 induce a ribbon structure on T . It is clear that the set of non-root
leaves of T is equal to S and the cyclic bisections associated to T are given by tAiu1ďiďk. Moreover, it is
easy to check that T is the unique tree with these properties.
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Compactifications of Arrangements of Points

Let x “ tx1, x2, . . . , xnu be a subset of R “ R ˆ tp0, 0qu Ă R3 that contains n distinct points. We
assume

x1 ă x2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xn (4.16)

where “ă” is defined with respect to the natural order of the real line. We say a set of balls D as below:

Br1px1q Br2px2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Brnpxnq BRpx̄q

defines a set of territory balls, if for 1 ď i ‰ j ď n:

xi R B4rj pxjq Brj pxjq Ă BR{4px̄q (4.17)

We call Brj pxjq the territory ball of the point xj . The ball BRpx̄q is called the parent territory ball.
Note that (4.17) implies that the distance of a point z in Brj pxjq from any other point in the same
ball is less than the distance of z from a point in the ball Bripxiq with i ‰ j. In particular, the balls
Br1px1q, Br2px2q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Brnpxnq are disjoint.

We say two arrangements of points x0 and x1 are affinely equivalent to each other if there is an
affine linear transformation that maps x0 to x1. The space of all arrangements of points as above
modulo this equivalence relation forms a space Pn. Two sets of territory balls D0 and D1 for affinely
equivalent arrangements x0 and x1 are equivalent to each other if D0 is mapped to D1 by the affine linear
transformation which maps x0 to x1. The space of all territory balls modulo this relation defines a fiber
bundle Dn over Pn with contractible fibers. For each n, we fix a smooth section of the fiber bundle Dn.
Later in this section, we require that these sections satisfy some constraints.

The space Pn is diffeomorphic to an open ball of dimension n´ 2 and we shall review two different
compactifications of this space. We can compactifiy the space Pn by allowing some, but not all, of the
inequalities in (4.16) to be equalities. The resulting compact space is a simplex of dimension n´ 2. We
say this compactification of Pn is the weak compactification of Pn. Alternatively, there is a more refined
compactification of this moduli space which is called associahedron and is denoted by Kn [Sta63]. We
also call Kn the strong compactification of Pn.

Given an n-leafed tree T , define FT to be the following space:

FT :“
ź

vPV IntpT q

Pdpvq (4.18)

Then the associahedron Kn, as a set, is defined to be the following disjoint union:

Kn :“
ğ

T

FT (4.19)

where the union is over all n-ribbon trees. For each n-ribbon tree T , we define a map ΦT : NpFT q Ñ Kn
where NpFT q is given as below:

NpFT q :“ FT ˆ pM0,8s
|EIntpT q|.
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Here M0 is a constant greater than 1. For the definition of ΦT we can assume that M0 “ 1. But as we
move forward throughout the paper, we need to increase the value of this constant.

Let T have l ` 1 interior vertices and label interior vertices and the interior edges of T respectively
with v0, v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vl and e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , el. Consider an element px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P NpFT q. In the case
that all parameters si are equal to8, define ΦT as follows:

ΦT px0, . . . ,xl,8, . . . ,8q :“ px0, . . . ,xlq P FT Ă Kn.

Otherwise, choose a finite si with the smallest index i. Without loss of generality, we assume that this
parameter is s1, spe1q “ v0 and tpe1q “ v1. Suppose T 1 is obtained from T by shrinking the edge e1. Let
also rv denote the new vertex of T 1. We shall define rx as an element of Pdprvq. Then the map ΦT is defined
inductively by the following property:

ΦT px0,x1,x2, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq “ ΦT 1prx,x3, . . . ,xl, s2, . . . , slq

Let also x0 (respectively, x1) be represented by the arrangement of points tx1, . . . , xdu (respectively,
tx11, . . . , x

1
d1u) where d “ dpv0q and d1 “ dpv1q. The sections of the bundles Dd and Dd1 determine

territory balls:
Br1px1q Br2px2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Brdpxdq BRpx̄q

and:
Br11px

1
1q Br12px

1
2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Br1

d1
px1d1q BR1px̄

1q

We can make a correspondence between the set of outgoing edges of v0 and the set of points xi using the
ordering of these two sets. Suppose that the point xj is matched with the edge e1. There is a unique affine
transformation which maps the ball BR1px̄1q to Be´s1rj pxjq. Use this transformation to replace the point
xj with the image of the points x11, . . . , x1d1 . This arrangement of points defines rx P Pd1`d2´1 which is
independent of the choices of the representatives for x0 and x1.

Example 4.20. Let T and T 1 denote the (6)-ribbon trees of Figures 2 and 3. Figures 5 and 6 represent
points in FT and FT 1 . The arrangement rx is obtained by merging x1 and x2. Choices of territory balls
for these arrangements are also illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Intersections of territory balls with the
line Rˆ tp0, 0qu are demonstrated by two round brackets around each point. The intersections of parent
territory balls with the line Rˆ tp0, 0qu are also sketched by square brackets. In order to have a clearer
figure, (4.17) is not completely satisfied in Figures 5 and 6.

We equip Kn with the weakest topology such that the maps ΦT are all continuous. The space Kn
with this topology is a compact Hausdorff space [FO97, FOOO09a, FOOO09b, Sei08]. In fact, Kn admits
the structure of a smooth manifold with corners and is a polytope of dimension n´ 2. For example, the
spaces K3 and K4 are respectively an interval and a pentagon. If M0 is large enough, then the maps ΦT

are diffeomorphisms. Therefore, they define charts for Kn. We assume this requirement on M0 holds for
n ď 2N ` 1.

Remark 4.21. In [FO97, FOOO09a, FOOO09b, Sei08], Kn is regarded as the compactification of the
moduli space of 2-dimensional (conformal) discs with the choice of pn`1qmarked points on the boundary.
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[ ]x0 : ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]x1 : ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]x2 : ( ) ( )

Figure 5: The arrangements of points x0,x1,x2 give an element of FT with T being the (6)-ribbon tree
of Figure 2. Territory balls for these arrangements are also sketched in this figure.

[ ]
rx : ( ) ( ) ()() ( )

[ ]x2 : ( ) ( )

Figure 6: The arrangements of points rx,x2 give an element of FT 1 with T 1 being the (6)-ribbon tree of
Figure 3. Territory balls for these arrangements are also sketched in this figure.

This moduli space can be identified with Pn in the following way. Any conformal structure on the 2-
dimensional disc is conformally equivalent to the standard conformal structure on the upper half-plane
H Ă C. This conformal equivalence can be chosen such that one of the marked points is mapped to8 in
the boundary of H. Then the remaining marked points determine an arrangement of points on the real line
in C, which is well-defined up to an affine transformation. Let x “ tx1, . . . , xnu be an element of Pn. A
territory ball Brj pxjq determines a half-disc Dj in H with the center xj and radius rj . We can also define
a half-disc associated to BRpx̄q. The interior of the complement of this half-disc, denoted by D8, can be
regraded as an open neighborhood of8. The discs D1, . . . , Dn, D8 define disjoint open neighborhoods
of the marked points. Such auxiliary structures are called strip-like ends in [Sei08].

An unsatisfactory point in the definition of ΦT is its dependence on the labeling of the interior edges of
T . This issue can be fixed by requiring that the sections of the bundlesDn satisfy a compatibility condition.
Suppose T is an n-ribbon tree with exactly one interior edge. Then any element of FT consists of two
arrangements of points. Moreover, we can use the above gluing construction to define a (well-defined)
gluing map from ΦT : FT ˆ pM0,8q Ñ Pn. For any element px1,x2, sq P FT ˆ pM0,8q, the territory
balls for x1 and x2 induce a set of territory balls for the point ΦT px1,x2, sq. That is to say, the sections
of the bundles Dn1 , for n1 ă n, induce a section of the bundle Dn over the following open subset of Pn:

Un “
ď

T

ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8qq (4.22)

where the union is over all n-ribbon trees with one interior edge. A priori, this section might not be
well-defined because the spaces ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8qq overlap with each other.
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Definition 4.23. Suppose that sections of the fiber bundles Dn are fixed for n ď n0. We say that these
sections of Dn are compatible with gluing, if for each n the section of Dn over Un agrees with the one
induced by the sections of the bundles Dn1 with n1 ă n.

The following lemma is the analogue of Lemma 9.3 in [Sei08]. For the remaining part of this paper,
we assume that the claim of this lemma holds for n0 “ 2N ` 1.

Lemma 4.24. For any n0, if M0 is large enough, then the sections of the bundles Dn with n ď n0 can be
chosen such that they are compatible with gluing.

Sketch of the proof. The sections of the bundle Dn can be constructed by induction. Suppose these
sections are constructed for n1 ă n. The induction assumption shows that the induced section of Dn on
the open set Un is well-defined if M0 is large enough. Since the fibers of Dn are contractible, this section
can be extended to Pn.

For an n-leafed tree T with l interior edges, the space FT forms an open face of co-dimension l. From
the description of the topology, it is straightforward to see that the corresponding face, denoted by F T , is
given by:

ď

T 1ďT

FT 1 .

This also implies that F T is equal to
ś

vPV IntpT qKdpvq. Therefore, each face of the associahedron Kn is a
cartesian product of smaller associahedra.

Co-dimension one faces of the associahedra Kn are labeled by n-ribbon trees with one interior edge.
Therefore, Lemma 4.15 implies that the set of co-dimension one faces are in correspondence with the
cyclic-bisections of the set rns. Suppose A is a cyclic bi-section of rns. We write TA and FA for the
corresponding n-ribbon tree and the corresponding face of Kn. We also define UA to be the following
subspace of Kn:

UA :“
ď

TďTA

ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8s
|EIntpT q|q.

The space UA is clearly an open neighborhood of FA.

Let T be an n-ribbon tree such that T ď TA. Suppose T has l interior edges denoted by e1, . . . , el
such that the cyclic bisection associated to e1 is A. Let x “ px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P FT ˆ pM0,8s

l

and define:
πApxq :“ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl,8, s2, . . . , slq

By choosing M0 large enough, the point πApxq and the number lApxq :“ s1 depend only on x (and not
on T ). This allows us to identify UA with FA ˆ pM0,8s. That is to say, UA is a regular neighborhood of
the face FA, as in Subsection 4.1.

More generally, we define UT , for an n-ribbon tree T with l interior edges, to be the following
neighborhood of F T :

UT :“
č

TďTA

UA
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Similar to UA, UT can be identified with F T ˆ pM0,8s
l. Note that if TA ě T , then the projection πA

maps UT to itself . If A1 is another cyclic bisection that TA1 ě T , then compatibility of the sections of the
bundles Dn1 with respect to gluing implies that the maps πA and πA1 commute with each other. Define
πT : UT Ñ F T to be the map given by composing all projection maps πA such that TA ě T . Above
discussion shows that this map is independent of the order of composition of the projection maps πA. The
map πT defines the first factor of the diffeomorphism from UT to F T ˆ pM0,8s

l. The component of this
diffeomorphism in pM0,8s

l can be also defined similarly.

Proposition 4.25. For two cyclic bisections A0 and A1, the open sets UA0 and UA1 intersect if and only
if A0 and A1 are uncrossed. More generally, suppose T1 and T2 are two n-ribbon trees. Then UT1 and
UT2 intersect if and only if there is an n-ribbon tree T such that T ď T1 and T ď T2.

Proof. The second part of the proposition is a consequence of the first part. To prove the first part of
the proposition, let UA0 and UA1 contain a point in their intersection. Since these sets are open, we can
assume that x P Pn. Therefore, x is in correspondence with the arrangement of n points tx1, . . . , xnu on
the real line. The assumption (4.17) implies that:

|xi ´ xj | ă |xi ´ xk| i, j P A0, k R A0

A similar claim holds if we replace A0 with A1. Consequently, either the sets A0 and A1 are disjoint or
one of them contain the other one. That is to say, A0 and A1 are uncrossed. Conversely, if A0 and A1 are
uncrossed, then there is an n-ribbon tree T such that T ă TA0 and T ă TA1 . This implies that UA0 and
UA1 both contain the space ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8s

|EIntpT q|q.

There is a map from the strong compactification to the weak compactification of Pn, denoted by
F : Kn Ñ ∆n´2, which is equal to the identity map on the space Pn. Intuitively, the compactification
Kn allows different points to merge. It also has the the additional information that records the rate of
convergence of different points to each other. The map F, called the forgetful map, forgets this additional
information. To give the definition of F, let T be an n-ribbon tree with root l0 and the non-root leaves li.
Suppose the root l0 is connected to the interior vertex v of T . Suppose also e1, . . . , edpvq are the edges
of T whose sources are equal to v. We assume that the labeling of these edges is given by the ribbon
structure of the vertex v. We also define ni to be the number of leaves lj such that the unique path from
lj to l0 contains the edge ei. Any p P FT associates an arrangement tx1, . . . , xdpvqu of dpvq points to v.
Then Fppq is the arrangement of n points in which xi appears with multiplicity ni. It is straightforward to
check that the map F ˝ ΦT for any n-ribbon tree T is continuous. Therefore, the map F is continuous.

Annular Decomposition

Let T be an n-ribbon tree with interior vertices v0, . . . , vl and interior edges e1, . . . , el. Suppose x P Pn
belongs to the open subset FT ˆ p0,8ql of UT . Then x “ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq for appropriate
choices of px0, . . . ,xlq P FT and ps1, . . . , slq P pM0,8q

l. For a given i, suppose tx1, . . . , xdpviqu is a
representative for xi, Brj pxjq is the territory ball around xj , and BRpxq is the parent territory ball. Then
we can form the 3-dimensional annular regions:

Brj pxjqztxju (4.26)
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around xj and the annular region R3zBRpxq around infinity. These annular regions are in correspondence
to the edges of T . Each interior edge ek of T with source vi and target vi1 is in correspondence with two
annular regions; one of these regions is a 3-dimensional annulus of the form (4.26) and the other one is an
annular region around infinity. On the other hand, each leaf of T is matched with exactly one annular
region.

In order to form the punctured Euclidean space R3zx, we glue together annular regions corresponding
to the interior edges3. Suppose ek is an interior edge, connecting its source vi to its target vi1 . Suppose
also the annular region associated to ek in R3zxi and R3zxi1 are respectively denoted by Brpxqztxu and
R3zBRpxq. Remove the ball of radius e´

sk
2 r from Brpxqztxu to obtain A1. The space A1 is an annulus

with inner radius e´
sk
2 r and outer radius r. We also take the intersection of R3zBRpxq with the closure

of the ball centered at x and with radius e
sk
2 R to obtain A2. Then A2 is also an annulus with inner radius

R and outer radius e
sk
2 R. We glue A1 along its inner sphere to A2 along its outer sphere using an affine

transformation. We write Apek,x, T q for the the union of the following subsets of A1 and A2 after gluing:

A1 XB
e´

M0
2 r
pxq A2zB

e
M0
2 R
pxq

The space Apek,x, T q is also an annular region where the ratio of its outer radius to the inner radius is
equal to esk´M0 . We call Apek,x, T q the neck of R3zx associated to the edge ek of T . Applying the
above gluing construction to all interior edges gives rise to R3zx.

We can also associate subspaces of R3zx to each leaf and each interior vertex of T . Suppose l is a
leaf of T and Apl,x, T q is the subspace of R3zx induced by the annular region associated to l. We call
Apl,x, T q the end of R3zx associated to the leaf l of T . The complement of the necks and the ends of
R3zx is a union of l ` 1 compact connected spaces, one for each interior vertex. The fat region of R3zx
associated to the interior vertex vi of T is the connected component of this space corresponding to vi.
The fat region associated to the vertex vi can be also regarded as a subset of R3zxi. Decomposing R3zx
as the above disjoint union of necks, ends and fat regions is called the annular decomposition of R3zx
associated to the tree T .

The definition of annular decomposition can be extended to the open neighborhood FT ˆ p0,8sl of
FT . In this neighborhood the parameters sk are allowed to be8. If sk “ 8, then we leave the annular
regions associated to the interior edge ek without change. Furthermore, Apek,x, T q is the disjoint union
of two sets of the following form:

B
e´

M0
2 r
pxqztxu R3zB

e
M0
2 R
pxq. (4.27)

According to Proposition 4.25, for any point p P Kn, there is a unique n-ribbon tree T such that T is
minimal with respect to the relation ď and p P FT ˆ p0,8sl. The annular decomposition of p (without
reference to any ribbon tree) is defined as the annular decomposition with respect to this minimal tree.

Suppose again T is a ribbon tree with interior vertices v0, . . . , vl and interior edges e1,. . . , el. Suppose
x P Pn is equal to ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq where px0, . . . ,xlq P FT and ps1, . . . , slq P p0,8q

l. Let
γ0, . . . , γl : R3zxÑ R be the functions determined by the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) below.

3For two different representatives of x, there is a unique affine transformation that identifies the corresponding punctured
Euclidean spaces. Therefore, R3

zx is well-defined up to a canonical isomorphism. See also the definition of Bx in Subsection
4.4.
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(i) The function γi is equal to 1 on the fat region associated to the interior vertex vi and vanishes on
the fat region associated to any other vertex.

(ii) If l is a leaf incident to the vertex vi, then γi is equal to 1 on the end associated to the leaf l.

(iii) Suppose the neck Apek,x, T q associated to the interior edge ek is a 3-dimensional annulus with
inner radius r and the outer radius eτr. If vi is the target of ek, then γi at y P Apek,x, T q is defined
as follows:

γipyq “ ϕ1p
lnp |y|r q

τ
q

where the function ϕ1 is given in (1.12). If vi is the source of ek, then γi at y P Apek,x, T q is
defined as follows:

γipyq “ ϕ2p
lnp |y|r q

τ
q.

where the function ϕ2 is given in (1.12). If vi is not incident to ek, then γi vanishes on Apek,x, T q.

The functions γ0, . . . , γl can be used to glue a list of functions tfi : R3zxi Ñ Ru0ďiďl and to form a
function f : R3zxÑ R. The function f is defined as below:

f :“
l
ÿ

i“0

γifi

We say f is given by gluing f0, . . . , fl along the ribbon tree T with parameters ps1, . . . , slq. We can apply
a similar gluing process in the case that fi are differential forms of the same degree (or any other set of
tensorial objects of the same type) on the spaces R3zxi.

Definition of the functions γ0, . . . , γl can be extended to the case that some of the parameters sk are
equal to8. If sk “ 8, then the neck corresponding to ek consists of two annular regions as in (4.27). In
this case, if vi is the source of ek, then γi is equal to 1 on the first set in (4.27) and vanishes on the second
set. If vi is the target of ek, then γi is equal to 1 on the second set in (4.27) and vanishes on the first set. If
vi is not incident to ek, then γi vanishes on the neck corresponding to ek. Using this extension, we can
glue functions along the ribbon tree T with parameters ps1, . . . , slq where some of the sk could be8.

4.3 Associahedron of Metrics

Suppose W is a 4-manifold with n` 1 boundary components Y0, . . . , Yn. For a cyclic bisection A of the
set rns, let YA be a cut of W such that W zYA has connected components W 1

A and W 2
A with:

BW 1
A “ tYAu Y tYi | i R Au BW 2

A “ t´YAu Y tYi | i P Au

We say the set of cuts tYAu is of associahedron type, if for any two uncrossed bisections A0 and A1, the
cuts YA0 and YA1 are disjoint. We then pick, for every cut YA, a tubular neighborhood NpYAq which is
diffeomorphic to r´2, 2s ˆ YA. We also assume that NpYA0q and NpYA1q are disjoint when YA0 and YA1

are disjoint. Suppose T is an n-ribbon tree with interior vertices v0, . . . , vl and interior edges e1, . . . , el.
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Let also A1, . . . , Al denote the cyclic bisections associated to T . Then we define YT to be the union of the
disjoint cuts YA1 , . . . , YAl . Thus each interior edge of T is in correspondence with one of the connected
components of YA and each leaf of T is in correspondence with one of the boundary components of W .
The 4-manifold W zp´1, 1q ˆ YT has l ` 1 connected components, one for each interior vertex of v. We
denote the connected component of W zp´1, 1qˆYT associated to the interior vertex vi by Wi. The set of
the boundary components of Wi are given by the 3-manifolds associated to the edges which are incident
to vi.

Example 4.28. The 4-manifold W j
k , introduced in Section 3, has k ´ j ` 2 boundary components:

´Yj M j
j`1 M j`1

j`2 . . . Mk´1
k Yk

The vertical and the spherical cuts provide a set of cuts of associahedron type for W j
k .

For a manifold W as above, we can construct a family of metrics parametrized by the associahedron
Kn where the cut associated to the face FT ofKn is equal to YT . We first choose a background Riemannian
metric g0 on W which has cylindrical ends along the boundary components Y0, . . . , Yn. We equip YA
with a Riemannian metric hA, and on NpYAq we construct a smooth 1-parameter family of metrics gApsq,
for s P r0,8q, with the following properties:

(i) For all values of s, gApsq extends to a smooth metric on W which is equal to g0 on W z NpYAq.

(ii) For s ă 1, we have gApsq “ g0 on NpYAq.

(iii) For s ě 2, the restriction of gApsq to the region YA ˆ r´2,´1q Y YA ˆ p1, 2s is independent of s.

(iv) For s ě 2, we have gApsq “ usprq
2dr2 ` hA on YA ˆ r´1, 1s, where the function usptq is fixed in

Subsection 4.1.

For each cyclic bisection A, we also fix a function γA : Kn Ñ R Y t8u such that γA is zero on the
complement of FA ˆ pM0,8s Ă Kn, and γApx, sq “ s ´M0 for px, sq P FA ˆ pM0 ` 1,8s Ă UA.
Then Proposition 4.25 implies that for any p P Kn, the numbers γA0pxq and γA1pxq are both non-zero
only if A0 and A1 are uncrossed.

We can now describe the family of metrics on W . Fix an element x in Kn. We need to define a
(possibly broken) metric gpxq on W . We firstly define this metric on NpYAq for a cyclic bisection A. If
γApxq is a finite number, then the metric gpxq on the tubular neighborhood NpYAq is equal to gApγApxqq.
Otherwise, we define gpxq to be defined as follows:

gpxq “

"

gAp2q on YA ˆ r´2,´1q Y YA ˆ p1, 2s
1
r2
dr2 ` hA on YA ˆ r´1, 1s

On the complement of the tubular neighborhoods NpYAq, we define gpxq to be equal to g0. The properties
of the metrics gA and the functions γA show that gpxq is a well-defined metric and these metrics together
form a family of metrics on W parametrized by Kn.
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4.4 Families of Gibbons-Hawking Metrics on ALE spaces

In the previous subsection, we introduced a general construction to define a family of metrics parametrized
by an associahedron. In particular, this construction can be applied to W j

k . For our purposes, we need to
modify this family of metrics. In this subsection, we construct families of metrics on some 4-manifolds
which appear as submanifolds of W j

k . The modified family of metrics on W j
k shall be discussed in the

next subsection.

Gibbons-Hawking Metric

Suppose x1, . . . , xn are distinct points in R “ Rˆ tp0, 0qu Ă R3. Suppose also m0, m1, . . . , mn is an
increasing sequence of integer numbers. Then define:

upqq “
k
ÿ

i“1

mi ´mi´1

|q ´ xi|
q P R3ztx1, . . . , xnu. (4.29)

The function u is harmonic and hence α :“ ˚du defines a closed 2-form on the space R3ztx1, . . . , xnu
where ˚ is the Hodge operator associated to the Euclidean metric. Integrality of the numbers mi implies
that α represents an integral cohomology class on R3ztx1, . . . , xnu. For 0 ď i ď n, let di be the straight
path pxi, xi`1q on the line Rˆ tp0, 0qu which is oriented in the increasing direction. Here we assume
that x0 “ ´8 and xn`1 “ 8. Then the cohomology class of α is Poincaré dual to:

´

n
ÿ

i“0

midi. (4.30)

There is also a Up1q-bundle L over R3ztx1, . . . , xnu whose first Chern class is represented by α. The
divisor in (4.30) determines a canonical choice of this bundle. The total space of L in a punctured
neighborhood of xi is diffeomorphic to Rą0 ˆ Lpmi´1 ´ mi, 1q where the first factor parametrizes
|q ´ xi|.

The set A “ tx1, . . . , xnu represents an element x P Pn. Given another representative A1 “
tx11, . . . , x

1
nu for x, there is a unique affine diffeomorphism ΦA

A1 : R3ztx1, . . . , xnu Ñ R3ztx11, . . . , x
1
nu.

We define Bx to be:
Bx “ p

ğ

A

R3zAq{ „ (4.31)

where A runs over all representatives of x and „ is the equivalence relation defined by the maps
ΦA
A1 . A differential form β on Bx is given by differential forms βA on R3zA, for any A, such that
pΦA

A1q
˚pβA1q “ βA. Similarly, we define any other geometrical object on Bx. The function u in (4.29)

does not give rise to a function on Bx. However, α “ ˚du determines a well-defined differential 2-form
on Bx, which we denote by αm,x. Similarly, Qm,x defined by the quadratic form:

u2pdx2 ` dy2 ` dz2q

is well-defined on Bx. The definition of annular decomposition is also compatible with respect to the
equivalence relation „ in (4.31). Therefore, it makes sense to talk about annular decomposition of Bx.
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We also define Xm,x by defining an analogous equivalence relation on the set of all Up1q-bundles L,
defined for different choices of representatives of x. If we are only interested in the diffeomorphism type
of the 4-manifold Xm,x and the choice of x is not important for us, then we denote this space by Xm.

Let ω be a connection on Xm,x whose curvature is equal to αm,x. This connection is given by a
1-form on the total space of Xm,x, which we also denote by ω. Consider the following metric on Xm,x:

g :“ Qm,x ` ω
2 (4.32)

Since R3ztx1, . . . , xnu is simply connected, any other connection ω1 with curvature αm,x is the pull-back
of the connection ω by an automorphism of the bundle Xm,x. Therefore, the metrics induced by ω and ω1

are isometric.

Proposition 4.33. The metric g on Xm,x is an anti-self-dual asymptotically cylindrical metric with
positive scalar curvature.

Proof. Let rg be the metric g{u, a metric in the same conformal class as g. (This metric depends on the
choice of the representative x.) The metric rg, introduced by Gibbons and Hawking, is hyper-Kähler
[GH78]. In particular, it is an anti-self-dual metric and has vanishing scalar curvature. Thus, the metric g
is also anti-self-dual. The scalar curvature of g is given by the following formula:

R “ 6u´
3
2 ∆

rgpu
1
2 q

where ∆
rg is the Laplace-Beltrami operator4 with respect to the metric rg. In general, if rf : LÑ R is the

pull-back of a function f on R3ztx1, . . . , xnu, then ∆
rgp
rfq is equal to the pull-back of u´1∆pfq where

∆pfq is the standard Laplace operator. Therefore, the scalar curvature of g is given by the following
expression which is always positive:

3

2
u´4pu2

x1 ` u
2
x2 ` u

2
x3q

The metric g has a nice asymptotic behavior. Firstly let k “ 1 and x1 be the origin in R3. Let also u0

be the harmonic function m1´m0
r , where r “ |q|. The associated Up1q-bundle, the 2-form, the connection

and the metric are denoted by L0, α0, ω0 and g0. The associated divisor is also equal to ´m0d0 ´m1d1

which is invariant with respect to the dilation maps φλpqq “ λ ¨ q. The 2-form α0 is also invariant with
respect to φλ. Moreover, the contraction of α0 in the radial direction vanishes.

The bundle L0 is the pull-back of a Up1q-bundle lm0,m1 on S2 with respect to the radial projection
map π. Here S2 denotes the sphere of radius one in R3 centered at the origin with the non-standard
orientation. Let r, l P S2 be the points p1, 0, 0q and p´1, 0, 0q. Then lm0,m1 is the Up1q-bundle on S2

associated to the divisor m0l ´m1r. For each choice of m0 and m1, we fix a connection µm0,m1 on
lm0,m1 whose curvature is represented by a harmonic 2-form (with respect to the standard metric σ on
S2). We can pick ω0 to be the pull-back connection π˚pµm0,m1q. Then the metric g0 can be written as:

g0 “ pm1 ´m0q
2dr

2

r2
` π˚ppm1 ´m0q

2I0 ` µ
2
m0,m1

q (4.34)

4We use the the convention of differential geometry for the sign of Laplace-Beltrami operator, i.e., ∆ “ d˚d.
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where the quadratic form I0 on lm0,m1 is the pull-back of the standard metric σ on S2. We reparametrize
L0 using the (orientation preserving) diffeomorphism Φ : Rˆ lm0,m1 Ñ L0, defined as follows:

Φpt, xq “ e´t ¨ x. (4.35)

Then g0 is the product metric pm1 ´m0q
2dt2 ` h with h being the metric pm1 ´m0q

2I0 ` µ
2
m0,m1

on
lm0,m1 .

Next, we consider the more general case that k ą 1. Let the following balls be the set of territory balls
for tx1, . . . , xnu:

Br1px1q Br2px2q ¨ ¨ ¨ Brnpxnq BRpxq

For 1 ď i ď k, let Di be the punctured ball Bripxiqztxiu, and D8 be the interior of the complement of
BRpxq. We also define rDi to be the punctured closed ball Bri{2pxiqztxiu and rD8 to be the complement
of B2Rpxq. Consider the diffeomorphisms Ψi : p0,8q ˆ S2 Ñ Di and Ψ8 : p´8, 0q ˆ S2 Ñ D8
defined as follows:

Ψipt, yq “ ri ¨ e
´t ¨ y Ψipt, yq “ R ¨ e´t ¨ y (4.36)

As in (4.35), we can fix a canonical isomorphism of Xm,x|Di with the cylinder p0,8q ˆ lmi´1,mi

and a canonical isomorphism of Xm,x|D8 with p´8, 0q ˆ lm0,mk by lifting the above diffeomorphisms.
We also fix a connection ω1 on Xm,x such that it agrees with the pullback of the connection µmi´1,mi on
Xm,x|Di and the pullback of the connection µm0,mk on Xm,x|D8 . Then a :“ αm,x ´ F pω1q induces a
2-form on Bx which satisfies the following exponential decay condition for any point pt, yq P Di or D8
and any integer number k:

|∇kapt, yq| ď Cke
´δ|t| pt, yq P Di or D8. (4.37)

Here pt, yq is defined using the maps in (4.36), δ is a positive real number independent of k and Ck is
a positive constant. Analogous to M0 in the previous section, we might need to increase the value of
constants δ and Ck as we move forward throughout the paper. The above norm is defined with respect to
the cylindrical metric dt2 ` σ on Di rather than the Euclidean metric.

The 2-form a is closed and we wish to find a 1-form b with the similar decay condition as in (4.37)
such that db “ a. For 1 ď i ď n or i “ 8, we can write the restriction of a to Di in the following way:

a|Di “ αiptq ` βiptqdt

where αptq and βptq, for each t, are 2- and 1-forms on S2. Then define:

biptq “ ´

ż 8

t
βipsq ds 1 ď i ď n (4.38)

and

b8ptq “

ż t

´8

β8psq ds (4.39)

Then bi has the similar decay condition as in (4.37) over Di and dbi “ a. Suppose φi is a function on Bx

which is zero outside of Di and is equal to 1 on a neighborhood of rDi. Then:

a´ dpφ1b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` φnbn ` φ8b8q (4.40)
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Figure 7: In this example, there are three territory balls. The ribbon neighborhood V1 (respectively, V2)
connects the second territory ball to the first one (respectively, third one).

is a closed 2-form on R3 which is supported in the complement of the union of rDi. Since Bxz
Ť

rDi has
trivial second cohomology with compact support, we can find a 1-form b1 supported outside of the union
of rDi’s such that db1 is equal to the 2-form in (4.40). Therefore, the exterior derivative of:

b :“ φ1b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` φnbn ` φ8b8 ` b
1

is equal to a and b is exponentially decaying as in (4.37). In particular, ω :“ ω1 ` b defines a connection
on Xm,x such that F pωq “ αm,x. Given this, it is straightforward to show that g is an asymptotically
cylindrical metric.

We can give an explicit choice for the 1-form b1. Although we will not use it here, this canonical
choice will be useful for us later when we need to repeat the above construction in family. To construct
the 1-form b1, let Ui, for 1 ď i ď n´ 1 be a small closed neighborhood of the path along the x-axis in
R3 which connects rDi to rDi`1. (See Figure 7.) By applying Poincaré lemmas for regular cohomology
and compactly supported cohomology [BT82, Chapter 3], we can reduce our problem into finding a
compactly supported 1-form b1 in V :“ R3z

´

Ť

rDi Y
Ť

Ui

¯

such that db1 is equal to a given 2-form

compactly supported in V . Projection5 along the red lines in Figure 7 identifies V with S2 ˆR. By
another application of Poincaré Lemma for cohomology with compact support, we can reduce our problem
into finding a function f on S2 such that df is equal to a given 1-form. This problem has a unique solution
if we require that the integral of f over S2 is equal to 0.

Definition 4.41. We call the 4-manifold Xm,x the Gibbons-Hawking manifold associated to the parameters
m and x. The metric g in (4.32) is also called the Gibbons-Hawking metric on Xm,x.

The definition of GH metrics can be extended to a slightly more general choices of parameters m
and x. For any sequence of (not necessarily increasing) integers pm0, . . . ,mnq and tx1, . . . , xnu Ă R,

5To obtain a smooth map, we can enlarge V slightly and then use the red lines to identify V and S2
ˆR
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we can form a Up1q-bundle L over R3ztx1, . . . , xnu. Let H be the subspace of R3 given by y ě 0 and
z “ 0. Thus, H can be identified with the standard upper half-plane. There is a Möbius transformation
acting on H which maps xi to8. This diffeomorphism of H is unique up to post-composition with an
affine transformation. Therefore, it induces a diffeomorphism from R3ztx1, . . . , xnu to R3ztx11, . . . , x

1
nu

which is well-defined up to post-composition with an affine transformation of R3ztx11, . . . , x
1
nu. (In

particular, px11, . . . , x
1
nq induces a well-defined element of Pn.) This diffeomorphism can be lifted

to a diffeomorphism of L and the Up1q-bundle L1 associated to pmi,mi`1, . . . ,mn,m0, . . . ,mi´1q

and px11, . . . , x
1
nq. If L admits a Gibbons-Hawking metric, then we can push-forward this metric to

L1. In summary, we can extend the definition of Gibbons-Hawking manifold Xm,x to the case that
m “ pm0, . . . ,mnq is increasing possibly after shifting parameters.

Associahedron of Gibbons-Hawking Metrics

Fix a sequence of increasing integers m “ pm0,m1, . . . ,mnq, let Xm be the Gibbons-Hawking manifold
associated to m and the points xi “ i` 1

2 for 1 ď i ď n. Suppose A is a cyclic bi-section of rns given by
the set tj, j`1, . . . , ku. Analogous to Section 3, let Sjk be the sphere that is centered at p j`k2 , 0, 0q and has
radius k´j´1

2 ` νpk ´ jq with ν being the same function as in Section 3. Then R3zSjk has two connected
components; one component contains the points xi with j ď i ă k, and the other component contains the
remaining xi’s. Let M j

k be the 3-manifold given by the fibers of Xm over Sjk. Then the set of cuts given
by 3-manifolds M j

k , for various choices of A, is of associahedron type. Thus, associated to this set of cuts,
there is a family of metrics Xm on Xm parametrized by Kn. As in Subsection 4.3, we denote the union
of all cuts associated to an n-ribbon tree T by YT . For each sphere Sjk, we fix a regular neighborhood
r´2, 2s ˆ Sjk such that if Sj1k1 and Sj2k2 are disjoint then the regular neighborhoods r´2, 2s ˆ Sj1k1 and
r´2, 2s ˆSj2k2 are also disjoint. These regular neighborhoods induce regular neighborhoods r´2, 2s ˆM j

k

of the spherical cuts M j
k .

The connected components of XmzYT are also Gibbons-Hawking manifolds. Let v be one of the
interior vertices and e1, . . . , edpvq be the outgoing edges of v, labeled using the ribbon structure around
the vertex v. Let l1, . . . , ln denote the non-root leaves of T , again ordered using the ribbon structure. We
write ui for the vertex of degree one incident to li. Let the integers i0, . . . , idpvq be chosen such that

0 ď i0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă idpvq ď n (4.42)

and the unique path from the root to any of the vertices uij´1`1, . . . , uij contains the edge ej . Then we
say v has type pi0, . . . , idpvqq. The connected component of XmzYT corresponding to the vertex v is a
Gibbons-Hawking manifold associated to the parameters m1 “ pmi0 ,mi1 , . . . ,midpvqq.

Example 4.43. Suppose T is the (6)-ribbon tree given in Figure 2. The types of the vertices v0, v1 and v2

of T are listed below:

v0 : i0 “ 0, i1 “ 1, i2 “ 4, i3 “ 6 v1 : i0 “ 1, i1 “ 2, i2 “ 3, i3 “ 4 v2 : i0 “ 4, i1 “ 5, i2 “ 6

The main goal of this subsection is to modify the family of metrics Xm such that each metric in the
family is a Gibbons-Hawking metric. To achieve this goal, we need to do some preliminary work.
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Fix an n-ribbon tree T with l interior edges whose interior vertices and edges are labeled with
v0, . . . , vl and e1, . . . , el. Let pdpviq ` 1q-tuple mi is given by the type of the vertex vi and the n-
tuple m. The open face FT is identified with Pdpv0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pdpvlq. Given px0, . . . ,xlq P FT and
ps1, . . . , slq P pM0,8q

l, we can form the 2-form αmi,xi and the quadratic form Qmi,xi on the space Bxi .
Suppose x “ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P Pn and rα (respectively, rQ) is the result of gluing αm0,x0 , . . . ,
αml,xl (respectively, Qm0,x0 , . . . , Qml,xl). Recall from the previous subsection that there are functions
γ0, . . . , γl : Bx Ñ R such that:

rα “
l
ÿ

i“0

γiαmi,xi
rQ “

l
ÿ

i“0

γiQmi,xi .

We wish to compare pαm,x, Qm,xq with prα, rQq. We need to fix a metric Jx on Bx to perform this
comparison.

For any 2 ď d ď n and any x P Pd, we wish to pick a metric Jx on Bx such that Jx satisfies the
following two conditions:

(i) We identify the interior of each territory ball in Bx with p0,8q ˆ S2 as in (4.36). Similarly, we
identify the interior of the complement of the parent ball with p´8, 0q ˆ S2. The metric Jx in
these open sets are given by dt2 ` σ where σ is the standard metric on S2.

(ii) The second constraint is a consistency condition with respect to the inductive nature of the spaces
Pd, similar to the condition in Definition 4.23. Suppose T is a d-ribbon tree with two interior
vertices v0 and v1. Suppose px1,x2q P FT and x “ ΦT px0,x1, sq for s P p0,8q. Then the metrics
Jx1 and Jx2 on Bx1 and Bx2 can be glued to each other to define a metrics on Bx. We require that
Jx agrees with this metric when s P pM0,8q.

A family of such metrics can be constructed by induction on d. In the case that d “ 2, we need to define
one metric that extends a given metric on the territory balls and the complement of the parent ball. We
choose these extensions in an arbitrary way. To carry out the induction step, we note that the first condition
determines the desired metrics on the territory balls and the complement of parent balls. The second
condition determines the metrics on the subset Ud of Pd. Analogous to Proposition 4.24, we can use the
induction step to show that the metrics determined by (ii) are consistent. We extend these metrics in an
arbitrary way to complete the induction step.

We also need to define a function λx : Bx Ñ R for any 2 ď d ď n and any x P Pd. This function
is defined in terms of the annular decomposition of Bx. The function λx vanishes on any fat region of
Bx, is equal to t on an end p0,8qˆ S2, and that is equal to τ ´ |t| on a neck p´τ, τq ˆ S2. Note that we
again identify ends and necks by cylinders of the form pa, bq ˆ S2 using diffeomorphisms similar to the
maps in (4.36).

Proposition 4.44. The constants δ and Ck can be chosen such that:

|∇kpαm,x ´ rαq|x ď Cke
´δpτ`λxq |∇kpQm,x ´ rQq|x ď Cke

´δpτ`λxq (4.45)

where ∇k is defined with respect to the metric Jx, | ¨ |x is the point-wise norm with respect to Jx and
τ “ minipsiq.
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Proof. We verify the inequalities in (4.45) on a neck region for constants δ and Ck which are independent
of s1, . . . , sl. Analogous arguments can be used to prove similar inequalities for fat regions and cylindrical
ends. Moreover, An inductive argument and compactness of associahedra can be employed to show that
these constants can be made independent of x0, . . . , xl.

We assume that the neck region is in correspondence with the interior edge e1. We also assume that
the source and the target of e1 are v0 and v1. Moreover, e1 appears as the first element with respect to
the ribbon structure of the vertex v0. Then the neck region has the form pM0´s1

2 , s1´M0
2 q ˆ S2 and the

restriction of the metric Jx to this region is given by the cylindrical metric dt2 ` σ. The 2-form rα on
r s1´M0

6 , s1´M0
2 qˆS2 is equal to αm0,x0 , on rM0´s1

6 , s1´M0
6 sˆS2 is equal to a convex linear combination

of αm0,x0 , αm1,x1 , and on pM0´s1
2 , M0´s1

6 s ˆ S2 is equal to αm1,x1 . Therefore, it suffices to show that
αm,x ´ αm0,x0 has the desired decay properties on pM0´s1

6 , s1´M0
2 q ˆ S2. A similar argument can be

applied to Qm,x ´ rQ.

Suppose x and x0 are represented as below:

x : x1 ă x2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă xn x0 : x11 ă x12 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă x1dpv0q

Let the vertex v0 have type pi0, . . . , idpv0qq. In order to obtain x from x0, we replace each point x1j of
x0 with ij ´ ij´1 points which belong to the ball Brj{4px

1
jq with rj being the radius of the territory ball

around x1j . In fact, we can substitute Brj{4pxjq with Be´τ rj{4pxjq because s1, . . . , sl are larger than τ .
We also need to include i0 ` n ´ idpv0q points which belong to the complement of the ball B2eτRpx

1q

where BRpx1q is the parent ball of x0. Among these points, i0 elements are less than x11 and n´ idpv0q
elements are greater than x1dpv0q. Moreover, the neck region associated to e1 is the region between the

balls centered at x11 and with radii r1e
´
M0
2 and r1e

´s1`
M0
2 .

The 2-form αm,x is given by:

n
ÿ

k“1

pmk´1 ´mkq
px´ xkqdy ^ dz ` ydz ^ dx` zdx^ dy

|q ´ xk|3

Suppose q is a point in the neck region associated to the edge e1. This region can be regarded as a subset
of Bx0 . The 2-form αm0,x0 at a point q in this region can be described as follows. In the above sum,
replace xk with x1j if xk P Brj{4px

1
jq. Moreover, remove the terms that the corresponding xk belongs to

the complement of BRpx1q. Then the resulting expressions is equal to αm0,x0 at the point q.

The above description of αm0,x0 implies that∇kpαm,x´ rαq at a point q in the neck region associated
to the edge e1 can be bounded by finding appropriate upper bounds for the expressions of the form:

|∇kppx´ xkqdy ^ dz ` ydz ^ dx` zdx^ dy
|q ´ xk|3

´
px´ x1jqdy ^ dz ` ydz ^ dx` zdx^ dy

|q ´ x1j |
3

q|x

(4.46)
where xk belongs to the territory ball of x1j , and:

|∇kppx´ xkqdy ^ dz ` ydz ^ dx` zdx^ dy
|q ´ xk|3

q|x. (4.47)
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where xk belongs to the complement of BRpx1q. It is straightforward to see that there is a constant C

such that the expression in (4.46) is less than C
|xk´x

1
j ||q´x

1
1|

|q´x1j |
2 and the expression in (4.47) is less than

C
|q´x11|
|q´xk|

. These inequalities imply that (4.46) and (4.47) on the region between the balls centered at x11

with radii r1e
´
M0
2 and r1e

´
M0
2
´2

s1´M0
3 are less than Cke´δpτ`λxq for an appropriate choices of δ and Ck.

A similar argument can be employed to estimate the difference between α and α1 on the region between
the balls centered at x11 with radii r1e

´
M0
2
´
s1´M0

3 and r1e
´s1`

M0
2 . By combining these results, we can

verify (4.45) over the neck region associated to the edge e1.

As the next step, we need to fix a connection on ωm1,x on Xm1,x for any 2 ď d ď n, m1 “

pmi0 , . . . ,midq and x P Kd such that the curvature of ωm1,x is equal to αm1,x and these families of
connections satisfy the analogue of Proposition 4.44. As in the proof of Proposition 4.33, we firstly fix a
connection ω1m1,x on Xm1,x and then modify it by adding an appropriate 1-form. The connections ω1m1,x

are required to satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) On each territory ball and on the complement of the parent ball, the connection ω1m1,x is the
pull-back of a connection of the form µm,m1 .

(ii) Suppose T is a d-ribbon tree with two interior vertices v0 and v1. Suppose m1
0 and m1

1 are defined
using m1 and the types of the vertices v0, v1. Suppose px1,x2q P FT and x “ ΦT px0,x1, sq for
s P p0,8q. Then the Up1q-connections ω1m1

1,x1
and ω1m1

2,x2
on Xm1

1,x1
and Xm1

2,x2
can be glued

to each other to define a connection on Xm1,x. We require that ω1m1,x agrees with this connection
when s P pM0,8q.

These two conditions are similar to the properties that the metrics Jx satisfy. The same inductive argument
can be used to prove the existence of the family of connections satisfying these two properties.

Proposition 4.48. The constants δ and Ck can be chosen such that if am1,x :“ αm1,x ´ F pωm1,xq, then:

|∇kpam1,xq|x ď Cke
´δ¨λx (4.49)

where∇k is defined with respect to the metric Jx and | ¨ |x is the point-wise norm with respect to Jx.

Proof. Given a fixed m1 and x, we firstly show that there are constants Ck and δ such that (4.49) holds.
This is essentially a consequence of (4.37). Next, let T be a d-ribbon tree, px0, . . . ,xlq P FT Ă Kd and
ps1, . . . , slq P pM0,8q

l such that x “ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq. Let also mi be the vector associated
to xi by the d-tuple m1. Then the 2-forms αmi,xi determines a 2-form rα on Bx and Proposition 4.44
asserts that ∇kprα ´ αm1,xq is bounded by Cke´δ¨λx . This observation can be used to show that there
are constants Ck and δ which work for every point in ΦT ptpx0, . . . ,xlqu ˆ pM0,8q

lq. Next, we can
show that the constants Ck and δ can be made independent of x using induction and compactness of
associahedra.

Proposition 4.50. There is a 1-form bm1,x for any 2 ď d ď n, m1 “ pmi0 ,mi1 , . . . ,midq and x P Pd
satisfying:
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(i) dpbm1,xq “ am1,x;

(ii) |∇kbm1,x|x ď Cke
´δ¨λx

(iii) Fix px0, . . . ,xlq P FT and ps1, . . . , slq P pM0,8q
l and let:

x “ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq P Pn. (4.51)

Suppose rb is the result of gluing bm0,x0 , . . . , bml,xl . The constants Ck and δ can be chosen such
that:

|∇kpbm1,x ´
rbq|x ď Cke

´δpτ`λxq (4.52)

where∇k is defined with respect to the metric Jx, | ¨ |x is the point-wise norm with respect to Jx
and τ “ minipsiq.

We can use Proposition 4.50 to define a Gibbons-Hawking manifold Xm1,x for each d-tuple m1 “

pmi0 , . . . ,midq and x P Kd. The metric on this space is given by:

gm1,x “ Qm,.x ` pω
1
m1,x ` bm1,xq

2. (4.53)

Proof of Proposition 4.50. Let x P Kd and a be a closed 2-form on Bx which decays exponentially on
the ends. Given an annular decomposition of Bx associated to a d-ribbon tree T , we can define a 1-form b
such that db “ a by modifying the proof of Proposition 4.33. For an interior edge e of T , let the associated
neck region to e have the form p´ τ

2 ,
τ
2 qˆS

2 in the cylindrical coordinate. Analogous to (4.38) and (4.39),
we can define a 1-form be on this neck region such that dbe “ a. Let the restriction of a to the neck region
be equal to αptq ` βptqdt with αptq P Ω2pS2q and βptq P Ω1pS2q. There is a unique 1-form bep0q on S2

such that dbep0q is equal to αp0q and d˚pbeq vanishes6. Then we define:

beptq :“ bep0q `

ż t

0
βpsq ds

Let φe : RÑ r0, 1s be a bump function supported in p´ τ
2 ,

τ
2 q such that φe is equal to 1 on p´ τ

2`1, τ2´1q.
The closed 1-form a´ dpφebeqq is supported outside the subset p´ τ

2 ` 1, τ2 ´ 1q ˆ S2 of the neck region.
By repeating the same construction for all neck regions and using the 1-forms in (4.38) and (4.39), we can
essentially reduce the problem to the case that a is supported in fat regions. (In fact, we have to slightly
enlarge the fat regions.) Now we apply the last step of the proof of Proposition 4.33 to each fat region to
complete the construction of the desired 1-form b. This construction has three properties which are useful
for us:

(i) this construction can be performed in family for all elements x P Kd which have an annular
decomposition with respect to the ribbon tree T ;

(ii) this construction is linear in a;

(iii) If a and its derivatives are exponentially decaying on an end, then b and its derivatives are also
exponentially decaying with the same exponent. A similar claim also holds for neck regions.

6We use the standard metric on S2 to define d˚.
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The above construction allows us to construct the 1-forms bm1,x for any 2 ď d ď n, m1 “

pmi0 ,mi1 , . . . ,midq and x P Pd. The 1-form bm1,x is given as a sum of 1-forms:

bm1,x “ b0m1,x ` b
1
m1,x ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` b

n
m1,x

such that if x is given as in (4.51) for a d-ribbon tree with l interior edges, then:

bkm1,x “ 0 if x P ΦT pFTˆp2M0,8q
lq, k ą dimpFT q “ d´l´2

The 1-forms bkm1,x are constructed by induction on k. Firstly let k “ 0. Let FT be a 0-dimensional
face of an associahedron Kd with d ď n. Then for any point x P ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8q

d´2q, we can
consider the the annular decomposition of Bx with respect to the tree T . We apply the construction
of the previous paragraph to define a 1-from rb0m1,x for each point in this neighborhood. Let also ϕ :
R Ñ r0, 1s is a smooth bump function supported in pM0,8q which is equal to 1 on p2M0,8q. Then
If x “ ΦT px0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq, then b0m1,x :“ ϕps1q . . . ϕpslq ¨ rb

0
m1,x. This 1-form can be extended

trivially to the points x which are not close to the vertices of Kd. By construction, db0m1,x “ am1,x if
x P ΦT pFT ˆ p2M0,8q

d´2q for a 0-dimensional face FT . Moreover, b0m1,x satisfies the decay condition
in Item (ii) of the statement of the proposition. Item (iii) is also satisfied if FT is 0-dimensional. Next,
we consider the case that FT is 1-dimensional. We repeat the above construction for the points in
ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8q

d´3q and the 2-form am1,x ´ db0m1,x. In the present case, we again use the annular

region with respect to T and define a 1-form rb1m1,x for any point in ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8q
d´3q. Then we

modify this 1-form by the bump function ϕ and define a 1-form b1m1,x on Pd which is equal to rb1m1,x on
ΦT pFT ˆ p2M0,8q

d´3q. Repeating this construction for the faces of all dimensions in Kd provides the
1-forms satisfying the required properties.

Now we can come back to our main task of constructing a family of metrics on Xm parametrized by
Kn. We observed that if T is an n-ribbon tree with l interior vertices v0, . . . , vl, then XmzYT has l ` 1
connected components Z`0 , . . . , Z`l , and Z`l is diffeomorphic to the Gibbons-Hawking manifold Xmi

wehre mi “ pmi0 ,mi1 , . . . ,midpviq
q. Here pi0, i1, . . . , idpviqq is the type of the vertex vi. We already

defined a family of Gibbons-Hawking manifolds tXmi,xiuxiPKdpviq . Therefore, we can push-forward the
Gibbons-Hawking metrics on these manifolds to Z`i using a family of diffeomorphisms:

fmi,xi : Xmi,xi Ñ Z`i .

To be more precise, ppfm0,x0q˚pgm0,x0q, . . . , pfml,xlq˚pgml,xlqq would define a metric XmzYT for each
px0, . . . ,xlq P FT .

Proposition 4.54. For any n-ribbon tree T , and any choice of pmi,xiq, the diffeomorphism Xmi,xi can be
chosen such that the metrics ppfm0,x0q˚pgm0,x0q, . . . , pfml,xlq˚pgml,xlqq form a family of asymptotically
cylindrical metrics Xm on Xm parametrized by Kn.

Proof. To define the maps fmi,xi , it is helpful to limit ourselves to a special type of diffeomorphisms.
Suppose H denotes the upper half-plane:

H “ tpx, yq P R2 | y ě 0u
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and BH is the subset of H given by the pairs px, 0q. Suppose Ω is a simply connected open subset of H
such that BΩ (as a subset of H) is a union of smooth curves, ΩX BH consists of k open intervals, and
BΩX BH consists of the end points of the intervals in ΩX BH. Let S be the solid obtained by rotating
Ω around the axis BH. Suppose also D Ă S is a divisor supported in the x-axis. Then we can form the
Up1q-bundle L associated to D. The manifolds Zi are obtained this way by definition.

Suppose Ω1 is another region in H which gives rise to the manifold S 1. Suppose also L1 is a Up1q-
bundle over L associated to a divisor D1 supported in the x-axis. We assume f is a diffeomorphism from
a regular neighborhood of BΩY pΩX BHq in H to a regular neighborhood of BΩ1 Y pΩ1 X BHq in H1

which maps BΩ to BΩ1, ΩX BH to Ω1 X BH and the divisor D to D1. If f : Ω Ñ Ω1 is an extension of f ,
then f induces a diffeomorphism from L to L1 in an obvious way. We call any such diffeomorphism from
L to L1 a nice diffeomorphism. The key feature for us is that the space of all nice diffeomorphisms from
L to L1 is a non-empty contractible space [Sma59].

Let T be an n-ribbon tree and v be a vertex of degree d of T . Let Z be the connected component
of XmzYT corresponding to the vertex v. Let also m1 be the pd` 1q-tuple defined using the type of the
vertex v and m. We need to define diffeomorphisms fm1,x : Xm1,x Ñ Z` for each x P Pd. We construct
these diffeomorphisms by induction on d such that they satisfy the following conditions:

(i) fm1,x is a nice diffeomorphism depending smoothly on x P Pd

(ii) The diffeomorphism fx1,m maps the fibers of Xm1,x over the ends (respectively, necks) of Bx to the
corresponding ends (respectively, necks) of Z determined by regular neighborhoods of the spherical
cuts fixed earlier in this section.

(iii) Suppose S is a d-ribbon tree with vertices v0, . . . , vl and the edges e1, . . . , el. Suppose also
mi is the pdpviq ` 1q-tuple determined by the type of the vertex vi and the d-tuple m1. For any
px0, . . . ,xlq P Pdpv0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pdpvlq and ps1, . . . , slq P pM0,8s

l, let:

x “ ΦSpx0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq (4.55)

The fat regions of Bx can be identified with the fat regions of Bx0 , . . . , Bxl . In particular, we can
compare ∇kfm1,x restricted to the fibers of Xm1,x over fat regions of Bx to the maps ∇kfmi,xi

restricted to the fibers of Xmi,xi over fat regions of Bxi . We require that the distance between these
maps are controlled by Cke´τ where τ “ minipsiq.

In order to show how the induction step can be carried out, let T and v be chosen as above. We
firstly define fm1,x in the case that x “ ΦSpx0, . . . ,xl, s1, . . . , slq as in (4.55) for a d-ribbon tree S
representing a vertex of Kd. Condition (ii) determines fm1,x on the fibers of Xm1,x over the ends and
the necks of Bx. We extend fm1,x to the fibers over fat regions such that Conditions (i) and (iii) are
satisfied in ΦSpFS ˆ pM0,8s

d´2q. Next, let S represent an edge of Kd. We can use contractibility of
space of nice diffeomorphisms to define fm1,x in the case that x is given as in (4.55). Repeating this
construction for all faces of Kd allows us to define fm1,x for x P Pd. Propositions 4.44 and 4.50 guarantee
that the push-forward metrics define a family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics on Xm parametrized
by Kn.
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4.5 Gibbons-Hawking Families of Metrics on W j
k

Gibbons-Hawking manifolds are relevant for the present paper because they appear as submanifolds of
the 4-manifolds W j

k . Suppose T is a pk ´ j ` 1q-ribbon tree with interior vertices v0, . . . , vl. Suppose
also YT is the cut in W j

k given by Example 4.28, and W0, . . . , Wl are connected components of a the
complement of a regular neighborhood of YT in W j

k . Suppose the component Wi has the property that
any boundary component of Wi is given by a spherical cut M j1

k1 Ă YT , with 1 ď k1 ´ j1 ď N . Then Wi is
diffeomorphic to a Up1q-bundle defined over a subspace B of B in (3.2) which is bounded by spheres Sj

1

k1 ,
with 1 ď k1 ´ j1 ď N . In particular, Wi is diffeomorphic to a Gibbons-Hawking manifold Xm where m
is determined by the intersection of B with the divisor d in (3.3). In this case, we say Wi is of GH type. If
Wi is not of GH type, then we say it is of NGH type.

In Theorem 4.56, we shall construct a family of metrics Wj
k on W j

k such that all components of
GH type appearing in the family has a Gibbons-Hawking metric. In order to construct this family of
metrics, we firstly need to fix metrics on the boundary components and cuts that show up in W j

k . We
fix arbitrary metrics on 3-manifolds Yi which are pN ` 1q-periodic in i. For a spherical cut or boundary
component M j1

k1 , we fix the metric σ ` µ2
m,m1 for an appropriate choice of m and m1. Here σ is induced

by identification of the spherical base of M j1

k1 with S2 and µm,m1 is the Up1q-connection introduced in
the proof of Proposition 4.33. For any Y in this family of 3-manifolds, we choose regular neighborhood
r´2, 2s ˆ Y such that if two three manifolds Y and Y 1 in this family are disjoint, then r´2, 2s ˆ Y are
r´2, 2s ˆ Y 1 are also disjoint.

Theorem 4.56. There is a family of asymptotically cylindrical metrics Wj
k on W j

k parametrized by
Kk´j`1 such that the following two conditions hold for any pk ´ j ` 1q-ribbon tree T :

(i) the cut associated to FT is equal to YT given by Example 4.28;

(ii) let W , the connected component of W j
k zYT associated to a vertex v, be of GH type diffeomorphic

to Xm where m is a pdpvq ` 1q-tuple pm0, . . . ,mdpvqq. The restriction of the family of metrics
Wj
k to FT induces a family of metrics on W parametrized by Kdpvq. We require that the metric

corresponding to x P Kdpvq on W is the pull-back of the Gibbons-Hawking metric on Xm,x

constructed in the previous subsection.

Proof. A family of metrics parametrized by an associahedron, determines families of metrics on the
connected components of the complement of cuts. Each of these families of metrics are parametrized by
an associahedron. In order to prove the proposition, we inductively construct such families of metrics
on any component of W j

k zYT where T is a pk ´ j ` 1q-ribbon tree. To be more precise, if v is a vertex
of T with degree d and W is a connected component of W j

k zYT corresponding to v, then by induction
on d, we construct a family of metrics on W parametrized by Kd. We also show that we can assume the
following additional conditions hold:

• Each face S of Kd determines a union of cuts YS in W . Let S have vertices v0, . . . , vl and
di “ dpviq. Let also W0, . . . , Wl be the connected components of the complement of the regular
neighborhood of YS in W . Then Wi also appears as a connected component of the complement of
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a union of cuts in W j
k . We require that the restriction to FS of the family of metrics on W is given

by the families of metrics on Wi parametrized by Kdi .

• If W is of GH type diffeomorphic to the space Xm, then we demand that the metric on W
corresponding to x P Kd is induced by a diffeomorphism fm,x : Xm,x Ñ W . Moreover, we
require that fm,x satisfies the same properties as (i), (ii) and (iii) in the proof of Proposition 4.54.

In order to preform the induction step, we assume that W is of NGH type. In the case that W is of
GH type, the proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.54. Our induction assumption specifies the
metrics on W parametrized by the points in the boundary of Kd. In order to define the metrics associated
to the points in Pd, we fix a function γT : Pd Ñ Rě0 for each face FT of Kd with codimension 1. The
function γT is supported in ΦT pFT ˆ pM0,8qq. Moreover, the value of γT at ΦT px0,x1, tqis equal to
et if px0,x1q P FT and t ě 2M0. We also fix a compactly-supported function γ0 : Kd Ñ Rě0 and a
metric g0 on W which has cylindrical ends corresponding to the metrics fixed on vertical and spherical
cuts. We also assume that γ0 is chosen such that γ0 and the functions tγT uT do not have a common zero.
The metric on W parametrized by x P Pd is defined as follows:

γ0pxqg0 `
ř

T γT pxq ¨ gT pxq

γ0pxq `
ř

T γT pxq
.

Here gT pxq is a metric on W which we only need to define for the points in ΦT ppM0,8q ˆ FT q.
If x “ ΦT pt, px0,x1qq, then by induction we have a broken asymptotically cylindrical metic on W
associated to the point px0,x1q. We glue these two metrics as it is explained in (4.5) and the following
discussion there. The resulting metric determines γT pxq. It is straightforward to see that the above family
of metrics has the required properties.

5 Moduli Spaces of Anti-Self-Dual Connections

This section concerns the moduli spaces of ASD connections that appear in the construction of surgery
exact polygons. In the first subsection, we review some general facts about such moduli spaces. Some
special properties of moduli spaces of ASD connections over Gibbons-Hawking spaces are discussed in
Subsection 5.2. In the final subsection of the present section, we study the moduli spaces of completely
reducible connections on XN plq.

5.1 Moduli Spaces on Manifolds with Cylindrical Ends

Chern-Simons Functional and Flat Connections

Suppose Y is an oriented connected closed 3-manifold and γ is a 1-cycle in Y . The 1-cycle γ determines
a UpNq-bundle E on Y whose isomorphism class depends only on the homology class of γ. There is a
Chern-Simons functional CS on the space of connections on the bundle E which is well-defined up to a
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constant. For two connections A0 and A1 on E, we have:

CSpA1q ´ CSpA0q “
1

16Nπ2

ż

r0,1sˆY
trpadpF pAqq ^ adpF pAqqq.

Here A is a connection on r0, 1s ˆ Y whose restriction to tiu ˆ Y is equal to Ai for i “ 0, 1. Moreover,
adpF pAqq is a 2-form with coefficients in EndpsupP qq and tr is given by taking fiberwise trace. We
fix an arbitrary connection on ΛNE and focus only on connections on E whose central part is equal
to this fixed connection on ΛNE. This space is invariant with respect to automorphisms of E whose
fiberwise determinants are equal to 1. The stabilizer of a connection η with respect to the action of such
automorphisms is denoted by Γη.

A connection A is a critical point of the Chern-Simons functional, if F0pAq P Ω2pY, supEqq vanishes.
In general, for a connection A, F0pAq denotes the trace-free part of the curvature of A. We will write
RpY, γq for the solutions of F0pAq “ 0 modulo the action of automorphisms of E with determinant
1. An element η of RpY, γq is non-degenerate if the Hessian of CS at η is non-degenerate modulo
the action of the gauge group. This is equivalent to say that the cohomology group H1pY, adpηqq is
trivial. In general, we will write hipηq for the dimension of the cohomology group H ipY, adpηqq. If
CS has degenerate critical points, we can make a small perturbation of the Chern-Simons functional
using holonomy perturbations such that the critical points of the resulting functional are non-degenerate
[Don02, KM11]. When it does not make any confusion, we denote the critical points of such perturbed
Chern-Simons functional with RpY, γq, too.

A pair pY, γq is called admissible if there is σ P H2pY,Zq such that the algebraic intersection number
of γ and σ is coprime to N . For an admissible pair pY, γq, the elements of RpY, γq are irreducible. That
is to say, for any η P RpY, γq, the stabilizer Γη consists of only scalar transformations. In fact, even after
a small perturbation of the Chern-Simons functional the same result holds [KM11, Lemma 3.11].

There are two other families of pairs pY, γq which appear in this paper. If Y is the lens space Lpp, qq,
then the (unperturbed) Chern-Simons functional has non-degenerate critical points for any choice of γ.
Let ζ denotes a flat Up1q-connection on Lpp, qq whose holonomy along the generator of H1pY,Zq is
equal to e2πi{p. Then any flat UpNq-connection on pLpp, qq, γq is isomorphic to ζi1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζiN where
0 ď ij ă p and the sum i1`¨ ¨ ¨` iN is determined by the homology class of γ. In particular, all elements
of RpLpp, qq, γq are reducible. We shall be also interested in the case that Y “ S1 ˆ S2. The space
RpS1 ˆ S2, γq is empty unless γ represents the trivial homology class.

By taking holonomy along the S1 factor, we can identify RpS1 ˆ S2,Hq with T {W where T is the
space of diagonal matrices in SUpNq and W “ SN is the Weyl group. The space T {W can be described
as the quotient of the Lie algebra:

t “ tpt1, . . . , tN q : t1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tN “ 0u (5.1)

by the action of the semi-direct product W ˙L, where L “ ZN X t is the root lattice of SUpNq, acting by
translation. The Weyl group W also acts by permuting the coordinates. To identify T {W with a standard
simplex, we introduce functions ri : tÑ R, given by

ri “

"

ti`1 ´ ti i ă N
t1 ´ tN ` 1 i “ N
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Then the map r “ pr1, . . . , rN q : t Ñ RN identifies t with the plane r1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rN “ 1. Let ∆t
N´1

denote the locus in t cut out by the inequalities ri ě 0 for all i.

Proposition 5.2. ∆t
N´1 is a fundamental domain for the action of W ˙ L on t. The elements of T {W

with repeated eigenvalues are in correspondence with the boundary of ∆t
N´1.

Proof. Define a width function w : RN Ñ R by

wpt1, . . . , tN q “ sup
i,j
|ti ´ tj |.

Given any vector t “ pt1, . . . , tN q P t, we can find a unique vector k P L such that wpt´ kq ď 1. Indeed,
if we define a positive integer d by

d “
N
ÿ

i“1

rtis,

and choose a permutation σ such that:

tσpiq ´ rtσpiqs ď tσpi`1q ´ rtσpi`1qs

for every i, then the components of k are given by

kσpiq “

"

rtσpiqs´ 1 σpiq ď d

rtσpiqs σpiq ą d

We can then find a permutation τ such that

tτpiq ´ kτpiq ď tτpi`1q ´ kτpi`1q

for every i. It follows that the element pτ,´kq PW ˙ L takes t into ∆t
N´1. To complete the proof, we

must show that no two points in ∆t
N´1 can be taken to one another by an element of W ˙ L. But this

follows from the uniqueness of k, the fact that width is preserved by the action of W , and the fact that τ is
unique up to right multiplication by an element of the stabilizer of t´ k.

Moduli Space of ASD Connections

Let W be a compact oriented smooth four-manifold with non-empty boundary and c be a 2-cycle. Let
E be the UpNq bundle determined by c. The bundle E induces a UpNq-bundle on W` which is also
denoted by E. We assume that pW, cq satisfies the following condition:

Condition 5.3. For any boundary component pY, γq of pW, cq, either the 3-manifold Y is a lens space, or
the pair pY, γq is admissible.

We also assume that for each admissible boundary component pY, γq of pW, cq the Chern-Simons func-
tional is perturbed such that all of its critical points are non-degenerate.
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Let A0 and A1 be two connections on W` such that the restriction of Ai on any end r´1, 0q ˆ Y
of W` is the pullback of a critical point of the corresponding (perturbed) Chern-Simons functional on
pY, γq. We say A0 and A1 represent the same path along pW, cq if there is an automorphism u of E with
determinant 1 such that:

A0 ´ u
˚A1

is supported in W Ă W`. The equivalence classes of this relation are called paths along pW, cq. We
say the restriction of a path p, represented by A0, to a boundary component pY, γq of pW, cq is equal to
α P RpY, γq if the restriction of A0 to the end r´1, 0q ˆ Y is the pull-back of a connection that represents
α.

For a path p along pW, cq represented by a connection A0, letAppW, cq be the space of connections of
the form A0 ` a where a P L2

k,δpW
`,Λ1 b supEqq. A differential form a on W` is in L2

k,δ if it belongs
to L2

k,loc. Moreover, the form |r|´δapr, yq on r´1, 0q ˆ Y is required to be an element of L2
k. Here k ě 3

and δ is a small positive real number. Note that all elements of AppW, cq has the same central part. For a
connection A P AppW, cq, the Chern-Weil integral:

κpAq :“
1

16Nπ2

ż

W`

trpadpF pAqq ^ adpF pAqqq. (5.4)

is called the topological energy of A. This integral is independent of A and depends only on p. We also
define the gauge group GppW, cq as follows:

GppW, cq :“
 

u P AutpEq | detpuq “ 1, ∇A0u P L
2
k,δpW,Λ

1 b supEqq
(

.

The quotient of AppW, cq by the action of the gauge group GppW, cq is denoted by BppW, cq. We say
a connection A P AppW, cq is irreducible if the stabilizer ΓA of the action of GppW, cq has positive
dimension.

After fixing a metric on W` compatible with cylindrical ends, we can define the moduli space of
ASD connections on W`. Firstly assume that the critical points of the Chern-Simons functional for all
boundary components of pW, cq are non-degenerate. A connection A P AppW, cq is ASD if F`0 pAq, the
self-dual part of F0pAq, vanishes. This equation is invariant with respect to the action of GppW, cq and
the quotient space of solutions forms a subspaceMppW, cq. In general, holonomy perturbations of the
Chern-Simons functional associated to a boundary component pY, γq of pW, cq induces a gauge invariant
perturbation of the ASD equation on r´1, 0q ˆ Y . Using a smooth function supported in p´1, 0q ˆ Y ,
we can extend this perturbation to W`. In the case that we need to perturb the ASD equation to achieve
non-degenracy of critical points, a connection is called ASD if:

F`0 pAq ` UpAq “ 0 (5.5)

where UpAq is the sum of the perturbation terms induced by the perturbations of the Chern-Simons
functionals. We still denote the space of the all ASD connections modulo the action of the gauge group by
MppW, cq. Let pY0, γ0q, . . . , pYk, γkq be boundary components of pW, cq. Let also αi be the restriction
of p to pYi, γiq. We will also writeMppW, c;α0, . . . , αkq forMppW, cq if we want to emphasize on the
limiting connections of the elements of the moduli space of ASD connections. For the sake of exposition,
we assume that there is no need to perturb the Chern-Simons functional in the rest of this subsection.
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There is a variant of the moduli space MppW, cq which is useful for our purposes. Let pY, γq
be a boundary component of pW, cq. Let also p be a path along pW, cq whose restriction to pY, γq
is given by α P RpY, γq. The restriction of an element of GppW, cq to ttu ˆ Y Ă p´1, 0q ˆ Y is
asymptotic to an element of Γη as t approaches 0. Let Gp,ηpW, cq be the subgroup of GppW, cq consisting
automorphisms which are asymptotic to the identity on the end p´1, 0q ˆ Y of W`. Then the moduli
space of ASD connection in AppW, cq modulo the action of Gp,ηpW, cq gives rise to the framed moduli
space ĂMp,ηpW, cq. There is an action of Γη on the based moduli space ĂMp,ηpW, cq and the quotient
space is equal toMppW, cq. This construction can be extended in an obvious way to the case that pY, γq
is replaced with a union of boundary components of pW, cq.

To any ASD connection A we can associate the following Fredholm complex:

L2
l`1,δpW, supEqq

dA
ÝÝÑ L2

l,δpW,Λ
1 b supEqq

d`A
ÝÝÑ L2

l´1,δpW,Λ
` b supEqq (5.6)

The second map is the linearization of the ASD equation. We say A is regular if the cohomology group
H2
A associated to the last term of the above complex vanishes. Suppose pY, γq is the union of all boundary

components of pW, cq, η is an element of RpY, γq. If A is a regular ASD connection representing an
element of the framed moduli space ĂMp,ηpW, cq, then ĂMp,ηpW, cq is smooth in a neighborhood of rAs
and the cohomology group H1

A associated to the middle term in the above complex can be identified with
the tangent space of ĂMp,ηpW, cq at rAs. In Section 7, we review to what extent we can achieve regularity
of the moduli spaces that appear in this paper by perturbing the ASD equation.

Next, we consider pairs pW, cq that satisfy the following condition:

Condition 5.7. For any boundary component pY, γq of pW, cq, the 3-manifold Y is a lens space, the
pair pY, γq is admissible, or the pair is diffeomorphic to pS1 ˆ S2,Hq. Moreover, there is exactly one
boundary component which is diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S2.

The critical points of the Chern-Simons functional for the pair pS1 ˆ S2,Hq are degenerate. However,
they are non-degenerate in the Morse-Bott sense and we can construct well-behaved moduli space for the
pairs pX, cq satisfying (5.7) without much additional work. (See [Tau93,MMR94,Don02].) We can define
paths along pW, cq as before. Let p be a path whose restriction to S1ˆS2 is equal to α P ∆t

N´1. The same
constructions as above give rise to the definition of the spaces AppW, c;αq, GppW, c;αq, BppW, c;αq,
MppW, c;αq and ĂMp,αpW, c;αq. It is also important to consider the moduli spaces where the limiting
connection α on S1 ˆ S2 is free to vary.

Suppose ∆t,˝
N´1 denotes the interior of the simplex ∆t

N´1. Let p be a path along S1 ˆ S2 represented
by a connection A0 such that the restriction of A0 to S1 ˆ S2 is equal to α0 P ∆t,˝

N´1. We can arrange for
a family of connections Aα, for α P ∆t,˝

N´1, such that Aα depends smoothly on α, the restriction of Aα to
r´1, 0qˆpS1ˆS2q ĂW` is the pull-back of a connection representing α, and the restriction ofAα to the
complement of a neighborhood of r´1, 0qˆpS1ˆS2q is equal toA0. We can also assume that stabilizers of
the restrictions of Aα to S1ˆS2 are all equal to each other. We defineAppW, c; ∆t,˝

N´1q to be the space of
all connections which can be written as Apαq` a where α P ∆t,˝

N´1 and a P L2
k,δpW

`,Λ1b supEqq. The
gauge groups GppW, c;αq are independent of α and they act on AppW, c; ∆t,˝

N´1q. Let BppW, c; ∆t,˝
N´1q

be the quotient space. The moduli space of the elements in BppW, c; ∆t,˝
N´1q represented by the ASD
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connections are denoted byMppW, c; ∆t,˝
N´1q. If we only mod out the solutions of the ASD equation

by the based moduli space Gp,αpW, c;αq, then the resulting space is denoted by ĂMp,∆t,˝
N´1
pW, c; ∆t,˝

N´1q.

The analogue of the ASD complex for a connection A which represents an element ofMppW, c; ∆t,˝
N´1q

and is asymptotic to α P ∆t,˝
N´1 is the following Fredholm complex:

L2
l`1,δpW, supEqq

dA
ÝÝÑ L2

l,δpW,Λ
1 b supEqq ‘ Tα∆t,˝

N´1

d`A
ÝÝÑ L2

l´1,δpW,Λ
` b supEqq (5.8)

A point rAs P MppW, c; ∆t,˝
N´1q is regular if the cohomology group at the last term of the above

deformation complex vanishes. The moduli space ĂMp,∆t,˝
N´1
pW, c; ∆t,˝

N´1q is a smooth manifold in a

neighborhood of a regular connection. We can repeat the same construction in the case that ∆t,˝
N´1 is

replaced with an open face Γ of ∆t
N´1. In particular, we can form the moduli spaces MppW, c; Γq,

ĂMp,ΓpW, c; Γq and the analogue of (5.8) for an element ofMppW, c; Γq. The regularity of an element of
MppW, c; Γq is again defined using the associated ASD complex. Even more generally, if V is a subspace
of ∆t

N´1, we define:
MppW, c,Vq “

ď

βPV
MppβqpW, c, βq

where ppβq is given by composing p and a path in RpS1 ˆ S2q from the endpoint of p to β.

Suppose pW, cq is a 4-manifold satisfying either Condition 5.3 or Condition 5.7. Suppose p is a path
along pW, cq and A P AppX, cq is an arbitrary connection. The ASD operator associated to A, denoted by
DA, is defined as follows:

DA :“ d˚A ` d
`
A : L2

l,δpX,Λ
1 b supEqq Ñ L2

l´1,δpW, supEqq ‘ L
2
l´1,δpW,Λ

` b supEqq (5.9)

If the positive number δ is small enough, then the ASD operator is Fredholm. Moreover, indexpDAq
depends only on the path p. Therefore, we define indexppq to be the index of the operator DA.

If pW, cq satisfies Condition 5.3 and A is an ASD connection representing a regular element of
MppW, c;αq, then the based moduli space ĂMp,αpW, c;αq is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of
rAs whose dimension is equal to indexpDAq ` h0pαq. If pW, cq satisfies Condition 5.7 and A is an
ASD connection representing a regular element ofMppW, c; Γq for a face Γ of ∆t

N´1, then the based
moduli space ĂMp,ΓpW, c; Γq is a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of rAs whose dimension is equal to
indexpDAq ` h0pαq ` dimpΓq where α denotes an element of Γ.

Moduli Spaces for a Family of Metrics

We can form moduli spaces of ASD connections with respect to a family of metrics on a 4-manifold.
Suppose pW, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.3. Suppose we are also given a family of smooth metrics
on W parametrized by a smooth manifold K. That is to say, W :“ W` ˆK admits a metric on each
fiber W` ˆ tgu which varies smoothly with respect to g P K. For a path p along pW, cq, we define the
moduli space of ASD connections with respect to this family of metrics to be the following subspace of
BppW, cq ˆK:

MppW, cq :“
ď

gPK

MppW, c; gq (5.10)
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whereMppW, c; gq denotes the moduli spaceMppW, cq defined with respect to the metric g. A similar
construction can be used to define framed moduli spaces ĂMppW, cq. We say prAs, gq PMppW, cq is a
regular element ofMppW, cq if the linearization of F`0 pAq as a map from L2

l,δpX,Λ
1 b supEqq ‘ TgK

to L2
l´1,δpX,Λ

` b supEqq is surjective. Note that this condition is weaker than rAs being a regular
element ofMppW, c; gq. If the latter property holds, we sayMppW, cq is fiberwise regular at prAs, gq.
The definition ofMppW, cq can be adapted to the pairs satisfying Condition 5.7 and one can form the
moduli spacesMppW, c; Γq for any face Γ of ∆t

N´1. In this case, the linearization of the ASD equation
will be a map from L2

l,δpX,Λ
1 b supEqq ‘ TαΓ‘ TgK to L2

l´1,δpX,Λ
` b supEqq. We say an element

prAs, gq is a regular element of the moduli space if this map is surjective.

It is important for our purposes to extend the definition of moduli space of ASD connections to
families of metrics containing broken metrics. Suppose W is a family of metrics on a smooth 4-manifold
W parametrized by an admissible polyhedron K. Let also the projection map from W to K be denoted
by π. We assume that c is a 2-cycle on W , which satisfies either Condition 5.3. We also assume that
all components of c are transversal to the cuts in the family of metrics W. In particular, for any cut Y
of W, the intersection Y X c defines a 1-cycle on Y . We require that the pair pY, Y X cq, for any cut Y ,
is either admissible or Y is a lens space. We shall define a moduli spaceMppW, cq which is equipped
with a projection map Pr : MppW, cq Ñ K as in the case of family of smooth metrics. By definition
π´1pK˝q is a family of smooth metrics parametrized by K˝, the interior of K. The subspace pPrq´1pK˝q

ofMppW, cq is defined to beMppπ
´1pK˝q, cq where the latter moduli space is given by (5.10).

Next, we describe the fibers ofMppW, cq over the interior points of a codimension one face F of
K. Let YF be the cut associated to the face F and γF :“ YF X c. Then the complement of a regular
neighborhood of YF in W has two connected components denoted by W0 and W1. By our assumption
on admissible polyhedra, the face F has the form K0 ˆK1. Moreover, π´1pWq is determined by two
families of metrics W0, W1 on W0, W1 parametrized by K0 and K1. If πi : Wi Ñ Ki are the projection
maps, then π´1

i pK
0
i q defines a family of smooth metrics on Wi and we can form the based moduli space

Mpi,ηpWi, ciq where ci “Wi X c, pi is a path along pWi, ciq, and η P RpYF , γF q. We define:

Mppπ
´1pF q, cq “

ď

ηPRpYF ,γF q
p0#p1“p

ĂMp0,ηpπ
´1pK˝

0 q, c0q ˆΓη
ĂMp1,ηpπ

´1pK˝
1 q, c1q (5.11)

Here p0#p1 denotes the path along pW, cq obtained by gluing the paths p0, p1 along pW0, c0q, pW1, c1q.
The space in (5.11) is equal to Pr´1pF q, the fibers ofMppW, cq over F “ K˝

0ˆK
˝
1 . An element rA0, A1s

in (5.11) is regular if A0 is a regular element of ĂMp0,ηpπ
´1pK˝

0 q, c0q and A1 is a regular element of
ĂMp1,ηpπ

´1pK˝
1 q, c1q. The fibers ofMppW, cq over the faces of higher codimensions and the regularity

of elements of these fibers can be defined similarly. The family of metrics over each face of codimension
k is induced by the families of metrics on k ` 1 manifolds. Then the moduli space over the interior of the
face is given then by fiber products of based moduli spaces associated to the k ` 1 families of metrics.
We follow the standard approach to define a topology onMppW, cq. (See, for example, [KM07].) If η is
a flat connection on one of the boundary components of W , the based moduli spaces ĂMp,ηpW, cq can be
also defined in a similar way.

Let pW, cq be a pair satisfying Condition 5.7 and W is a family of metrics on W parametrized by an
admissible polyhedron K. We assume that W satisfies similar conditions as above. In particular, for any
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cut Y in this family, either pY, Y X cq is admissible or Y is a lens space. Then we can follow a similar
approach to defining the moduli spacesMppW, c; Γq and ĂMp,ΓpW, c; Γq for an open face Γ of ∆t

N´1.

5.2 ASD Connections on Gibbons-Hawking Spaces

The following proposition in the case of closed 4-manifolds is proved in [AHS78]. Essentially the same
proof, which uses the Weitzenböck formula, can be used to verify this proposition:

Proposition 5.12. Suppose X is a 4-manifold with an ASD asymptotically cylindrical metric which has
positive scalar curvature. Suppose c is a 2-cycle and p is a path along pW, cq. Then any ASD connection
associated to the triple pX, c, pq is regular. In particular, the based moduli spaces for the triple pX, c, pq
are smooth manifolds.

Let Xm be a Gibbons-Hawking manifold of type m “ pm0, . . . ,mnq and Xm be the family of metrics
on Xm parametrized by Kn. This family consists of asymptotically cylindrical metrics. However, it can be
approximated by families of cylindrical metrics. Fix a positive real number T0. Using inductive arguments
as in the proofs of Proposition 4.54 and Theorem 4.56, we can kill the exponentially decaying term on
the subsets pT0,8q ˆ Y of the ends p0,8q ˆ Y and the subsets p´τ ` T0, τ ´ T0q ˆ Y of the necks
p´τ, τq ˆ Y that appear in the family. This gives rise to a family of cylindrical metrics which approaches
the original family as T0 goes to infinity. We still denote the resulting family of metrics with Xm.

Corollary 5.13. Let c be a 2-cycle on Xm and p be a path along pXm, cq. Let the restriction of p to
one of the boundary components of Xm be η. Assume that indexppq ď 1´ h0pηq. Then any element of
the moduli space ĂMp,ηpXm, cq is fiberwise regular if T0 is large enough. In particular, ĂMp,ηpXm, cq is
either empty or at least pn´ 2q-dimensional for large enough values of T0.

If pq is small enough, then the moduli space ĂMp,ηpXm, cq is automatically empty. Therefore, there
are finitely many paths p which are relevant for the above corollary. In particular, we can assume that the
desired large constant T0 given by the corollary is independent of p.

Proof. For an integer number k, let T0 “ k and suppose that there is p such that the moduli space
ĂMp,ηpXm, cq for T0 “ k has an element rAks which is not fiberwise regular. Suppose also gk is the
metric on Xm with respect to which Ak is ASD. Since Kn is compact, the metrics gk, after passing to a
subsequence, converge to a (possibly broken) asymptotically cylindrical Gibbons-Hawking metric g8
on Xm. Firstly, let g8 be a non-broken metric. Then we claim that the connections Ak, up to action of
the gauge group and after passing to a subsequence, are strongly convergent to a connection A8 on Xm

which is ASD with respect to g8. A priori, standard Floer-Uhlenbeck compactness theorems7 imply that
the connections Ak, up to action of the gauge group and after passing to a subsequence, are weakly chain

7These compactness theorems go back to Floer’s original paper on instanton Floer homology [Flo88]. A good reference for
these compactness results is [Don02, Section 5.1]. Although [Flo88, Don02] are mainly concerned with the Lie group Up2q,
the compactness theorems there can be adapted to the case of higher rank unitary Lie groups without any change. A concise
review of the results that we use here is given in [DX17, Subsection 6.1]. See [Don02, DX17] for the definition of weak chain
convergence.
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convergent to a connection on pXm, cq. Here the convergence could be weak because of the bubbling
of instantons and we need to consider chain convergence because part of the energy of connections Ak
might slide off the ends of Xm. However, neither of these two phenomena happen as it can be easily
checked using the following observations. Firstly, let q be a path along pXm, cq whose restriction to one
of the boundary components is λ and indexppq ă h0pλq. Then Proposition 5.12 implies that the moduli
spaceMqpXm, c; g8q is empty. Secondly, let A be a non-flat ASD connections on R ˆ Lpp, qq with
the product metric associated to the round metric on the lens space Lpp, qq. If A is asymptotic to a flat
connection χ on Lpp, qq, then dimpΓAq ă dimpΓχq. Therefore, indexppq ě 1´ h0pχq. In fact, we can
conclude indexppq ě 2´ h0pχq because of translational symmetry on Rˆ Lpp, qq.

The connection A8 is a regular element ofMppXm, c; g8q because g8 is a Gibbons-Hawking metric.
Since the connections Ak are strongly convergent to A8, the connection Ak, for large enough values
of k, has to be a regular element ofMppXm, c; gkq. This contradicts our assumption that Ak is not a
fiberwise regular element ofMppXm, cq. In the case that g8 is a broken metric, a similar argument as in
the previous paragraph shows that the connections Ak, up to action of the gauge group and after passing to
a subsequence, converge to an element ofMppXm, c; g8q, i.e., a broken ASD connection. Again, A8 is
regular because g8 is a (broken) Gibbons-Hawking metric. Moreover, regularity of A8 implies regularity
of Ak, for large enough values of k. (See, for example, [Don02, Proposition 3.9].)

In Subsection 4.5, we constructed a family of asymptotically metrics on cobordisms W j
k for any pair

k ě j. In particular, we can apply this construction to define Wj
k in the case that j “ 0 and k “ 2N ` 1.

This family of metrics induces families of metrics Wj
k onW j

k for 0 ď k ă j ď 2N`1. If k1 “ k`N`1,
j1 “ j `N ` 1 and 0 ď j, j1, k, k1 ď 2N ` 1, then an examination of our construction from Subsection
4.5 shows that we can assume Wj

k “Wj1

k1 . We also use the above trick for a large value of T0 to turn these
families into families of cylindrical metrics. In fact, we choose T0 large enough, such that Corollary 5.13
holds for families of Gibbons-Hawking metrics on GH components of W0

2N`1. Form now on, when we
work with the family of metrics Wj

k, we implicitly assume that 0 ď j, j1, k, k1 ď 2N ` 1 and the above
modification is applied to Wj

k.

Next, we look more closely at moduli spaces on the Gibbon-Hawking manifold where n “ 2 and
pm0,m1,m2q are given as below:

pi´ 1, i, i` 1q pi`N, i, i` 1q pi`N, i, i`N ´ 1q

These manifolds appear as GH components in the families of metrics W j
k . They have three boundary

components. In the first case, the only non-trivial boundary component is RP3. In the other two cases,
the 4-manifolds have two non-trivial boundary components which are LpN, 1q and Lp1´N, 1q.

Proposition 5.14. Let the 2-cycle c on Xm have the form j0d0 ` j1d1 ` j2d2:

(i) Let pm0,m1,m2q “ pi´1, i, i`1q. Consider the 2-cycle c “ j0d0`pj2´j1`j0qd1`j2d2. Then
c and c induce the same cycle γ on the boundary component RP3. Let α be a flat connection on
pRP3, γq. Then there is a path p based atα on pXm, cq such that the moduli spaces ĂMp,αpXm, c;αq

and ĂMp,αpXm, c;αq are diffeomorphic to each other.
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(ii) Let pm0,m1,m2q “ pi ` N, i, i ` 1q or pi ` N, i, i ` N ´ 1q. Suppose α is a flat connection
on Lp1 ´ N, 1q or the trivial boundary component of Xm. Suppose also α1 is the following flat
connection on LpN, 1q:

α1 “ 1‘ ζ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1

Suppose p is a path whose restrictions to Lp1 ´ N, 1q, LpN, 1q are α, α1 and indexppq “

´dimpΓαq. Then the 0-dimensional moduli space ĂMp,αpXm, c;α, α
1q is empty.

Proof. Complex conjugation, as an involution on supNq, maps p to a path p along pXm, cq. This map
induces a diffeomorphism at the level of moduli spaces. The claim in (ii) is also obvious, because the
stabilizer of any element ofMppXm, cq is a subset of Γα1 . On the other hand, dimpΓαq ą dimpΓα1q.
Therefore, the moduli space ĂMp,αpXm, c;α, α

1q is either empty or its dimension is at least dimpΓαq ´
dimpΓα1q.

5.3 Completely Reducible ASD Connections on XNplq

In this subsection, we study a special family of ASD connections on XN plq. Before we take up this task,
we gather some notations which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. Let v “ px1, . . . , xN q be a
vector in RN . Then for 1 ď p ď 8, the lp norm of v is defined as:

|v|p :“

˜

N
ÿ

i“1

xpi

¸

1
p 1 ď p ă 8 |v|8 :“ max

1ďiďN
t|xi|u

We also introduce the following notation:

rvs` :“
N
ÿ

i“1

xi

Recall that t denote the space of all vectors v P RN with rvs` “ 0. There is a standard map from RN to
t which maps a vector v as above to the vector:

v :“ v ´ p
rvs`
N

,
rvs`
N

, . . . ,
rvs`
N
q

The vector v is called the normalization of v. The space t can be also identified with the standard Cartan
subalgebra of supNq by mapping a vector w “ py1, . . . , yN q P t to a diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal
entry is equal to 2πiyi.

We shall also work with a special family of vectors in RN . For 0 ď i ď N ´ 1:

λi “ p0, . . . , 0
loomoon

N´i

, 1, . . . , 1
loomoon

i

q (5.15)

Then the normalization of λi is equal to:

λi “ p´
i

N
, . . . , ´

i

N
loooooooomoooooooon

N´i

,
N ´ i

N
, . . . ,

N ´ i

N
loooooooooomoooooooooon

i

q (5.16)

The vertices of the simplex ∆t
N´1 in Subsection 5.1 are given by the vectors λ0, . . . , λN´1 in (5.16).
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Completely Reducible Connections

Suppose X is a negative-definite 4-manifold with an asymptotically cylindrical end modeled on a 3-
manifold Y . A Hermitian line bundle L on X supports an ASD connection, whose curvature has finite
L2 norm, if and only if the restriction of c1pLq to Y is a torsion element of H2pY,Zq. The space of all
such ASD connections, up to isomorphism, forms a torus of dimension b1pXq. In particular, this ASD
connection, up to isomorphism, is unique in the case that H1pY,Rq is trivial. By taking the direct sum of
such abelian ASD connections, we can produce higher rank ASD connections. Any such ASD connection
is called a completely reducible connection. The primary concern of this subsection is to study completely
reducible UpNq-connections on the negative definite manifold XN plq equipped with the family of metrics
from Section 4.

Recall that we introduced cohomology classes e1, . . . , eN onXN plq in Subsection 3.1, which generate
the group of cohomology classes in H2pXN plq,Zq whose restriction to the boundary is torsion. For
1 ď j ď k, suppose Lj is a Hermitian line bundle on XN plq whose first Chern class is given by:

i1je1 ` i
2
je2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` i

N
j eN . (5.17)

It is convenient to introduce a vector vj P ZN and a k-tuple of vectors defined as below:

vj “ pi
1
j , . . . , i

N
j q v “ pv1, v2, . . . , vkq.

We also assume that rvjs` is a non-negative integer numbers less than N . Since e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` eN is the
a cohomology class of XN plq, we can always subtract a multiple of this vector from vj to ensure this
assumption holds. Fix a metric g on XN plq with asymptotically cylindrical ends and let Bjpgq be the
unique ASD connection on Lj . This connection also determines flat connections βjpgq and χj on the non-
trivial boundary components S1 ˆ S2 and LpN, 1q. The flat Up1q-connection χj is uniquely determined
by the first Chern class of the underlying bundle which is equal to rvjs` times the standard generator. On
the other hand, the flat connection βjpgq depends on the metric g.

Let rBvpgq be the completely reducible ASD Upkq-connection given as the direct sum of the con-
nections Bjpgq. We also define cv to be the 2-cycle associated to rBvpgq. The connections rBvpgq for
different choices of the metric g have different central parts. To avoid this, we fix a Up1q-connection
A0 on XN plq associated to the 2-cycle cv. For simplicity, we can assume that the restriction of A0 on
the end corresponding to S1 ˆ S2 is trivial. By adding a central 1-form to rBvpgq, we can define a new
completely reducible connection Bvpgq whose central part is equal to A0. We will write βvpgq and χv

for the restriction of the connection Bvpgq to S1 ˆ S2 and LpN, 1q. Note that h0pβvpgqq “ h1pβvpgqq
by the Künneth formula.

Lemma 5.18. For Bvpgq chosen as above:

indexpDBvpgqq “
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |
2
2 ´

ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|rvis` ´ rvjs`| ´ h
0pχvq ´ h

0pβvpgqq (5.19)

Moreover, indexpDBvpgqq ě ´h
0pχvq ´ h0pβvpgqq and the equality holds if and only if the vectors vj ,

possibly after a permutation of indices, satisfy the following relations:

v1 ě v2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě vk |vi ´ vj |8 ď 1. (5.20)
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Here v ě u for two vectors u, v P RN , if each component of v is not less than the corresponding
component of u.

Proof. According to the index formula:

indexpDBvpgqq ` h
0pβvpgqq ` h

0pχvq “ 4k ¨ κpAq ´ pk2 ´ 1qp
χpXN plqq ` σpXN plqq

2
q `

h0pχvq ` ρpχvq

2

“ 4k ¨ κpAq ´
k2 ´ 1

2
`
k ´ 1`

ř

iăj h
0pχi ´ χjq ` ρpχi ´ χjq

2

Here ρpχvq is the ρ-invariant of the flat connection adχv which is defined on a vector bundle of rank
N2 ´ 1 [APS75b]. It is straightforward to check that:

4k ¨ κpAq “
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |
2
2 ´

1

N

ÿ

1ďi,jďk

prvis` ´ rvjs`q
2 (5.21)

Moreover, the following relation for the Up1q-connection ζj , with |j| ď N , is proved in [APS75b]:

h0pζjq ` ρpζjq “ 2´ 4|j| `
4j2

N
.

Here ρ and h0 are defined with respect to the 2-dimensional real representation of Up1q. The formula for
the index of Bvpgq is a consequence of these relations.

In order to verify the second part of lemma, note that we have the following inequalities:
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|rvis` ´ rvjs`| ď
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |1
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |1 ď
ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |
2
2

In the first inequality, equality holds if and only if the first condition in (5.20) is satisfied. In the second
one, equality holds if and only if the second condition in (5.20) is satisfied.

We make the following elementary observation about the vectors that satisfy (5.20):

Lemma 5.22. Suppose the vectors v1, . . . , vk satisfy the conditions in (5.20) and:

v1 ` v2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` vk “ ps1, . . . , skq

where 0 ď sj ď k ´ 1. Then vl “ pi1l , . . . , i
N
l q with:

ijl “

"

1 l ď sj
0 l ą sj

In particular, |vl|1 is equal to the number of sj’s which are greater than or equal to l.

From now on, we assume that k “ N . Let l be a non-negative integer number which is not greater
than N . Let:

σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN s τ : rls Ñ rN s (5.23)

be two injective maps. For any choice of σ and τ as above, let wσ,τ be a 2-cycle representing the following
cohomology class:

σp0qe1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` σpN ´ l ´ 1qeN´l ` τp0qeN´l`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` τpl ´ 1qeN (5.24)
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Proposition 5.25. For a metric g on XN plq, the UpNq-bundle associated to wσ,τ supports a completely
reducible connection Bvpgq with:

indexpDBvpgqq “ ´h
0pχq ´ h0pβq χ “ 1‘ ζ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1 (5.26)

if and only if the image of the maps σ and τ are disjoint.

Proof. Lemmas 5.18 and 5.22 imply that all the entries of the vector vj are equal to either 0 or 1. Then
the second condition in (5.26) imply that the vectors v1, . . . , vN is given by the rows of the following
matrix after a permutation of its columns:

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 1
0 0 . . . 1 1
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 1 . . . 1 1

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

(5.27)

Therefore, the set tσp0q, . . . , σpN´ l´1q, τp0q, . . . , τpl´1qu is equal to t0, 1, . . . , N´1u. This implies
one direction of the proposition. The other direction is straightforward.

A pair pσ, τq of two injective maps as in (5.23) with disjoint images is called a bi-permutation of
type l associated to the set rN s. For a bi-permutation pσ, τq of type l and any metric g on XN plq with
cylindrical ends, Proposition 5.25 asserts that there is a completely reducible ASD connection Bσ,τ pgq
on XN plq such that the associated 2-cycle is wσ,τ and the limiting flat connection of Bσ,τ pgq on the lens
space end is equal to χ in (5.26).

Fix a reference bi-permutation pσ0, τ0q, and let S, rN szS denote the image of the maps σ0, τ0. Let
Sn be the symmetric group on the set t1, . . . , nu. Given any element pf, gq P SN´l ˆ Sl, we can form
the bi-permutation pσf , τgq of type l which is defined as:

σf piq “ σ0pf
´1pi` 1q ´ 1q τgpjq “ τ0pg

´1pj ` 1q ´ 1q i P rN ´ ls, j P rls (5.28)

This gives a transitive and faithful action of SN´l ˆ Sl on the set of all bi-permutations pσ, τq of type l
such that imagepσq “ S and imagepτq “ rN szS.

Remark 5.29. Let XN be the result of gluing S1 ˆD3 to XN plq along the boundary component S1 ˆ S2.
The cohomology group H2pXN ,Zq is generated by e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , eN modulo the relation e1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` eN “ 0.
Given a cylindrical metric g on XN and a vector:

v “ pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vkq, vi P Z
N ,

we can form a completely reducible ASD Upkq-connection Bvpgq. Let χv denote the limiting flat
connection of Bvpgq on LpN, 1q. A similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.18 can be used to show
that:

indexpDBvpgq
q “

ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|vi ´ vj |
2
2 ´

ÿ

1ďi,jďk

|rvis` ´ rvjs`| ´ h
0pχvq (5.30)
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We will need this index formula and the following variant of Lemma 5.22 in the final section of the paper.

Suppose a flat UpNq-connection χ “ ζs1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζsN on LpN, 1q is given such that 0 ď sj ď N ´ 1.
Analogous to Lemma 5.22, we define vl “ pi1l , . . . , i

N
l q as follows:

ijl “

"

1 l ď sj
0 l ą sj

Let Bvpgq be the flat connection associated to v “ pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vN q. Then Bvpgq has the limiting flat
connection χ and indexpDBvpgq

q “ ´h0pχq. Let B1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ BN be the decomposition of Bvpgq into
Up1q-connections. Then for any subset ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iku Ă t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu, we have:

indexpDBi1‘¨¨¨‘Bik q “ ´h
0pζi1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζikq.

Holonomy Maps

In Subsection 5.2, for any 0 ď l ď N , we fix a family of metrics Wl
l`N`1 on W l

l`N`1 which is
parametrized by the associahedron KN`2. One of the cuts associated to this family of metrics is equal to
M l
l`N`1. The complement of a neighborhood of this cut has two connected components, one of which is

identified with XN plq. In particular, the family of metrics Wl
l`N`1 induces a family of metrics on XN plq

parametrized by KN`1 which we denote by XN plq.

Any g P KN`1 gives rise to a (possibly broken) metric onXN plq, which we also denote by g. Consider
the completely reducible connection Bσ,τ pgq for a fixed choice of a bi-permutation pσ, τq of type l. Let
the decomposition of Bσ,τ pgq as a direct sum of Up1q-connections be given as follows:

Bσ,τ pgq “ B1
σ,τ pgq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘B

N
σ,τ pgq (5.31)

where the Up1q-connection Bj
σ,τ pgq is asymptotic to ζj´1 on the lens space end of XN plq. The connection

Bσ,τ pgq is asymptotic to an SUpNq-flat connection βσ,τ pgq on S1 ˆ S2 because we pick the central
connection A0 such that its restriction to S1 ˆ S2 is trivial. The decomposition (5.31) implies that the
holonomy of βσ,τ pgq along the S1 factor comes with a preferred choice of diagonalization. Therefore,
this holonomy determines a map holσ,τ : KN`1 Ñ T where T is the standard maximal torus of SUpNq.
It is clear that the map holσ,τ is smooth in the interior of KN`1. Standard gluing theory results about
(abelian) ASD connections also show that this map is continuous.

There is a canonical way to lift the map holσ,τ : KN`1 Ñ T to a map Ăholσ,τ : KN`1 Ñ t such that
holσ,τ “ exp ˝Ăholσ,τ . Recall that we introduced a cylinder c in Subsection 3.1 such that Bc “ γ0 \´γN
where γ0 (respectively, γN ) is a fiber of the Up1q-fibrations of S1 ˆ S2 (respectively, LpN, 1q) with
the standard orientation. Gauss-Bonet Theorem and our convention on the orientation of c implies that
Bj
σ,τ pgq is asymptotic to a connection on S1 ˆ S2 with holonomy exppθjpgqq where θjpgq is given by:

θjpgq “ 2πi
pj ´ 1q

N
`

ż

c
F pBj

σ,τ pgqq. (5.32)

Let Θσ,τ pgq be the vector whose jth entry is given by (5.32). Then we define:

Ăholσ,τ pgq :“ Θσ,τ pgq
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Remark 5.33. To be more precise, we pick c such that its intersection with the ends corresponding to
S1 ˆ S2 and LpN, 1q are cylindrical. Moreover, if Y is a cut of the family of metrics XN plq, we also
require that in the the regular neighborhood of Y the cylinder c has the cylindrical form corresponding to
a fixed loop in Y .

Proposition 5.34. The map Ăholσ,τ : KN`1 Ñ t factors through the forgetful map F : KN`1 Ñ ∆N´1.
That is to say, there is a map holσ,τ : ∆N´1 Ñ t such that Ăholσ,τ “ holσ,τ ˝ F.

We call holσ,τ the reduced holonomy map associated to the bi-permutation pσ, τq. The proof of
Proposition 5.34 is based on the following elementary lemma:

Lemma 5.35. Suppose X is a 4-manifold such that each connected component of its boundary is a
rational homology sphere. Suppose Σ is an oriented surface with boundary which is properly embedded
in X . Suppose X` and Σ` are given by adding cylindrical ends to X and Σ. Suppose L is a Hermitian
line bundle on X`. Suppose α is a flat connection on L|X`zX which is pull-back of a connection on L|BX .
Suppose A is a connection on L which is exponentially asymptotic to α on the ends of X`. Then:

1

2πi

ż

Σ
F pAq (5.36)

is independent of the choice of the connection A and is equal to c1pLqrΣs.

A priori, rΣs P H2pX, BXq. Since H1pBX,Qq “ H2pBX,Qq “ 0, the relative homology class Σ
has a unique lift to H2pX,Qq and the pairing c1pLqrΣs is well-defined as a rational number.

Proof. This lemma is trivial in the case that Σ is a closed Riemann surface. We can reduce the general
case to this special case. Using the assumption on BX , we can find a closed oriented surface rΣ and a
continuous family of smooth maps φt : rΣ Ñ X for t P R` such that it satisfies the following properties.
For each t define:

Σ1ptq :“ φ´1
t pBX ˆ rtˆ8qq Σ2ptq :“ φ´1

t pX
`zpBX ˆ rtˆ8qqq.

The map φt is required to have a bounded C1 norm on Σ1ptq. There also exists M , independent of t,
such that the map φt is M to 1 on Σ2ptq. Moreover, the homology class pφtq˚prrΣsq is a lift of the relative
homology class M rΣs. Then we have:

ż

Σ
F pAq “

1

M
lim
tÑ8

ż

rΣ
φ˚t pF pAqq “ 2πic1pLqrΣs.

The above lemma can be generalized in an obvious was to the case that the metric on X` is broken.

Proof of Proposition 5.34. It suffices to show that if g1, g2 P KN`1 are two elements in the same fiber of
the map F, then they are mapped to the same element of t by Ăholσ,τ . Since g1 and g2 belong to the same
fibers of F, there is a decomposition:

XN plq “W#Y Z
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such that S1 ˆ S2 is a boundary component of W , all boundary components of Z (including Y) are
rational homology spheres, and g1, g2 determine broken metrics of XN plq compatible with the above
decomposition that agree with each other on W . (See Figure 8.) Note that the metric induced by g1 and
g2 on Z might be broken. In the definition of Ăholσ,τ pg1q and Ăholσ,τ pg2q, the integrals

ş

c F pB
j
σ,τ pg1qq and

ş

c F pB
j
σ,τ pg2qq have contributions from W and Z. The contributions from Z are equal to each other by

Lemma 5.35 (or by the extension of Lemma 5.35 to the case of broken metrics). Moreover, the restrictions
ofBj

σ,τ pg1q andBj
σ,τ pg2q toW agree with each other. Therefore, the contributions fromW to the integrals

are also equal.

Proposition 5.37. Let k be a positive integer number not greater thanN . Let pσ, τq be a bi-permutation of
type l. Then the holonomy map holσ,τ : ∆N´1 Ñ t maps each face of the simplex ∆N´1 with dimension
k ´ 1 into an affine subspace of t with dimension k ´ 1.

Proof. Fix a face ∆1 of ∆N´1 with dimension k ´ 1. Then there are k ` 1 positive integer numbers i0,
. . . , ik such that:

i0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ik “ N ` 1

and ∆1 parametrizes the arrangements of N ` 1 points, denoted by q1 ď q2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď qN`1 in R which
satisfy the following property for each 0 ď j ď k:

qMj`1 “ qMj`2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ qMj`ij

where Mj “ i0` i1` ¨ ¨ ¨` ij´1. As before, two arrangements are equivalent to each other if one of them
is mapped to the other one by an affine map. Let j0 be the smallest non-negative integer number that:

i0 ` i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ij0 ą N ´ l.

The face ∆1 determines a cut of XN plq with at most k ` 1 connected components. The connected
components of XN plq after removing this cut can be written as the union of a 4-manifold W and Z. (See
Figure 8.) The 4-manifold W is connected and has S1 ˆ S2 as one of its boundary components. The
4-manifold Z is the union of the remaining connected components. In particular, all of its boundary
components are rational homology sphere. The boundary of W is equal to:

BW “

˜

ž

j‰j0

´Lpij , 1q

¸

\ LpN ` 1´ ijq \ S
1 ˆ S2

Gluing W to Z along the boundary components of W , which are non-trivial lens spaces, produces XN plq.

Suppose fi is the restriction of the cohomology class ei P H2pXN plq,Zq to W . Then for each
0 ď j ď k:

fMj`1 “ fM`2 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ fMj`ij (5.38)

where Mj “ i0 ` i1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ij´1. We denote the common value of these cohomology classes by rfj .
These cohomology classes satisfy the following relations:

rfj0 “ 0 i0 rf0 ` i1 rf1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ik rfk “ 0. (5.39)
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c
e3

e4

rf1

rf3

Figure 8: This schematic figure shows a decomposition of X9p4q associated to an element of a face of
dimension 3 in ∆8. In this example, i0 “ 4, i1 “ 3, i2 “ 1 and i3 “ 2 . The outer region sketches the
4-manifolds W . Two instances of cohomology classes ei, two instances of cohomology classes rfi and the
cylinder c are also sketched in this figure.

The second identity holds because the sum of the cohomology classes ei vanishes.

Each element of ∆1 determines a metric with cylindrical ends on W . In particular, we can consider
the ASD connection Aj on the Hermitian line bundle Lj with c1pLjq “ rfj . For each g P ∆1:

ajpgq “

ż

WXc
F pAjq

We shall show that each component of holσ,τ can be expressed affinely in terms of ai’s with universal
constants. The relationships in (5.39) gives rise to similar relations for ajpgq. In light of that, we can
conclude that holσ,τ p∆

1q lives in a pk ´ 1q-dimensional affine subspace of t.

In order to prove the above claim, it suffices to show that:
ż

c
F pBj

σ,τ pgqq “

ż

cXW
F pBj

σ,τ pgqq `

ż

cXZ
F pBj

σ,τ pgqq

can be written affinely in terms of ai’s. Clearly, the first term in the right hand side of the above identity is
a linear expression in terms of ai’s because the first Chern class of the carrying line bundle ofBj

σ,τ pgq|cXW
is a linear combination of the classes rfj . By Lemma 5.35, the second term in the right hand side of the
above identity is also independent of the connection Bj

σ,τ pgq|cXZ and is determined by the topology of
the corresponding line bundle. The isomorphism class of this line bundle is determined by pσ, τq and is
independent of g. (Note that the connection Bj

σ,τ pgq|cXZ is not even well-defined because g P ∆1 does
not fix any metric on Z.)

The method of the proof of the above proposition can be used to determine explicitly the subspace
containing the image of each face of ∆N´1. In particular, the image of each vertex can be characterized
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explicitly. This task is addressed in the next proposition. We denote the vertices of ∆N´1 with uk for
0 ď k ď N ´ 1. Identifying ∆N´1 with the weak compactification of PN`1, we assume that the vertex
uk corresponds to the arrangement of pN ` 1q points q1, . . . , qN`1 such that:

q1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ qN´k qN´k`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ qN`1.

As in the proof of the above proposition, each vertex also determines a decomposition of XN plq to two
4-manifolds W , Z and a metric on W .

Proposition 5.40. Suppose pσ, τq is a bi-permutation of type l. Then:

holσ,τ pukq “
1

N ´ k
pλσp0q ` λσp1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λσpN´k´1qq (5.41)

and:
holσ,τ puk1q “

1

k1 ` 1
pλτpl´1´k1q ` λτpl´k1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λτpl´1qq (5.42)

where 0 ď k1 ă l ď k ď N ´ 1.

Proof. The image of the vertex uk with respect to the map holσ,τ is determined by the following expres-
sion:

1

2πi

ż

c
F pBj

σ,τ pukqq “
1

2πi

ż

cXW
F pBj

σ,τ pukqq `
1

2πi

ż

cXZ
F pBj

σ,τ pukqq

The number j0, defined in the proof of Proposition 5.37 is equal to 1 or 0 depending on whether k ě l or
k ă l. The first integral in the left hand side of the above expression vanishes because the carrying bundle
of Bj

σ,τ pukq has vanishing c1 in W , and hence Bj
σ,τ pgq is flat. In order to compute the second integral, we

shall compute the difference
ş

cXZ F pB
j
σ,τ pukqq ´

ş

cXZ F pB
j´1
σ,τ pukqq. By Lemma 5.35, this difference is

equal to the paring of the restriction of the cohomology classes eij and PDpcq to Z where:

ij “

"

σ´1pN ´ j ` 1q ` 1 N ´ j ` 1 P imagepσq
τ´1pN ´ j ` 1q `N ´ l ` 1 N ´ j ` 1 P imagepτq

Assume that k ě l, N ´ k ě ij as in Figure 9. Let also Z1 be the connected component of Z which has a
the lens space LpN, 1q as one of its connected components. Then we can write:

ż

Z
eij Y PDpcq “

ż

Z1

eij Y PDpcq

“ ´

ż

Z1

eij Y eij

“ ´

ż

XN plq
eij Y eij `

ż

XN plqzZ1

eij Y eij

“ p´
1

N
` 1q ´ p´

1

N ´ k
` 1q

Here
ş

X α, for an oriented 4-manifold X and α P H4pX, BX,Qq, denotes the pairing of α and the
generator of H4pX, BX,Qq. The second equality above holds because the restriction of PDpcq and ´eij
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W

c
e3

Z0 Z1

Figure 9: Decomposition of X9p4q associated to the vertex u5 of ∆8.

to Z1 are equal to each other. The last equality is the consequence of applying Lemma 3.5. Similar
arguments can be used to show that:

ż

cXZ
F pBj

σ,τ pukqq ´

ż

cXZ
F pBj´1

σ,τ pukqq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1
N´k ´

1
N k ě l, N ´ k ě ij

´ 1
N k ě l, N ´ k ă ij

´ 1
N k ă l, N ´ k ą ij

1
k`1 ´

1
N k ă l, N ´ k ď ij

(5.43)

Next, for each vertex uk of ∆N´1, we compute the vector Θσ,τ pukq associated to the bi-permutation
pσ, τq, which is defined in (5.32) . Firstly let k ě l. The first entry of this vector is equal to zero. The
first case of (5.43) shows that if ij ď N ´ k, then jth entry of Θσ,τ pukq is obtained by adding 1

N´k to
the pj ´ 1qst entry. Otherwise, these two entries are equal to each other by the second case of (5.43).
Therefore, for k ě l:

Θσ,τ pukq “
1

N ´ k
pλσp0q ` λσp1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λσpN´k´1qq (5.44)

Similarly, for k1 ă l, we can show that:

Θσ,τ puk1q “
1

k1 ` 1
pλτpl´1´k1q ` λτpl´k1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` λτpl´1qq (5.45)

An immediate consequence of (5.44) and (5.45) is the claim in (5.41).

In the next part, we describe some standard simplicial decompositions of ∆N´1, called bi-barycentric
subdivisions. Such decompositions are relevant to our discussion because the reduced holonomy maps
holσ,τ , which are initially defined for each bi-permutation separately, glue together in a natural way
according to bi-barycentric subdivisions.
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Bi-barycentric Subdivision and Holonomy Maps

Suppose ∆N´1 is an arbitrary pN ´ 1q-dimensional simplex in a Euclidean spaces whose vertices are
denoted by v1, . . . , vN . Then any point in this simplex has the form of r1v1 ` r2v2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rNvN with:

r1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rN “ 1 ri ě 0 (5.46)

This coordinate system identifies the simplex with the standard simplex which consists of the points
pr1, . . . , rN q P R

N that satisfy (5.46). The barycentric subdivision of ∆N´1 is obtained by cutting ∆N´1

with all planes ri “ rj . This subdivision has cells ∆f
N´1, indexed by permutations f P SN , which are cut

out by a series of inequalities:
rfp1q ě rfp2q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě rfpNq.

It is clear that every such cell is a simplex. The vertices of this simplex are given by:

1

k
pvfp1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` vfpkqq 1 ď k ď N

The barycentric subdivision of a simplex also has an interpretation in terms of the moduli spaces of
points on a real line. The simplex ∆N´1 can be identified with the space of all pN ` 1q-tuple of points as
follows:

q0, q1, . . . , qN P R, q0 ď qi (5.47)

where at least one of the above inequalities is strict and two arrangements are equivalent to each other if
they are related by an affine transformation. This identification is given by:

ri “
qi ´ q0

řN
i“1pqi ´ q0q

Each permutation f P SN determines an ordering as follows:

q0 ď qfp1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď qfpNq

The moduli space of points satisfying the above ordering forms one of the cells in the barycentric
subdivision of ∆N´1. Therefore, any such cell can be identified with the week compactification of PN`1

in a natural way.

For any 0 ď l ď N , the bi-barycentric subdivision of type l of a simplex ∆N´1 is defined in a similar
way. Label the vertices of ∆N´1 as u1, . . . , uN´l, u11, . . . , u1l and let pr1, . . . , rN´l, s1, . . . , slq P RN

denote the coordinate of a typical point of ∆N´1. Then the bi-barycentric subdivision has cells ∆
pf,gq
N´1 for

each pf, gq P SN´l ˆ Sl, which are cut out by two series of inequalities:

rfp1q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě rfpN´lq sgp1q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě sgplq

Again, it is clear that every such cell is a simplex. In fact, ∆
pf,gq
N´1 is the convex hull of the simplices

∆f
N´l´1 ˆ 0 and 0ˆ∆g

l´1. In particular, its vertices are given by:

1

k1
pufp1q`¨ ¨ ¨`ufpk1qq

1

k2
pu1gp1q`¨ ¨ ¨`u

1
gpk2q

q 1 ď k1 ď N´l, 1 ď k2 ď l
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Figure 10: Two bi-barycentric subdivisions of ∆2

As long as both l and N ´ l are nonzero, it follows that the bi-barycentric subdivision of type l is the join
of the barycentric subdivisions of ∆N´l´1 and ∆l´1. When l or N ´ l is equal to 0, the bi-barycentric
subdivision of type l is just the ordinary barycentric subdivision of ∆N´1. In the case N “ 3, the two
subdivisions of ∆N´1 is demonstrated in Figure 10.

We can give a description of bi-barycentric subdivision in terms of moduli spaces of points. Suppose
∆N´1 is identified with the space of all arrangements of N ` 1 points o1, . . . , oN´l, p, q1, . . . , ql in R
such that:

o1, . . . , oN´l ď p ď l1, . . . , ql (5.48)

and not all the above points are equal to each other. Moreover, two arrangements are equivalent to each
other if they are related by an affine transformation. This identification is given by:

ri “
p´ oi

řN´l
i“1 pp´ oiq `

řl
i“1pqi ´ pq

sj “
qj ´ p

řN´l
i“1 pp´ oiq `

řl
i“1pqi ´ pq

Any pair of permutations pf, gq P SN´l ˆ Sl determines an ordering of the points as follows:

ofp1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ofpN´lq ď p ď qgp1q ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď qgplq (5.49)

The moduli space of points satisfying the above ordering forms one of the cells in the bi-barycentric
subdivision of type l of ∆N´1 which we denote by ∆f,g

N´1.

Suppose pσ0, τ0q is a bi-permutation of type l as in (5.23) such that their images are given by the
subsets S and rN szS of rN s. Identify the simplex ∆N´1 with the moduli points as in (5.48). Then
any cell of the bi-barycentric subdivision of type l of ∆N´1 is determined by a pair of permutations
pf, gq P SN´l ˆ Sl. Moreover, we can associate a bi-permutation pσf , τgq of type l to pf, gq as in (5.28)
such that images of σf and τg are also equal to S and rN szS. Identify ∆N´1 with the arrangements of
points as in (5.48). If a point x “ po1, . . . , ol, p, q1, . . . , qmq of this simplex satisfies the inequalities in
(5.49), then define:

holSpxq :“ holσf ,τgpxq (5.50)

Proposition 5.51. The map holS is a well-defined map from ∆N´1 to t

Proof. We need to show that the maps holσf ,τg agree on the overlaps of the simplices ∆f,g
N´1. An pN `1q-

tuple x “ po1, . . . , oN´l, p, q1, . . . , qlq belongs to more than one cell ∆f,g
N´1, if some of its entries are
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equal to each other. For simplicity, we assume that these numbers satisfy the following order:

o1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď oN´l ď p ď q1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ql (5.52)

Then po1, . . . , ol, p, q1, . . . , qmq belongs to ∆id,id
N´1. We will write x0 for this element of ∆id,id

N´1. If some
of the inequalities in (5.52) are equalities, then po1, . . . , oN´l, p, q1, . . . , qlq determines elements of
other cells of the bi-barycentric subdivision of ∆N´1. To avoid cumbersome notations, we consider
a special case which includes the subtleties of the general case. We assume that p “ q1 “ q2. Then
po1, . . . , oN´l, p, q1, . . . , qlq gives rise to an element x1 of ∆id,g

N´1 where g is the permutation of the set rls
that interchanges 1 and 2. The assocaited bi-permutations to x0 and x1 are equal to pσ0, τ0q and pσ0, τgq.

Analogous to the proof of Proposition 5.34, the arrangements x0 and x1 determine a decomposition of
XN plq as W#Y Z where Y “ LpN ´ 2, 1q, the non-trivial boundary components of W are S1 ˆ S2 and
LpN ´2, 1q, and the non-trivial boundary components of Z are´LpN ´2, 1q and LpN, 1q. The elements
x0 and x1 also give rise to the same metric g with cylindrical ends on W . The difference between x0

and x1 is that they determine different 2-cycles in XN plq. Nevertheless, the restrictions of these 2-cycles
to W agree with each other. Furthermore, there is a diffeomorphism of Z which maps the cohomology
classes of the 2-cycles determined by x0 and x1 to each other, maps the homology class of the cylinder
cX Z to itself, and is equal to the identity map on the boundary. Thus, we can argue as in the proof of
Proposition 5.34 to show that holσ0,τ0px0q “ holσ0,τgpx1q.

We can compose the map holS with the exponential map to obtain a map whose target is the pN ´ 1q-
dimensional torus T in SUpNq. We compose the resulting map with the quotient map from T to
T {W – ∆t

N´1 to obtain holS : ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t
N´1. We shall show that holS has degree one in an

appropriate sense.

Proposition 5.53. There is a map HS : r0, 1s ˆ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t
N´1 such that HSp0, ¨q : ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t

N´1

is an affine isomorphisms of simplices and

HSp1, ¨q “ holS .

Moreover, there is an open dense subset ΛS of ∆t
N´1 such that if HSpt, xq P ΛS , then HSpt, xq is smooth

at the point pt, xq.

Proof. Proposition 5.40 asserts that holS maps the vertices of ∆N´1 bijectively to the vertices of ∆t
N´1.

Let H0 be the affine isomorphism from ∆N´1 to ∆t
N´1 whose restriction to the vertices agrees with the

map holS . Define HS : r0, 1s ˆ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t
N´1 to be the composition of the map:

HSpt, ¨q :“ t ¨ holS ` p1´ tqH0.

with the projection map from t to ∆t
N´1. We can also pick ΛS to be the open cells in the bi-barycentric

subdivision of ∆t
N´1 corresponding to pS, T q. This choice of ΛS satisfies our desired property because

HS maps the cells of dimension at most N ´ 2 in the bi-barycentric subdivision of ∆N´1 to the cells of
dimension at most N ´ 2 in the bi-barycentric subdivision of ∆t by Propositions 5.37 and 5.40.
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Regularity of Connections on XN plq

Let p be the path along pXN plq, wσ,τ q represented by completely reducible connections. Up to this point,
we only study the subset of MppXN plq, wσ,τ ,∆t

N´1q given by completely reducible connections. It
would be desirable for our purposes to guarantee that, possibly after a perturbation, these completely
reducible connections are regular and there is no other connection inMppXN plq, wσ,τ ,∆t

N´1q. However,
we can only achieve the following weaker result under the assumption that N ď 4. Essentially, this is the
only place in the proof of the main theorem that we need to assume that N ď 4. Proof of Proposition 5.54
is deferred until Subsection 7.6.

Proposition 5.54. Suppose N ď 4, c is an arbitrary 2-cycle in XN plq. Suppose M is a finite subset of
∆t,˝
N´1. There exists an arbitrary small perturbation of the ASD equation over XN plq such that for any

path p along pX, cq, with limiting flat connections χ0 and β0 on LpN, 1q and S1 ˆ S2, we have:

(i) if indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then the moduli spaceMppXN plq, c; ∆t

N´1q is empty;

(ii) if indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then any element ofMppXN plq, c;Mq is a completely reducible

connection associated to an element of K˝N`1.

Moreover, there exists a neighborhood V of M such that V Ă ∆t,˝
N´1 andMppXN plq, c;Vq is compact.

6 Floer Homology and Surgery N -gon

The proof of the main theorem of the paper is given in this section. In Subsection 6.1, we review
general properties of UpNq-instanton Floer homology for N -admissible pairs. The new ingredient of this
subsection is the extension of the definition of cobordism maps to the case of cobordisms with middle
ends. We formulate a more detailed statement of Theorem 1.6 in Subsection 6.2. This theorem will be
proved in Subsection 6.3.

6.1 SUpNq-instanton Floer Homology

Given an N -admissible pair pY, γq, the instanton Floer homology IN˚ pY, γq is defined in [KM11]. In the
present article, we only consider the instanton Floer homology groups with coefficients in Z{2Z. The
Z{2Z-vector space IN˚ pY, γq is the homology of a chain complex pCN˚ pY, γq, dq. We firstly perturb the
Chern-Simons functional such that the set of critical points RpY, γq are non-degenerate. Then a basis
for the chain group CN˚ pY, γq is given by the elements of RpY, γq which is necessarily a finite set. The
differential d is defined by counting the solutions of the (perturbed) ASD equation on Rˆ Y with respect
to a product metric. To be a bit more detailed, the solutions to the downward gradient flow equation of the
(perturbed) Chern-Simons functional can be identified with the solutions of a (perturbed) ASD equation
on R ˆ Y . Let p be a path along pr0, 1s ˆ Y, r0, 1s ˆ γq whose restrictions to t0u ˆ Y , t1u ˆ Y are
equal to α, β P RpY, γq. Let alsoMppRˆ Y,Rˆ γ, α, βq

8 denote the solutions of the (perturbed) ASD
8The notation Mppr0, 1s ˆ Y, r0, 1s ˆ γ, α, βq is more compatible with Section 5.1. However, we pick this notation to make

it more clear that there is an R-action on the moduli space.
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equation associated to the path p. The perturbation of the Chern-Simons functional can be chosen such
that all elements of the moduli spacesMppR ˆ Y,R ˆ γ, α, βq are regular. There is an R-action on
MppRˆ Y,Rˆ γ, α, βq induced by translations along the R factor in Rˆ Y . This action is free unless
p is the trivial path. We will write M̆ppRˆ Y,Rˆ γ, α, βq for the quotient ofMppRˆ Y,Rˆ γ, α, βq
with respect to this action. Then dpαq for α P RpY, γq is defined as:

dpαq “
ÿ

p:αÑβ

#M̆ppRˆ Y, α, βq ¨ β

In the above expression and in the following #M for a manifoldM is equal to the number of elements
inM, mod 2, if this manifold is 0-dimensional, and is equal to zero otherwise.

Instanton Floer homology is functorial with respect to cobordisms. We need to extend this functoriality
to cobordisms which have middle ends diffeomorphic to lens spaces. Let pW, cq be a cobordism from
an N -admissible pair pY, γq to another N -admissible pair pY 1, γ1q with middle end pLpp, qq, λq. Let also
η P RpLpp, qq, λq. We also fix a Riemannian metric on W` such that the metric on the end associated to
the lens space Lpp, qq is induced by the round metric. We can use the following proposition to define a
cobordism map IN˚ pW, c, ηq associated to the pair pW, cq and the flat connection η.

Proposition 6.1. Suppose CN˚ pY, γq and CN˚ pY
1, γ1q are Floer chain complexes associated to pY, γq and

pY 1, γ1q after fixing Riemannian metrics and appropriate perturbations of the Chern-Simons functional.
There is a perturbation of the ASD equation on pW, cq such that all moduli spacesMppW, c;α, η, βq
consist of regular points, where α, β are generators of CN˚ pY, γq, C

N
˚ pY

1, γ1q and p is a path along pW, cq
whose restrictions to pY, γq, pY 1, γ1q and pLpp, qq, λq are respectively equal to α, β and η. Furthermore,
the map CN˚ pW, c, ηq : CN˚ pY, γq Ñ CN˚ pY

1, γ1q defined as below is a well-defined chain map:

CN˚ pW, c, ηqpαq :“
ÿ

p

#MppW, c;α, η, βq ¨ β. (6.2)

where the sum is over all paths p whose restrictions to pY, γq, pY 1, γ1q and pLpp, qq, λq are respectively
equal to α, β and η.

Proof. Since pY, γq is N -admissible, RpY, γq (defined by a small perturbation of the Chern-Simons
functional) consists of irreducible connections. This allows us to choose the perturbation of the ASD
equation on pW, cq such that all moduli spacesMppW, c;α, η, βq are regular. (See [KM11] or Subsection
7.2.) In particular, we can assume that all moduli spaces MppW, c;α, η, βq are smooth manifolds.
Note that Floer-Uhlenbeck compactness implies that 0-dimensional moduli spacesMppW, c;α, η, βq are
compact. Therefore, (6.2) is a well-defined map.

Let p be chosen such that this moduli space is 1-dimensional. Then standard compactness and gluing
theory results imply that this 1-manifold can be compactified and its boundary can be identified with the
union of the following 0-dimensional spaces:

ď

α1PRpY,γq
p“p0#p1

M̆p0pRˆ Y,Rˆ γ;α, α1q ˆMp1pW, c;α
1, η, βq, (6.3)
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ď

β1PRpY 1,γ1q
p“p0#p1

Mp0pW, c;α, η, β
1q ˆ M̆p1pRˆ Y

1,Rˆ γ1;β1, βq, (6.4)

ď

η1PRpLpp,qq,λq
p“p0#p1

ĂMp0pW, c;α, η
1, βq ˆΓη1

Ă̆M p1,η1pRˆ Lpp, qq,Rˆ λ; η1, ηq. (6.5)

Here Ă̆M p1,η1pR ˆ Lpp, qq,R ˆ λ; η1, ηq is the quotient of ĂMp1,η1pR ˆ Lpp, qq,R ˆ λ; η1, ηq by the
R-action induced by translations. Since the product metric on RˆLpp, qq is induced by the round metric

on the lens space, the moduli space Ă̆M p1,η1pRˆ Lpp, qq,Rˆ λ; η1, ηq is regular. This space admits an

action of Γη1 and the orbit of an element of Ă̆M p1,η1pRˆ Lpp, qq,Rˆ λ; η1, ηq represented by an ASD
connection A is Γη1{ΓA. Since the connection η1 can be decomposed into a direct sum of 1-dimensional
flat connections, the orbit Γη1{ΓA is at least 1-dimensional unless p1 is the trivial path. The action of Γη1

on ĂMp0pW, c;α, η
1, βq is free because the elements ofMp0pW, c;α, η

1, βq are all irreducible. Therefore,
one cannot form 0-dimensional spaces in (6.5), which implies that (6.5) is empty. Counting the elements
in (6.3) for all possible choices of β gives rise to CN˚ pW, c, ηq ˝ dpαq. Similarly, counting the elements in
(6.4) for all possible choices of β gives rise to d ˝ CN˚ pW, c, ηqpαq. This implies that:

CN˚ pW, c, ηq ˝ d` d ˝ C
N
˚ pW, c, ηq “ 0.

Remark 6.6. Proposition 6.1 can be easily extended to the case that the middle end is a union of lens spaces.
We can also adapt the proof of this proposition to show that the chain homotopy type of CN˚ pW, c, ηq is
independent of the perturbations of the ASD equation and the chosen metric on W as long as the metric
on the lens space end is induced by the round metric. Similarly, we can show that the chain map IN˚
associated to the composition of cobordisms with lens space middle ends is equal to the composition
of the cobordism maps. In the special case that Lpp, qq “ S3, we can fill the middle end of pW, cq by
a 4-ball to form a standard cobordism pW, cq. The maps CN˚ pW, c,Θq and CN˚ pW, cq are homotopic to
each other where Θ is the trivial connection.

The above proposition can be generalized to the case that a family of metrics on W is fixed. Suppose
W is a family of metrics on W parametrized by an N -admissible polyhedron K. We will write π for the
projection map from W to K. Suppose a 2-cycle c is given as above such that pW, cq is a cobordism of
N -admissible pairs with the middle end pLpp, qq, λq as above. Suppose also all connected components of
c are transversal to the cuts of the family of metrics W. We assume W satisfies the following condition:

Condition 6.7. For any cut Y of the family W either pY, Y X cq is N -admissible or Y is a lens space.

Fix η P RpLpp, qq, λq. We can form the moduli spaces MppW, c, α, η, βq with the projection map
Pr :MppW, c, α, η, βq Ñ K for any α P RpY, γq, β P RpY 1, γ1q and path p along pW, cq.

Definition 6.8. We call a perturbation good if all elements of MppW, c, α, η, βq are regular for any
α P RpY, γq, β P RpY 1, γ1q and path p along pW, cq such that indexppq ď 1´ dimpKq.
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Suppose a good perturbation for the family of metrics W is fixed. Then Floer-Uhlenbeck compactness
implies that the 0-dimensional moduli spaces are compact. Therefore, we can define a map fK from
CN˚ pY, γq to CN˚ pY

1, γ1q in the following way:

fKpαq “
ÿ

p

#MppW, c;α, η, βq ¨ β (6.9)

where the sum is over all paths p whose restrictions to pY, γq, pY 1, γ1q and pLpp, qq, λq are respectively
equal to α, β and η. The map fK is not necessarily a chain map anymore. However, its failure to be a
chain map can be examined by the argument in the proof of Proposition 6.1.

Let p be a path along pW, cq such that the moduli spaceMppW, cq is 1-dimensional, i.e., indexppq `
dimpKq “ 1. Standard gluing theory and compactness results9 can be employed to show that the
1-dimensional manifoldMppW, c;α, η, βq can be compactified by adding following 0-manifolds:

ď

α1PRpY,γq
p“p0#p1

M̆p0pRˆ Y,Rˆ γ;α, α1q ˆMp1pW, c;α1, η, βq, (6.10)

ď

β1PRpY 1,γ1q
p“p0#p1

Mp0pW, c;α, η, β1q ˆ M̆p1pRˆ Y
1,Rˆ γ1;β1, βq, (6.11)

MppBW, c;α, η, βq :“
ď

F

Mppπ
´1pF q, c;α, η, βq (6.12)

A priori, there is a contribution to the boundary similar to the spaces in (6.5). However, the same
argument as in the proof of of Proposition 6.1 shows that this contribution is empty. The union in (6.12)
is over all codimension 1 faces F of K. We can use the moduli spaces in (6.12) to define linear maps
fF : CN˚ pY, γq Ñ CN˚ pY

1, γ1q as follows:

fF pαq :“
ÿ

p

#Mppπ
´1pF q, c;α, η, βq ¨ β (6.13)

We also define fBK to be the sum of all maps fF .

There is a special case that the map fF can be simplified further. Let YF be the cut associated to F and
γF :“ cXYF . We assume that the pair pYF , γF q isN -admissible. Furthermore, removing a neighborhood
of YF from W produces two 4-manifolds W0, W1, which give rise to the following cobordisms:

pW0, c0q : pY, γq
pLpp,qq,λq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYF , γF q pW1, c1q : pYF , γF q ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pY 1, γ1q (6.14)

where ci “Wi X c. The restriction of the family of metrics W to the face F induces families of metrics
W0, W1 on W0, W1 parametrized by K0, K1. By definition we have:

Mppπ
´1pF q, c;α, η, βq “

ď

ξPRpYF ,γF q
p“p0#p1

Mp0pW0, c0;α, η, ξq ˆMp1pW1, c1; ξ, βq (6.15)

9See, for example, [Don02, Chapters 4 and 5].
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The families W0 and W1 give rise to maps:

fK0 : CN˚ pY, γq Ñ CN˚ pYF , γF q fK1 : CN˚ pYF , γF q Ñ CN˚ pY
1, γ1q

Moreover, (6.15) for all choices of β implies that fF “ fK1 ˝ fK0 . We can obtain a similar description
for fF if removing a neighborhood of YF from W produces the following cobordisms:

pW0, c0q : pY, γq ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYF , γF q pW1, c1q : pYF , γF q
pLpp,qq,λq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pY 1, γ1q (6.16)

If a cut YF induces a decomposition as in (6.14) or (6.16), then we say that YF is an upright cut. This
discussion can be easily extended to the case that the middle end is a union of lens spaces.

Example 6.17. The vertical cuts of the family of metrics Wj
k are upright.

Our discussion about the map fK can be summarized as follows:

Proposition 6.18. The map fK satisfies the following homotopy relation:

d ˝ fK ` fK ˝ d “ fBK . (6.19)

The homomorphism fBK is the sum of the maps fF . Moreover, if YF is an upright cut, then fF “ fK1 ˝fK0

where the homomorphisms fK1 and fK0 are defined by the restriction of W to the face F as above.

The Floer homology group IN˚ pY, γq admits a relative Z{4N -grading denoted by deg. To define
this Z{4NZ-grading, let α0 and α1 be two generators of CN˚ pY, γq. We consider an arbitrary path on
pr0, 1s ˆ Y, r0, 1s ˆ γq such that the restriction of p to tiu ˆ Y is equal to αi for i “ 0, 1. If A is a
connection representing p then degpα0q ´ degpα1q “ indexpDAq. The relative grading deg can be lifted
to an absolute Z{2Z-grading following the method used in [KM07, Section 25.4]:

Proposition 6.20. There is a Z{2-absolute grading on IN˚ which lifts deg and is uniquely characterized
by the following properties:

(i) The degree of a map induced by a cobordism pW, cq : pY, γq Ñ pY 1, γ1q is determined by the parity
of:

ιpW q “
N2 ´ 1

2
pχpW q ` σpW q ` b0pY

1q ` b1pY
1q ´ b0pY q ´ b1pY qq

(ii) The grading is normalized such that the generator of IN˚ pHq :“ Z{2Z has degree 0.

Remark 6.21. In the case that N is odd, the homomorphisms induced by cobordisms pW, cq : pY, γq Ñ
pY 1, γ1q have always degree 0 with respect to the absolute Z{2Z-grading. When N is odd, the absolute
grading can be also lifted to a Z{4.
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6.2 Statement of the Main Theorem

As in Section 3, let Y be a 3-manifold with torus boundary and γ be a 1-cycle in the interior of Y . For any
subset S Ă rN s with j elements, we defined a pair pYj , γSq. We assume that pY, γq are chosen such that
all pairs pYj , γSq are N -admissible. For example, it suffices to have a closed oriented embedded surface
Σ in Y such that Σ ¨ γ is coprime to N . Therefore, this construction associates an N -admissible pair to
each vertex of the directed graph GN , defined in Subsection 2.2. If S Ă rN s and i R S, then there is an
edge βS,i in GN connecting S to S \ tiu. In Section 3, we assigned the following cobordism to this edge:

pW j
j`1, cS,iq : pYj , γSq

pMj
j`1, lS,iq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYj`1, γS1q (6.22)

There is also one edge in GN from rN s toH. The corresponding cobordism of pairs for this edge is the
following:

pWN
N`1, cδq : pYN , γrNsq

pMN
N`1, lδq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pY0, γHq (6.23)

We can also construct a cobordism for each path q in GN by composing the cobordisms associated to
the edges of q. For a set S Ă rN s with j elements and an injection map σ : rks Ñ rN szS, let q be the
path of length k assigned to the pair pS, σq. The cobordism associated to this path is:

pW j
j`k, cS,σq : pYj , γSq

š

0ďiďk´1pM
j`i
j`i`1, lS\σprisq,σpiqq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYj`k, γS\σprksqq (6.24)

We also labeled paths q containing the edge δ with a pair of injection maps σ : rks Ñ rN s and
τ : rls Ñ rN s whose images are disjoint. This path starts from S “ rN sz Imσ, ends at T “ Im τ and
has length k ` l ` 1. The cobordism assigned to this path is equal to:

pWN´k
N`l`1, cσ,τ q : pYN´k, γSq

š

0ďiďk`lpM
N´k`i
N´k`i`1, liq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pYl, γT q (6.25)

where

li “

$

&

%

lS\σprisq,σpiq when 0 ď i ď k ´ 1;

lδ when i “ k;
lτpri´k´1sq,τpi´k´1q when k ` 1 ď i ď k ` l.

Previously we fixed Riemannian metrics on 3-manifolds Yj and families of metrics Wj
k on cobordisms

W j
k compatible with the Riemannian metrics on the 3-manifolds Yj . We fix a small perturbation of the

Chern-Simons functional of the pair pYj , γSq for each set S with j elements such that the Floer chain
complex CN˚ pYj , γSq is well-defined.

Theorem 6.26. For each path q in GN from a vertex S Ă rN s to another vertex T Ă rN s with length at
most N ` 1, there is a map fq : CN˚ pY|S|, γSq Ñ CN˚ pY|T |, γT q such that ptCN˚ pY|S|, γSqu, tfquq forms an
exact N -cube. Let ν denote a generator of the kernel of the map H1pBYq Ñ H1pYq. Let S Ă rN s with j
elements, σ : rks Ñ rN szS and q be the path associated to the pair pS, σq. If N is odd, then the degree
of the map fq with respect to the Z{2Z-grading is equal to k ´ 1. If N is odd, then the degree of the map
fq with respect to the Z{2Z-grading is equal to k ´ 1`

řk`j
m“j`1 ε

1
m where ε1m is defined in (1.11).

Note that Corollary 1.9 is a consequence of the second part of the above theorem and Corollary 2.7.
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6.3 Proof of the Main Theorem

In this subsection, we use the families of metrics pWj
j`k, cS,σq and pWN´k

N`l`1, cσ,τ q on the pairs (6.24)
and (6.25) to define maps fq as in Section 2. For any two subsets S, T of rN s, we can then define fST
to be the sum of all maps fq where q is a path from S to T in GN . We shall also check the following
identities, which verify Theorem 6.26:

dfST ` f
S
T d “

ÿ

SĹRĹT

fRT f
S
R, if S Ĺ T ; (6.27)

dfST ` f
S
T d “

ÿ

SĹR
or RĹT

fRT f
S
R, if |T | ď |S| and S ‰ T ; (6.28)

dfST ` f
S
T d “ 1`

ÿ

SĹR
or RĹT

fRT f
S
R, if S “ T (6.29)

Maps fq for paths of length at most N

Let S and T be subsets of rN s such that S Ĺ T . Let |S| “ j, |T | “ k. Let also σ : rk ´ js Ñ T zS be a
bijection. Then the cobordism of pairs pW j

k , cS,σq, defined in (6.24), satisfies Condition 5.3. Moreover,
the pair pWj

k, cS,σq satisfies Condition 6.7. All middle ends of the cobordism W j
k are 3-dimensional

spheres. To any such end, we associate the trivial SUpNq-connection and we will write η for this choice
of flat connections on the middle ends. In the next section, we shall show that pWj

k, cS,σ, ηq admits a good
perturbation. Therefore, we can construct a map using the triple pWj

k, cS,σ, ηq as in (6.9). We will write
fS,σ for this map.

Let W j
k denote the result of gluing D4 to W j

k along the middle boundary components. Since the
parametrizing polyhedron of Wj

k is the associahedron Kk´j`1, the degree of the map fS,σ is equal to
ιpW

j
kq ` dimpKk´j`1q. Thus, the degree of this map is equal to:

k ´ j ´ 1` pN2 ´ 1q
k
ÿ

l“j`1

1

2

´

χpW
l´1
l q ` σpW

l´1
l q ` b1pYl´1q ´ b1pYlq

¯

(6.30)

In particular, if N is odd, then (6.30) is equal to k´ j´ 1. In general, W l´1
l : Yl´1 Ñ Yl is an elementary

cobordism and the term ιpW
l´1
l q in the above sum is equal to ε1l [KM07, Subsection 42.3].

For each open face F of Kk´j`1 with codimension one, we can follow (6.13) to define a map:

fF : CN˚ pY|S|, γSq Ñ CN˚ pY|T |, γT q.

Firstly let YF , the cut associated to the face F , be vertical. There is l such that j ă l ă k and the
restriction of the family of metrics Wj

k to the face F is given by the families of metrics Wj
l , W

l
k on the

cobordisms W j
l , W l

k. Thus Proposition 6.13 asserts that fF is equal to the composition fS1,σ2 ˝ fS,σ1
where σ1 : rl ´ js Ñ rN s, σ2 : rk ´ ls Ñ rN s and S1 are defined as below:

σ1piq :“ σpiq σ2piq :“ σpi` l ´ jq S1 “ S \ σ1.
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Next, let YF be the spherical cut M j1

k1 where j ď j1 ă k1 ď k. Removing a regular neighborhood of
YF has two connected components W0 and W1. We assume that the indices are chosen such that Yk is
one of the boundary components of W0. Thus W1 is a Gibbons-Hawking manifold diffeomorphic to Xm

where m “ pj1, j1` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k1q. Suppose the restriction of the family of metrics Wj
k to the face F is given

by families of metrics W0, W1 on W0, W1 respectively parametrized by the associahedra of dimensions
pk ´ k1q ´ pj ´ j1q, k1 ´ j1 ´ 2. Let also c0 and c1 denote the restrictions of cS,σ to W0 and W1. By the
definition in (6.13):

fF pαq “
ÿ

β,p0,p1,η1

#
´

ĂMp0pW0, c0;α, η1, βq ˆΓη1
ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q

¯

¨ β

where p0 is a path along pW0, c0q whose restriction to the boundary components are α, η1 and β, and p1

is a path along pW1, c1q whose restriction to the boundary components are given by η1. Note that in our
notation we did not specify the flat connections on the boundary components ofW0 andW1 diffeomorphic
to S3. Of course, these flat connections are necessarily trivial connections. The moduli space:

ĂMp0pW0, c0;α, η1, βq ˆΓη1
ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q (6.31)

has contribution in the definition of the map fF if it is 0-dimensional. Moreover, ĂMp0pW0, c0;α, η1, βq
contains only irreducible connections because pW0, c0q has two N -admissible ends. Therefore, the
regularity assumption implies that ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1, ηq is 0-dimensional. On the other hand, Corollary
5.13 asserts that the dimension of this moduli space is at least k1 ´ j1 ´ 2. Therefore, fF vanishes unless
k1 “ j1 ` 2.

If k1 “ j1 ` 2, then we define σ:

σpiq “

$

&

%

σpj1 ´ j ` 1q i “ j1 ´ j
σpj1 ´ jq i “ j1 ´ j ` 1
σpiq otherwise

The pairs pW j
k , cS,σq and pW j

k , cS,σq have the same N -admissible ends. If we define c0 “ cS,σ XW0 and
c1 “ cS,σ XW1, then c0 “ c0. Moreover, Proposition 5.14 implies that there is a path p1 on pW1, c1q

such that ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q “ ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q. Therefore, we have:

ĂMp0pW0, c0;α, η1, βq ˆΓη1
ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q “ ĂMp0pW0, c0;α, η1, βq ˆΓη1

ĂMp1pW1, c1; η1q (6.32)

Associated to the cut YF and the bijections σ and σ, we have two maps fF , which are equal to each other
by (6.32). This observation and Proposition 6.18 shows that the map fST , the sum of the maps fS,σ for all
bijections σ : rk ´ js Ñ T zS, satisfies (6.27).

Next, let S and T be subsets of rN s such that |S| ą |T |. Let |S| “ j, |T | “ k. Let σ : rN ´ js Ñ
rN szS and τ : rks Ñ T be two bijections. Then the pair pσ, τq defines a path of length N ` 1´ j ` k
from σ to τ . The pair pW j

k`N`1, cσ,τ q from (6.25) is the cobordism of pairs associated to the pair pσ, τq.
This cobordism is a cobordism from pYj , γSq to pYk, γT q with a middle end. The middle end of this
cobordism is the union of LpN, 1q and N ´ j` k copies of S3. Let η on the middle end of this cobordism
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be given by the connection 1‘ ζ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1 on LpN, 1q and the trivial connections on the remaining
boundary components. Following (6.9), we can use the triple pWj

k`N`1, cσ,τ , ηq to define a map:

fσ,τ : CN˚ pY|S|, γSq Ñ CN˚ pY|T |, γT q.

We can follow the same strategy as above to show that fST , the sum of the maps fσ,τ over all bijections
σ : rN ´ js Ñ rN szS and τ : rks Ñ T , satisfies (6.28). The only difference is that we need to replace
part (i) of Proposition 5.14 with part (ii) of the same proposition.

Maps fq for paths of length N ` 1

Let S and T be subsets of rN s such that |S| “ |T | “ l. Let σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN szS and τ : rls Ñ T
be two bijections. Then pσ, τq determines a path of length N ` 1 in GN . The pair associated to this
path is the cobordism pW l

l`N`1, cσ,τ q from pYl, γSq to pYl, γT q. The middle end of this cobordism is the
union of LpN, 1q and N spheres. Let η be the connection on the middle end of pW l

l`N`1, cσ,τ q induced
by the connection 1 ‘ ζ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1 on LpN, 1q and trivial connections on the remaining boundary
components. We want to define a map fσ,τ using the 0-dimensional moduli spaces associated to the triple
pWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ , ηq. We also wish to study the map dfσ,τ ` fσ,τd using the 1-dimensional moduli spaces
associated to pWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ , ηq. However, we cannot use the general results of Subsection 6.1 because
the family Wl

l`N`1 has a cut which is diffeomorphic to S1ˆS2. For the rest of this section, we also need
to assume that N ď 4.

Let p be a path along pW l
l`N`1, cσ,τ q such that indexppq is at most´N`1. Let also π denote the pro-

jection map from Wl
l`N`1 to KN`2. As in Subsection 5.1, we define a moduli spaceMppWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q

of dimension indexppq`N together with a projection map Pr :MppWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ q Ñ KN`2. Firstly let

F 0 be the face of KN`2 whose associated cut is S1ˆS2. Removing a neighborhood of S1ˆS2 produces
a 4-manifold with two connected components. One of these connected components is diffeomorphic to
XN plq. We denote the other connected component by W0. The restriction of cσ,τ to XN plq is equal to
wσ,τ , which is defined in Section 5.3. Let also c0 denote cσ,τ XW0. The topology of the pair pW0, c0q

can be described as follows. Remove a regular neighborhood of the knot t1
2u ˆKl in the 4-manifold

r0, 1s ˆ Yl. (Recall that the knot Kj is the core of the Dehn filling torus.) The resulting manifold is a
cobordism form Yl to Yl with middle end S1 ˆ S2 and can be identified with W0. We also have:

c0 “ pγS ˆ r0,
1

2
s Y γT ˆ r

1

2
, 1sq XW0

The family of metrics parametrized by the face F 0 is given by a fixed metric on W0 and the family of
metric XN plq on XN plq. In particular, the face F 0 is equal to KN`1.

Remark 6.33. In the case that S “ T , the above description implies that there is a cut in r0, 1s ˆ Yl
diffeomorphic to S1 ˆ S2 which decomposes the pair pr0, 1s ˆ Yl, r0, 1s ˆ γSq into the following pairs:

pW0, c0q pS1 ˆD3, c11q.

Here c11 is a multiple of a the cylinder S1 ˆ γ where γ is a path connecting two points in the boundary of
the 3-ball D3.
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We define:

Mppπ
´1pF 0q, cσ,τ q :“

ď

p0#p1“p
αP∆t

N´1

ĂMp0,αpW0, c0;αq ˆΓα
ĂMp1,αpXN plq, wσ,τ ;αq (6.34)

An element rA0, A1s of this moduli space is regular if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) The common limiting flat connection of A0 and A1 on S1 ˆ S2 lies in ∆t,˝
N´1.

(ii) A0 represents a regular element ofMp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝
N´1q and A1 represents a regular element of

Mp1pXN plq, wσ,τ ; ∆t,˝
N´1q.

(iii) The maps r0 : ĂMp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝
N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 in a neighborhood of rA0s is transversal to r1 :
ĂMp1pXN plq, wσ,τ ; ∆t,˝

N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝
N´1 in a neighborhood of rA1s.

Let F 1 be any other face of KN`2 such that F 1 and F 0 are disjoint. We can proceed as in Subsection
5.1 to defineMppπ

´1pF 1q, cσ,τ q and regularity of connections in this subspace ofMppWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ q.

The disjoint union of (6.34) and the spaces of the formMppπ
´1pF 1q, cσ,τ q definesMppWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q
as a set. A topology on this set is also defined in a standard way.

In Subsection 7.7, it will be shown that we can use a perturbation in the definition of the ASD equation
such that all elements of the moduli spacesMppWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q are regular in the case that indexppq ď
´N ` 1. More specifically, we shall show that this perturbation can be chosen such that the moduli space
MppWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q is empty if indexppq ď ´N ´ 1. In the case that indexppq “ ´N , the moduli space
is a compact 0-manifold which is mapped to the interior of KN`2 by Pr. If indexppq “ ´N ` 1, then
the moduli spaceMppWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q is a smooth 1-manifold whose boundary is equal to:
ğ

F

Mppπ
´1pF q, cσ,τ q (6.35)

where the sum is over all codimension one faces of KN`2. For the face F0 corresponding to the cut
S1 ˆ S2, the subspaceMppπ

´1pF0q, cσ,τ q is equal to the fiber product:

Mp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝
N´1q r0ˆr1McrpXN plq, wσ,τ q (6.36)

where McrpXN plq, wσ,τ q is the moduli space of (perturbed) ASD completely reducible connections
with respect to the path p1 with indexpp1q “ ´2pN ´ 1q. The perturbation in the definition of
McrpXN plq, wσ,τ q can be made arbitrarily small. The path p0 is also chosen such that it has the same
limiting flat connection as p on pYl, γSq, pYl, γT q and its index is equal to ´pN ´ 1q. In particular, Propo-
sition 5.25 implies that the space in (6.36) is empty unless the images of S and T are disjoint. The moduli
spaceMp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝

N´1q is a compact 0-dimensional manifold consisting of regular connections. The
maps:

r0 :Mp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝
N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 r1 :McrpXN plq, wσ,τ q Ñ ∆t
N´1

are given by restrictions of connections to S1 ˆ S2. We cannot guarantee thatMcrpXN plq, wσ,τ q consists
of only regular solutions. Nevertheless, any point in r´1

1 pimagepr0qq is regular.
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The moduli spaceMppWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ q can be compactified into a compact 1-manifold by adding the

points in the following space:
ğ

p0#p1“p

M̆p0pYl ˆR, γS ˆRq ˆMp1pWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ q (6.37)

and:
ğ

p0#p1“p

Mp0pWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ q ˆ M̆p1pYl ˆR, γS ˆRq. (6.38)

In (6.37), indexpp0q “ ´1 and indexpp1q “ ´N . A similar assumption holds for the paths p0 and p1 in
(6.38).

Let f̃σ,τ : CN˚ pYl, γSq Ñ CN˚ pYl, γT q be a map defined as:

f̃σ,τ pαq “
ÿ

p

#MppWl
l`N`1, cσ,τ , α, η, βq ¨ β

where the sum is over all paths p such that indexpDpq “ ´N and the restriction of p to the incoming,
the outgoing and the middle ends of W l

l`N`1 are α, β and η “ 1 ‘ ζ ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1. Moreover, the
description of the boundary components in the compactification of 1-dimensional moduli spaces gives
rise to the following analogue of Proposition 6.18:

df̃σ,τ ` f̃σ,τd “
ÿ

F

fF (6.39)

where the sum on the left hand side of the above identity is over all codimension one faces of KN`2. The
map fF is defined as in (6.13) by counting the points in the spaces that appear in (6.35). In particular, one
of the terms in (6.39) is fF0 in correspondence with the face F0. To emphasize that this map depends on
the choice of σ and τ , we will use the alternative notation fBσ,τ to denote this map.

Let f̃ST be the sum of all maps f̃σ,τ . By arguing as in the previous part, we can show that:

df̃ST ` f̃
S
T d “

ÿ

SĹR
or RĹT

fRT f
S
R `

ÿ

σ,τ

fBσ,τ

where the second sum in the left hand side of the above identity is over all bijections σ : rN´ ls Ñ rN szS
and τ : rls Ñ T .

Proposition 6.40. Let S and T be as above. If S ‰ T , then the map fBσ,τ vanishes. If S “ T , then there
is a map gS : CN˚ pYl, γSq Ñ CN˚ pYl, γSq such that:

dgS ` gSd “ 1´
ÿ

σ,τ

fBσ,τ

where the sum is over all bijections σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN szS and τ : rls Ñ S.

This lemma completes the proof of the main theorem. If S ‰ T , then we define fσ,τ to be f̃σ,τ . In
the case that S “ T , we fix bijections σ0 : rN ´ ls Ñ rN szS and τ0 : rls Ñ S and define fσ0,τ0 to be
gS ` f̃σ0,τ0 . For the remaining choices of bijections σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN szS and τ : rls Ñ S we define
fσ,τ to be f̃σ,τ .
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Proof of Proposition 6.40. Let α be a generator of CN˚ pYl, γSq and β be a generator of CN˚ pYl, γT q. The
coefficient of β in fBσ,τ pαq is given by counting the elements of the finite set in (6.36). As it is explained
above, this space is empty in the case that S ‰ T . Assume S “ T , and let Mpα, βq denote the factor
Mp0pW0, c0; ∆t,˝

N´1q in (6.36). The limiting value of p0 on the two admissible ends are α, β. It is shown
in Subsection 7.7 that we can assume that the map r0 : Mpα, βq Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 is transversal to the maps holS
and HS from Subsection 5.3. This assumption shows that if the perturbation to form the moduli space
McrpXN plq, wσ,τ q is small enough, then the number of points in (6.36) does not change if we replace the
perturbation in the definition ofMcrpXN plq, wσ,τ q with the zero perturbation. Therefore, we have:

ÿ

σ,τ

fBσ,τ pαq “# pMpα, βq r0ˆholS ∆N´1q ¨ β

“#
`

Mpα, βq r0ˆHSp0,¨q ∆N´1

˘

¨ β

“#Mpα, βq ¨ β (6.41)

The second equality is the consequence of counting the boundary points of the 1-dimensional manifold
obtained by counting the fiber product of the map r0 : Mpα, βq Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 and the map HS : r0, 1s ˆ

∆N´1 Ñ ∆t
N´1. Since HSp0, ¨q is an isomorphism of simplices, (6.41) shows that

ř

σ,τ f
B
σ,τ is equal to

the map associated to the pair pr0, 1s ˆ Yl, r0, 1s ˆ γSq corresponding to a broken metric which induces
the decomposition in Remark 6.33. The pair pr0, 1s ˆ Yl, r0, 1s ˆ γSq with the standard metric induces
the identity map. Therefore, there is a map gS such that:

dgS ` gSd “ 1´
ÿ

σ,τ

fBσ,τ

7 Perturbations, Regularity and Gluing

The goal of this section of the paper is to put together transversality results used throughout the paper. To
achieve this goal, we use a slightly modified version of the perturbation of the ASD equation in [Kro05].
These perturbations are reviewed in Subsection 7.1. In Subsection 7.2, we discuss regularity of irreducible
connections of moduli spaces for a pair pX, cq satisfying either Condition 5.3 or Condition 5.7. The case
of reducible connections is significantly more subtle and in Subsections 7.3 and 7.4, we prove some partial
results in this direction. Perturbations of the ASD equation for a family of cylindrical metrics is discussed
in Subsection 7.5. The final two subsections are devoted to applications of our general transversality
results to pairs pX, cq which are of interest to us. In this section, to abbreviate our notation, we write
Ω1
k,δpX, supEqq or Ω1

δpX, supEqq for the Banach space L2
k,δpX,Λ

1 b supEqq and so on.

7.1 Holonomy Perturbations

Suppose X is a 4-manifold with boundary. In [Kro05], a Banach spaceW is constructed where each
element ω PW introduces a perturbation of the ASD equation over X`. The definition ofW depends on
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the choice of a family tBi, qi, CiuiPI where I is a countable infinite set, Bi is an embedded ball in X`,
qi is a map from Bi ˆ S1 to X` and Ci is a positive constant number. For each x P Bi, we use qi,x to
denote the loop qi|txuˆS1 . Moreover, this collection is required to satisfy the following conditions:

(i) The map qi is a submersion.

(ii) qip1, xq “ x for all x P Bi.

(iii) The constants Ci are growing “sufficiently fast”. (See [Kro05, Sections 3 and 5] for a more accurate
condition.)

(iv) For every x P X the following set is C1-dense in the space of loops based at x:

tqi,x | i P I, x P Biu.

Define
J :“ tpi, jq P I ˆ I|i ‰ j, Bi,j “ Bi XBj ‰ Hu.

For pi, jq P J , let qi,j : Bi XBj ˆ S
1 Ñ X, qi,j |txuˆS1 be given as:

qi,j :“ qi,x ˚ qj,x ˚ q
´1
i,x ˚ q

´1
j,x

where ˚ denotes the composition of loops. We also assume that a family of constants tCi,jupi,jqPJ is
fixed such that they satisfy the analogue of Condition (iii) above. The Banach spaceW is the space of all
sequences of self-dual 2-forms ω “ tωiuiPIYtωi,jujPJ such that ωi P Ω2pBi,Cq, ωi,j P Ω2pBiXBj ,Cq
and the following expression is finite:

ÿ

iPI
Ci||ωi||Cm `

ÿ

pi,jqPJ
Ci,j ||ωi,j ||Cm (7.1)

Here m ě 3 is a fixed integer number. Let c be a 2-cycle on X and p be a path along pX, cq. Suppose
also E is the UpNq-bundle on X associated to c. Given ω PW , we can define a map Vω : AppX, cq Ñ
Ω`pX, supEqq.

VωpAq :“
ÿ

iPI
πpω`i bHolqipAqq `

ÿ

pi,jqPJ
πpω`i,j bHolqi,j pAqq (7.2)

where ω`i and ω`i,j are the self-dual parts of ωi and ωi,j , HolqipAqpxq P SUpE|xq is the holonomy of A
along the loop qip¨, xq and π is the orthogonal projection from glpEq to supEq10.

Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying (5.3) and p is a path along pX, cq. Recall that when we form the
moduli spaceMppX, cq, we initially might need to perturb the ASD equation as in (5.5). This primary
perturbation is induced by perturbations of the Chern-Simons functional for each admissible end of pX, cq
such that the perturbed Chern-Simons functional has only non-degenerate critical points. Throughout

10Our Banach space of perturbations is different from that of [Kro05] in two ways. Here elements of W are sequences of
2-forms rather than ASD 2-forms. This variation is more suitable when we consider the moduli spaces associated to families of
metrics. Secondly, the terms ωi,j do not exist in the definition of W in [Kro05].
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this section, by an abuse of notation, we will write F`0 pAq “ 0 for the perturbed equation (5.5). Given
ω PW , we can define a secondary perturbation and consider the equation F`0 pAq ` VωpAq “ 0. In order
to be more specific about the secondary perturbation ω, we will writeMω

p pX, cq for the solutions of the
equation F`0 pAq ` VωpAq “ 0. We use a similar convention for the other moduli spaces which were
constructed in Subsection 5.1.

7.2 Regularity of Irreducible Connections

Proposition 7.3. Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.3. Suppose X is a family of smooth
metrics on X with cylindrical ends parametrized by a smooth manifold K. Then there is a residual subset
Wreg ofW such that for any perturbation ω PWreg the irreducible elements of moduli spaceMω

p pX, cq,
denoted byM˚,ω

p pX, cq, consists of regular connections for any choice of p.

Proof. Let E be the Banach bundle over AppX, cq ˆK whose fiber over the metric pA, gq P K is the
space Ω

`g
δ psupEqq. The action of the gauge group lifts to E . By taking the quotient, we obtain a Banach

bundle over BppX, cq ˆK which we also denote by E . We use the same notation for the pull back of E to
BppX, cq ˆK ˆW via the projection. Define Φ : BppX, cq ˆK ˆW Ñ E as follows:

ΦprAs, g, ωq “ F`gpAq ` VωpA, gq

Suppose x “ prAs, g, ωq is a zero of Φ and A is an irreducible connection. Then It is shown in
[Kro05, Lemma 13] that the derivative of the above map at x, as a map from the tangent space of
BppX, cq ˆK ˆW to the fiber of E at x, is surjective. In fact, it is shown there that the derivate of Φ
maps TrAsBppX, cq to a closed subspace of E |x with finite codimension and mapsW “ TωW to a dense
subspace of E |x. Since we will use a similar argument later, we discuss this in more detail here.

Given any point x P X , the irreducibility of A and Condition (iv) in previous section imply that we
can find α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αN2 P I such that Holqαi pAqpxq span glpEqx. Thus, they form a local frame of glpEq
in a neighborhood U of x. Given any g-self-dual 2-form η P Ω

`g
δ pX, supEqq, supported in U , we can

find 2-forms ωαi P Ω2
δpXq, for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , N2, which are supported in U and:

η “
N2
ÿ

i“1

πpω
`g
αi bHolqαi pAqq

Thus, partition of unity shows that the image of the restriction of the derivative of Φ to TωW contains all
compactly supported g-self-dual 2-forms, which is a dense subspace of E |x.

According to implicit function theorem, the space of irreducible elements in Φ´1p0q Ă BppX, cq ˆ
KˆW , denoted by M˚

ppX, cq, is a smooth Banach manifold. Moreover, the projection map from M˚
ppX, cq

to W is Fredholm. The set of regular values of this projection map, denoted by Wreg, is residual by
Sard-Smale theorem. The spaceWreg has the required property claimed in the proposition.

Remark 7.4. We can consider an alternative space of perturbations. In Proposition 7.3, we use perturbations
which are constant within the family of metrics. Suppose a family of cylindrical metrics onX parametrized
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by a manifold K is given. Let ĂW be the space of maps from K to W . Then each element rω P ĂW
determines a perturbation of the ASD equation which is given as follows:

F
`g
0 pAq ` V

rωpgqpA, gq “ 0

Such perturbations will be essential for us when we consider the ASD equation for a family of possibly
broken metrics.

Later, we will need a relative version of Proposition 7.3. Suppose pX, cq and X are given as in
Proposition 7.3. Suppose also J is an open subset of K and H is a compact subspace of J . We also fix
functions γ0 and γ1 such that γ0 is supported in J , γ1 is supported in the complement of H , and γ0 “ 1
when γ1 “ 0. Assume that rω P ĂW is also given such that the moduli spaceM˚,rω

p pX, cq is regular over
J , i.e., the moduli spaceM˚,rω|J

p pX|J , cq is a regular moduli space, We wish to replace rω with another
element rω1 such that the restrictions of rω1 and rω to H are equal to each other and the total moduli space
M˚,rω1

p pX, cq is regular:

Proposition 7.5. Given rω as above, there is a residual subsetWreg ofW such that for any perturbation
ω PWreg, the following element of ĂW defines a regular moduli space over K:

rω1 :“ γ0rω ` γ1ω.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 7.3. Define a map Φ : BppX, cq ˆK ˆW Ñ E in
the following way:

ΦprAs, g, ωq “ F
`g
0 pAq ` γ0V

rωpA, gq ` γ1VωpA, gq

Let x “ prAs, g, ωq be a zero of Φ. If γ1pgq ‰ 0, then the same argument as before shows that the
derivative of Φ is surjective at x. In the case that γ1pgq “ 0, the point g belongs to J , and the assumption
about rω implies that x is a regular point of the map Φ. Now we can proceed as in the proof of Proposition
7.3 to constructWreg.

Proposition 7.6. Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.7. Suppose X is a family of smooth
metrics on X parametrized by a smooth manifold K. Then there is a residual setWreg ĂW such that
M˚,ω

p pX, c; Γq, for ω PWreg, consists of regular connections for any choice of an open face Γ of ∆t
N´1

and a path p along pX, cq. Moreover, for any element i of a finite set I , suppose a smooth map φi from a
smooth manifold Mi to an open face Γi of ∆t

N´1 is given. We can also assume that for any i P I and
ω PWreg, the map r :M˚,ω

p pX, c; Γiq Ñ Γi is transversal to the map φi.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Propositions 7.3. We can define a map Φ : BppX, c; Γq ˆK ˆ

W Ñ E ˆ Γ. Suppose x “ prAs, g, ωq is such that A is an irreducible connection and Φpxq “ p0, βq.
Then we can consider:

DxΦ : TrAsBppX, c,Γq ˆ TgK ˆW Ñ E |x ˆ TβΓ

Then the space DxΦpTrAsBppX, c,Γqq is a closed subspace of E |x ˆ TβΓ with finite codimension.
Furthermore, the projection of this space to TβΓ is also surjective. The space DxΦpWq is mapped to
E |x ˆ t0u and is dense in this space. Therefore, t0u ˆ tβu is a regular value of Φ for any choice of β.
Therefore, we can proceed as before to verify this proposition.
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We can also state a relative version of Proposition 7.6, similar to Proposition 7.5:

Proposition 7.7. Suppose pX, cq, the family of metrics X and φi are given as in Proposition 7.6. Suppose
also H Ă J Ă K, γ0 and γ1 are given as in Proposition 7.5. Suppose rω P ĂW is given such that the
moduli spaceM˚,rω|J

p pX|J , c; Γq consists of regular solutions for each open face Γ of ∆t
N´1, and for

any i P I , the map r : M˚,rω|J
p pX|J , c; Γiq Ñ Γi is transversal to φi. Then there is a residual subset

Wreg Ă W such that for any ω P Wreg, the parameterized moduli space over K and associated to the
following perturbation has similar properties:

rω1 :“ γ0rω ` γ1ω.

That is to say, the moduli spaceM˚,rω1
p pX, c; Γq consists of regular solutions for each open face Γ of

∆t
N´1, and for any i P I , the map r :M˚,rω1

p pX, c; Γiq Ñ Γi is transversal to φi.

Remark 7.8. If pX, cq has an admissible end, then all elements of the Banach manifolds BppX, cq are
irreducible. Therefore, we can use the general results of this section to ensure that the moduli spaces
of interest to us consists of only regular solutions. Moreover, we can assume that the perturbation
term is supported only in the compact part r´1,´1

2 s ˆ BX of the cylindrical ends [KM11]. (See also
[KM07, Section 24].) In this case, Propositions 7.3, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 can be proved even if we restrict our
attention to holonomy perturbations which are supported in r´1,´1

2 s ˆ BX .

In the case that pX, cq does not have any admissible end, then the moduli spaces of ASD connections
might have reducible elements. Therefore, the results of this subsection cannot be used to achieve
regularity. Nevertheless, we shall prove some partial results about the regularity of reducible elements of
moduli spaces in the next two subsections.

7.3 Regularity of Completely Reducible Connections

Suppose X is a 4-manifold with boundary such that b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. We fix a cylindrical metric on
X . Suppose L1, . . . , LN are Up1q-bundles on X , and E denotes the UpNq-bundle L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Ln. For
simplicity, we assume that the Up1q-bundles are mutually non-isomorphic to each other. Let c be a 2-cycle
representing c1pEq. We assume that pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.7 without any admissible
end. Each of the Up1q-bundles Li admits an ASD connection, that is unique up to isomorphism. For
simplicity, we also assume that the metric on X is chosen such that the limiting flat connection of these
ASD Up1q-connections on S1 ˆ S2 are different.

If we fix a connection Bi on Li which is the pull-back of a flat Up1q-connection on the ends of
X , then B1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ BN determines a path p along pX, cq. As in Subsection 5.1, we can also use
this connection to define the space BppX, cq. Let Bcr be the subspace of BppX, cq represented by
connections A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ AN where Ai is a connection on Li. For any perturbation term ω, let
Mω

crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN q be the intersection of the moduli spaceMω
p pX, cq and Bcr.

Proposition 7.9. For a small perturbation ω, the moduli spaceMω
crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q consists of a

single point.
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Proof. We can form a bundle E over B whose fiber over the class of a completely reducible connection
A has the form Ω`δ pX,R

N´1q where for each x P X , RN´1 is identified with the subspace of supL1 ‘

¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN q|txu consisting of the diagonal transformations. We can use the ASD equation on the space of
completely reducible connection to define a section of this bundle. Since b`pXq “ 0, this section has a
unique zero which is cut down regularly. By abuse of notation, we will also write E for the pull-back of
the bundle E to Bcr ˆW . The perturbed ASD equations F`0 pAq ` VωpAq induces a section of the above
bundle. The inverse function theorem implies that there is a neighborhood U of the unique solution of
the solution of F`0 pAq “ 0 in B such that if ω is small enough, thenMω

crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q X U has a
unique solution.

Suppose there is a perturbation ωn such that |ωn| ă 1
n andMωn

cr pX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q has a solution
rBns which does not belong to the open set U . After passing to a subsequence, these connections are
convergent to a connection rB8s. Note that Uhlenbeck compactness a priori implies that we could have
bubbles or part of the energy might slid off the ends. However, because Bn are direct sums of abelian
connections, neither of these phenomena happen and the limiting connection is also completely reducible.
Since the convergence is strong, the limiting connection rB8s belongs to the complement of U and
satisfies the ASD equation which is a contradiction.

We wish to study the regularity of the moduli spaceMω
crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN q. We assume that the

perturbation ω is small enough such thatMω
crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN q has a unique element represented by

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘AN . Let α denote the limiting value of this connection on S1 ˆ S2. The decomposition
of E as a direct sum of Up1q-bundles, induces the following decomposition:

supEq “ RN´1 ‘
à

iăj

Li b L
˚
j

where RN´1 denotes the bundle of trace free diagonal skew-hermitian endomorphisms of E. Since Vω is
an equivariant map under the gauge group action, the ASD complex of the connectionA “ A1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘AN
decomposes into a direct sum of the diagonal part

Ω0
k`1,δpX,R

N´1q
d
ÝÑ Ω1

k,δpX,R
N´1q ‘ Tα∆t,˝

N´1

d``DVω |A,RN´1

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω`k´1,δpX,R
N´1q (7.10)

and the off-diagonal part:

Ω0
k`1,δpX,Li b L

˚
j q

d
AibA

˚
j

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1
k,δpX,Li b L

˚
j q

d`
AibA

˚
j

`DVω |A,LibL
˚
j

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω`k´1,δpX,Li b L
˚
j q (7.11)

where i, j run through all the pairs that 1 ď i ă j ď N . Note that (7.10) gives a Kuranishi structure for
the moduli space of completely reducible connectionsMω

crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN q.

In the remaining part of this subsection, we regard LibL˚j as a sub-bundle of supEq. This means that
for a given point x P X , we should consider any element of Li b L˚j |x as a matrix phklq with hij “ ´h̄ji
and all the other entries zero. The complex structure of Li b L˚j maps phklq to a matrix h1 such that
h1ij “ ihij , h1ji “ ´ihji and all the remaining entries of h1 are zero.

Definition 7.12. Let A be a connection on E (not necessarily completely reducible), which represents a
path p along pX, cq. Let γ be a piecewise smooth loop inX with base point x P X . Let a P TAAppX, cq –
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Ω1
k,δpX, supEqq. By fixing a trivialization of E|x, we can identify holonomy of any connection along γ

with an element of UpNq. (In fact, this holonomy belongs to a the coset g ¨ SUpNq which is independent
of the connection A because elements of AppX, cq have the same central parts.) We define:

holA,γpaq :“ DHolγ |Apaq “
dHolγpA` taq

dt
|t“0 (7.13)

Note that holA,γ takes values in the left translation of supNq by the element HolγpAq P UpNq.

We may think of γ as a map from r0, 1s to X with γp0q “ γp1q. By parallel transport, we obtain a
trivialization of γ˚pEq. Now, γ˚a can be regarded as an supNq-valued 1-form under this trivialization,
and we have:

holA,γpaq “ ´HolγpAq

ż

r0,1s
γ˚a P THolγpAqUpNq (7.14)

In the case that A is a completely reducible connection, we can write an explicit semi-global formula for
holA,γpaq. Fix a trivialization of Lk (1 ď k ď Nq in a neighborhood of γ such that Ak can be written as
d` ak with ak being a 1-form with values in iR. Then we have:

holA,γpaq “ ´HolγpAq

ż

r0,1s
e
şτ
0 aipsq´ajpsqdsγ˚apτqdτ (7.15)

Proposition 7.16. Fix a base point x P X . Let a be an elements of Ω1
k,δpX,LibL

˚
j q. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) there is a 0-form b with values in Li b L˚j such that:

a “ dAibA˚j
b bpxq “ 0.

(ii) For any loop γ with γp0q “ x, we have holA,γpaq “ 0.

Proof. Suppose holA,γpaq vanishes for any loop γ. We define b as follows:

bpyq :“

ż

σ:xÑy
a “

ż

r0,1s
σ˚a P Li b L

˚
j |y (7.17)

where σ is an arbitrary path from x to y. This integral is defined in a similar way as (7.14) using parallel
transport along the path σ. The expression in (7.17) does not depend on the choice of the path σ because
holA,γa vanishes for any loop γ. Now it is easy to see that dAb “ a and bpxq “ 0. This proves piiq ñ piq.

Next, let a “ dAibA˚j
b and γ be a loop with γp0q “ x. We have

holA,γpaq “ ´HolγpAq

ż

r0,1s
γ˚a

“ ´HolγpAq

ż

r0,1s

dγ˚b

dt

“ ´HolγpAqpγ
˚bp1q ´ γ˚bp0qq

“ ´HolγpAqpAdHolγpAq´1pbpxqq ´ bpxqq (7.18)

Since bpxq “ 0, we have holA,γpaq “ 0. This proves piq ñ piiq.
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Proposition 7.19. Fix a base point x P X and trivialize Lk at x for all k. For any non-zero form
a P Ω1

k,δpX,Li b L
˚
j q, there exist loops γ1, γ2 based at x such that

holA,γ1˚γ2˚γ´1
1 ˚γ´1

2
paq ‰ 0

unless a “ dAibA˚j
b for a 0-form b with values in Li b L˚j .

Proof. Fix a pair of loops γ1, γ2, and let holA,γ1˚γ2˚γ´1
1 ˚γ´1

2
paq “ 0. Let H1, H2 denote respectively

Holγ1pAq, Holγ2pAq. With respect to our trivializations, these are two diagonal matrices. We also write
Ck and Dk for the kth diagonal entries of H1 and H2. We have:

0 “ ´holA,γ1˚γ2˚γ´1
1 ˚γ´1

2
paq

“

ż

r0,1s
γ˚1a`

ż

r0,1s
H´1

1 pγ˚2aqH1 `

ż

r0,1s
pH1H2q

´1ppγ´1
1 q˚a1qH1H2 `

ż

r0,1s
H´1

2 ppγ´1
2 q˚aqH2

“

ż

r0,1s
γ˚1a`

ż

r0,1s
H´1

1 pγ˚2aqH1 ´

ż

r0,1s
H´1

2 pγ˚1aqH2 ´

ż

r0,1s
γ˚2a

Therefore, we have:

pD´1
i Dj ´ 1q

ż

r0,1s
γ˚1a “ pC

´1
i Cj ´ 1q

ż

r0,1s
γ˚2a. (7.20)

Since γ1, γ2 are arbitrary, (7.20) implies that there is C P Li b L˚j |x, independent of γ, such that
ż

r0,1s
γ˚a “ CpHol´1

γ pAiqHolγpAjq ´ 1q

for any loop γ with γp0q “ x. Take an arbitrary section s P Ω0pX,Li b L˚j q with spxq “ C. Then by
(7.18) we know:

ż

r0,1s
γ˚dAibA˚j

s “ CpHol´1
γ pAiqHolγpAjq ´ 1q

Therefore:
holA,γpa´ dAibA˚j

sq “ 0

for any loop γ. Proposition 7.16 implies that there is b such that:

a “ dAibA˚j
b.

Lemma 7.21. Suppose a P Ω1
k,δpX,Li b L

˚
j q is a non-zero 1-form such that a is not equal to dAibA˚j b

for any 0-form b with values in LibL˚j . Then for any given compactly supported c P Ω`k´1,δpX,LibL
˚
j q,

there are two compactly supported holonomy perturbations ω1 and ω2 such that:

• Vω1pAq “ Vω2pAq “ 0

• DVω1 |Apaq `DVω2 |Apiaq “ c
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Proof. By Proposition 7.19 and our assumptions from Subsection 7.1, for an arbitrary point x P X , there
exist pl,mq P J such that x P Bl X Bm and holA,ql,x˚qm,x˚q´1

l,x˚q
´1
m,x
paq ‰ 0. There is a neighborhood

U Ă Bl XBm of x such that
holA,ql,y˚qm,y˚q´1

l,y ˚q
´1
m,y
paq ‰ 0

for all y P U .

Since c has compact support, we may assume we can find a finite set of triples pUk, lk,mkq so that the
above property holds and tUku covers the support of c. Let tρku be a partition of unity of the support of c
with respect to the open covering tUku. Since ρkc P Ω`pU,Li b L

˚
j q and holA,qlk˚qmk˚q

´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
paq is a

section of Li b L˚j which is non-zero on Uk, we can obtain a complex-valued ASD 2-form supported in
Uk as follows:

ηk :“
ρkc

holA,qlk˚qmk˚q
´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
paq

We take the following perturbation:

Vω1pA
1q “

ÿ

k

πpRepηkq bHolqlk˚qmk˚q
´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
pA1qq

Recall π is the projection from glpnq to supNq. It is easy to check that:

DVω1 |Apaq “
ÿ

k

pRe ηkq b holA,qlk˚qmk˚q
´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
paq

Similarly, we define:

Vω2pA
1q “

ÿ

k

πpImpηkq bHolqlk˚qmk˚q
´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
pA1qq

It satisfies:
DVω2 |Apiaq “

ÿ

k

pi Im ηkq b holA,qlk˚qmk˚q
´1
lk
˚q´1
mk
paq

Therefore, we have:
DVω1 |Apaq `DVω2 |Apiaq “ c

This proves the second requirement of the lemma. The first requirement is obvious because the holonomy
of A along a commutator of loops is the identity map.

Theorem 7.22. Let ω be a sufficiently small perturbation such thatMω
crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q consists of a

single point A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘AN with limiting flat connection α “ α1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ αN on S1 ˆ S2. Suppose:

indexpd˚AibA˚j
` d`

AibA
˚
j
q ě 0 H0pS1 ˆ S2, αi b α

˚
j q “ 0 for all i ă j.

Then there is a holonomy perturbation ω1, arbitrarily close to ω such thatMω1
crpX,L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q “

Mω
crpX,L1‘¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q and the unique point inMω1

crpX,L1‘¨ ¨ ¨ , LN q is a regular element ofMω1
p pX, cq.

Moreover, ω1 ´ ω can be chosen to be compactly supported.
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Proof. If ω is small enough, then Proposition 7.9 allows us to focus only on the off-diagonal part of the
ASD complex, i.e., complexes of the following form:

Ω0
k`1,δpX,Li b L

˚
j q

d
AibA

˚
j

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω1
k,δpX,Li b L

˚
j q

d`
AibA

˚
j

`DVω

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Ω`k´1,δpX,Li b L
˚
j q

If the second map in the complex is not surjective, we want to show that there is a compactly supported
small holonomy perturbation ω0 such that

• Vω0pAq “ 0

• d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω `DVω0 : cokerpdAibA˚j

q Ñ Ω`k´1,δpX,Li b L˚j q has a smaller kernel than the

operator d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω : cokerpdAibA˚j

q Ñ Ω`k´1,δpX,Li b L
˚
j q.

If this is true, then by induction we can find a perturbation ω1 close to ω so that d`
AibA

˚
j
` DVω1 is

surjective, which verifies our claim.

Suppose d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω in the above complex is not surjection. This assumption and non-negativity

of indexpd˚
AibA

˚
j
` d`

AibA
˚
j
q imply that there is an element a P kerpd`

AibA
˚
j
` DVωq such that a is

not equal to dAibA˚j b for any 0-form b with values in Li b L˚j . Let also c P Ω`k´1,δpX,Li b L˚j q be

a compactly supported element in cokerpd`
AibA

˚
j
` DVωq. By Lemma 7.21, we can find a compactly

supported perturbation ω1 such that

• Vω1pAq “ Vω2pAq “ 0

• DVω1 |Apaq `DVω2 |Apiaq “ c

Either DVω1 |Apaq or DVω2 |Apiaq represents a non-zero element in cokerpd`
AibA

˚
j
`DVωq. The 1-form

ia also belongs to kerpd`
AibA

˚
j
`DVωq and it cannot be written in the form of dAibA˚j b. If DVω1 |Apaq

represents 0 in the cokernel, then we replace a with ia and ω1 with ω2. Therefore, without loss of
generality, we may assume c1 “ DVω1 |Apaq represents a non-zero element in the cokernel.

Now we form a new perturbation ω0 “ εω1 where ε is a small positive number. If ε is small enough,
d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω ` εDVω1 |pkerpd`

AibA
˚
j

`DVωqqK
is still an isomorphism into its image and c1 does not lie in

the image of this operator, because c1 R Impd`
AibA

˚
j
`DVωq. Therefore:

d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω ` εDVω1 |ppkerpd`

AibA
˚
j

`DVωqqK‘xay

is also injective, which proves that

d`
AibA

˚
j
`DVω `DVω0 : cokerpdAibA˚j

q Ñ Ω`pX,Li b L
˚
j q

has a smaller kernel than pd`
AibA

˚
j
`DVωq|cokerpd

AibA
˚
j
q.
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In our application, we will only deal with the case X “ XN plq. Let A be the completely reducible
connection Bvpgq in Proposition 5.25. Apply Lemma 5.18 to the connection Ai ‘ Aj , it is easy to see
that indexpd˚

AibA
˚
j
` d`

AibA
˚
j
q “ 0. If we also suppose the limiting flat connection β on S1 ˆ S2 lies in

∆t,˝
N´1, then the requirement in Theorem 7.22 is fulfilled and we can apply the theorem to make A regular.

7.4 Partial Regularity

Let p be a path along pX, cq, and suppose A is a connection representing this path. We fix a base point
x P X and let hA Ď AutpE|xq be the group of the holonomies of A based at x. Identifying the fiber of E
at x with CN gives an N -dimensional representation of hA. Irreducible components of this representation
determine a decomposition of E into a direct sum of Hermitian vector bundles as follows:

E “ E1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ E1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘E2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ E2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Es ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Es
looooooomooooooon

ms

For each bundle Ei there is a connection Ai such that the connection A is equal to the direct sum of the
connections Ai (where Ai appears with multiplicity mi). Let Ni denote the rank of Ei. Let ci denote a
2-cycle representing c1pEiq. The path along pX, ciq, determined by the connection Ai, is also denoted by
pi. We say that A is a connection of type tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs. The stabilizer of the connection A of
this type is given by:

ΓA – tpV1, . . . , Vsq | Vi P Upmiq,detpV1q
N1 . . . detpVsq

Ns “ 1u

We can consider the moduli theory of the space of connections which have the same type as A. Firstly
assume that pX, cq satisfies Condition 5.3 and b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. Suppose A denotes the space of all
s-tuples of connections A “ pA1, . . . , Asq such that:

• The connection Ai is irreducible of rank Ni representing the path pi.

• The isomorphism classes of the connections Ai are distinct.

• The central part of the connection:

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘A2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As
looooooomooooooon

ms

(7.23)

is given by a fixed Up1q-connection on the determinant of E.

Note that we do not fix the central part of the connections Ai. Suppose a family of smooth metrics X on
X parameterized by a manifold K is given. Then we can form a bundle E over the space AˆK whose
fiber over pA, gq is the space:

Ω
`g
δ pX,R

s´1q ‘
à

1ďiďs

Ω
`g
δ pX, supEiqq. (7.24)
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Analogous to previous subsection, Rs´1 should be interpreted as the sub-bundle of supEq given by scaler
endomorphisms of Ei. Then F`g0 pAq for the connection A in (7.30) can be regarded as an element of the
fiber of E over pA, gq.

There is also a gauge group acting on A and E . An element of this gauge group is an s-tuple
pu1, . . . , usq where ui is a hermitian automorphism of the bundle Ei and:

detpu1q
m1 ¨ detpu2q

m2 . . . detpusq
ms “ 1. (7.25)

The quotient of A with respect to this gauge group is denoted by B. The bundle E also induces a bundle
over BˆK, which is still denoted by E . The trace free part of ASD connections induce a section Φ of the
bundle E .

Lemma 7.26. The differential of the section Φ at a zero z P B ˆK defines a Fredholm operator Φz from
TzpB ˆKq to the corresponding fiber E |z whose index is equal to:

indexpDA1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDAsq ` dimpKq

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assumeK consists of a single point. Suppose z “ rA1, . . . , Ass
is a zero of Φ. If we deform z while preserving the central parts of A1, . . . , As, then the differential of
Φ takes values in the second summand of (7.24). Fredholmness of the ASD operator implies that this
component of the differential of Φ is Fredholm and its index is equal to indexpDA1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDAsq.
If we only deform the central parts of the connections A1, . . . , As, while we preserve the central part of
A in (7.30), then the differential of Φ takes values in the first summand of (7.24). This component of the
differential of Φ is an isomorphism because b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. (This claim is standard and its proof is
implicit in [APS75a]. See also [Dae15].)

If the derivative of Φ at a zero z P B ˆK is surjective, then we say z is partially regular. The zeros of
Φ form the moduli space of reducible ASD connections of type tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs with respect to the
family of metrics X. We will writeMppX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďsq for this space.

Consider the pull-back of the Banach bundle E to B ˆK ˆW via the projection map and denote this
bundle with E , too. Then Φ extends to a section of E defined over B ˆK ˆW which we also denote by
Φ. Zero is a regular value of Φ. The main ingredient to verify this claim is the following standard result
from representation theory of compact Lie groups. Each element of the holonomy group hA determines
an element of UpN1q ˆ . . .UpNsq Ă glpE1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ glpEsq given by the holonomy of connections Ai.
Since the connections Ai are irreducible and have different isomorphism classes, the linear combination
of all such matrices, generate the space glpE1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ glpEsq. Given this result, then we can apply the
argument in the proof of Proposition 7.3 to verify the claim about regularity of zero as a value of Φ.

Now, an application of Sard-Smale theorem as in the proof of Proposition 7.3 shows that there is
Wreg ĂW such that for any ω PWreg, the section:

Mω
p pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďsq :“ Φ´1p0q X pB ˆK ˆ tωuq

consists of regular elements. This argument and Lemma 7.26 allow us to conclude:
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Proposition 7.27. Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.3 with b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. Suppose
a family of smooth metrics X on pX, cq parametrized by a manifold K is fixed. There is a residual subset
Wreg ĂW such that for any ω PWreg and any path p along pX, cq, we have:

(i) Any connection rAs PMω
p pX, cq is partially regular.

(ii) Suppose the decomposition of A as a direct sum of irreducible connections is given as below:

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘A2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As
looooooomooooooon

ms

(7.28)

Then we have the following index inequality:

indexpDA1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDAsq ` dimpKq ě 0. (7.29)

The above proposition can be adapted to the case that pX, cq satisfies Condition 5.7 and b1pXq “
b`pXq “ 0. As the first step, we need to define the space A. This space consists of all s-tuples of
connections A “ pA1, . . . , Asq such that:

• The connection Ai is irreducible of rank Ni representing the path pi.

• The isomorphism classes of the connections Ai are distinct.

• The central part of the connection:

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘A2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As
looooooomooooooon

ms

(7.30)

is given by a fixed Up1q-connection on the determinant of E.

• There is a fixed lift of an open face Γ of ∆t
N´1 to the set of smooth connections on S1 ˆ S2 such

that the limiting flat connection of A on S1 ˆ S2 belong to this space.

We can proceed as before to define a gauge group acting on A, the quotient space B, and a Banach bundle
E over B ˆK whose fiber over pA, gq is given as in (7.24). If A “ pA1, . . . , Asq then tF`g0 pAiqu1ďiďs
determines a section of this bundle. The moduli spaceMppX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; Γq is defined to be
Φ´1p0q. For any element z “ pA, gq of this moduli space, the derivative of Φ at z defines a Fredholm
operator whose index is equal to:

˜

s
ÿ

i“1

indexpDAiq

¸

` dimpΓq ` dimpKq ´ ps´ 1q

We say z is partially regular, if the derivative of Φ is Fredholm at z. More generally, we can define the
moduli spaceMω

p pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; Γq for any ω PW and extend the notion of partial regularity
for the elements of these spaces. The proof of the above formula is similar to the proof of Lemma 7.26.
The first term is given by deforming the connections Ai while preserving their central parts and boundary
flat connections on S1 ˆ S2. The second term is given by deforming the boundary flat connections. The
third term is the contribution of deforming the metric. The final term is also obtained by varying the
central parts of each Ai while preserving their boundary values.
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Proposition 7.31. Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.7 with b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. Suppose
a family of smooth metrics X on pX, cq parametrized by a manifold K is fixed. Suppose also a finite
subset M of ∆t,˝

N´1 is fixed. There is a residual subsetWreg Ă W such that for any ω P Wreg and any
path p along pX, cq, we have:

(i) Any connection rAs PMω
p pX, c; ∆t

N´1q is partially regular. In particular, if the decomposition of
A into irreducible connections has the following form:

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘A2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As
looooooomooooooon

ms

, (7.32)

then:
˜

s
ÿ

i“1

indexpDAiq

¸

`N ´ s` dimpKq ě 0. (7.33)

(ii) Suppose rAs P Mω
p pX, c; ∆t

N´1q is an element of Mω
p pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝

N´1q and
rprAsq PM . Then the map r :Mω

p pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝
N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 at the point rAs
is transversal to the inclusion map of M in ∆t,˝

N´1. In this case, the inequality in (7.33) can be
improved as follows:

˜

s
ÿ

i“1

indexpDAiq

¸

` 1´ s` dimpKq ě 0. (7.34)

Proof. The bundle E and the section Φ can be extended to the space B ˆK ˆW . The zero is a regular
value of Φ. In the case Γ “ ∆t,˝

N´1, we also define r : B ˆK ˆW Ñ ∆t,˝
N´1 using the limiting value

of connections on S1 ˆ S2. It is also true that for any β P ∆t,˝
N´1, the pair p0, βq is a regular value of

pΦ, rq : B ˆK ˆW Ñ E ˆ∆t,˝
N´1. We follow a similar argument as before to verify the claims.

Proposition 7.35 is the relative version of Proposition 7.31:

Proposition 7.35. Suppose pX, cq is a pair satisfying Condition 5.7 with b1pXq “ b`pXq “ 0. Suppose
a family of smooth metrics X on pX, cq parametrized by a manifold K is fixed. Suppose H Ă J Ă K, γ0

and γ1 are given as in Proposition 7.5. Suppose a finite subset M of ∆t,˝
N´1 is fixed. Suppose rω P ĂW is

given such that the following two properties hold:

(i) Any connection rAs PMrω|J
p pX|J , c; ∆t

N´1q is partially regular.

(ii) Suppose rAs PMrω|J
p pX|J , c; ∆t

N´1q is an element ofMrω|J
p pX|J , tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝

N´1q

and rprAsq P M . Then the map r : Mrω|J
p pX|J , tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝

N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝
N´1 at the

point rAs is transversal to the inclusion map of M in ∆t,˝
N´1.

There is a residual subsetWreg ĂW such that for any ω PWreg, if:

rω1 :“ γ0rω ` γ1ω.

then the following properties hold:
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(i) Any connection rAs PMrω1
p pX, c; ∆t

N´1q is partially regular. In particular, if the decomposition of
A into irreducible connections has the following form:

A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A1
looooooomooooooon

m1

‘A2 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘A2
looooooomooooooon

m2

‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘As
looooooomooooooon

ms

, (7.36)

then:
˜

s
ÿ

i“1

indexpDAiq

¸

`N ´ s` dimpKq ě 0. (7.37)

(ii) Suppose rAs P Mrω1
p pX, c; ∆t

N´1q is an element of Mrω1
p pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝

N´1q and
rprAsq PM . Then the map r :Mrω1pX, tpNi,mi, ci, piqu1ďiďs; ∆t,˝

N´1q Ñ ∆t,˝
N´1 at the point rAs

is transversal to the inclusion map of M in ∆t,˝
N´1. In this case, the inequality in (7.33) can be

improved as follows:
˜

s
ÿ

i“1

indexpDAiq

¸

` 1´ s` dimpKq ě 0. (7.38)

7.5 Perturbations over a Family of Cylindrical Metrics and Gluing

Suppose W is a family of cylindrical metrics on a smooth 4-manifold W parametrized by an admissible
polyhedron K. We write π for the projection map from W to K. Suppose c is a 2-cycle on W such that
pW, cq satisfies Condition 5.3 or 5.7. If Y is a cut that appears in the family W, then we require that Y
intersects c transversely and Y is either a lens space, S1 ˆ S2 or pY, Y X cq is an N -admissible pair. For
each N -admissible pair pY, γq, appearing as a boundary component of pW, cq or a cut in the family W, we
fix a perturbation of the Chern-Simons functional such that CN˚ pY, γq is well-defined. This perturbation of
the Chern-Simons functional determines a perturbation of the ASD equation on ppa, bq ˆ Y, pa, bq ˆ γq
for any interval pa, bq. We will write UY,γ for this perturbation. We wish to explain how we perturb the
ASD equation for the family of metrics W.

Suppose F is a codimension l face of K and YF is the union of l cuts associated to F . By definition,
F has the product form K0 ˆK1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆKl for admissible polyhedra Ki. Let Y1, . . . , Yl denote the
connected components of YF . Removing a regular neighborhood of YF from W produces a 4-manifold
with l ` 1 connected components which we denote by W0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Wl. We also write ci for Wi X c. As
we explained in Subsection 4.1, the family of metrics parametrized by the subset F ˆ p1,8sl of K is
determined by families of smooth metrics Wi on the 4-manifolds Wi parametrized by K˝

i . Suppose rωi
is an element of ĂW associated to the family of smooth metrics Wi. Recall that this gives a perturbation
rωipgq of the ASD equation for each element g P K˝

i . We assume that there is a positive constant number
N0 such that rωipgq is supported in the following subset of W`

i
11:

Wi Y r0,
N0

2
q ˆ BWi.

11In this subsection, we use the cylindrical coordinate t on the ends instead of the coordinate r.
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We can use rωi and the chosen perturbations of the Chern-Simons functionals to define a perturbation
rω of the ASD equation over the subspace F ˆ pN0,8s

l. If g “ pg0, . . . , gl, s1, . . . , slq P F ˆ pN0,8s
l,

the support of rωipgiq can be identified naturally with a subset of the 4-manifold π´1pgq. Moreover, the
support of these perturbation terms are disjoint. Therefore, rω0pg0q, . . . , rωlpglq induce a perturbation of
the ASD equation on π´1pgq which we denote by ω̆pgq. If pYi, Yi X cq is N -admissible, then we can
consider the perturbation UYi,YiXc on p´ si

2 ,
si
2 q ˆ Yi induced by the perturbation of the Chern-Simons

functional. Let φ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth function which is supported in p0,8q and is equal to 1 on
r1,8q. We can extend the following perturbation of the ASD equation on p´ si

2 ,
si
2 q ˆ Yi to π´1pgq:

φpt`
si
2
q ¨ φp

si
2
´ tq ¨ UYi,YiXc

Let ωpgq denote the summation of all these perturbation for all N -admissible pYi, Yi X cq. Then the
perturbation of the ASD equation rωpgq at g P F ˆ pN0,8s

l is defined to be ω̆pgq ` ωpgq. We say a
perturbation of the ASD equation for the family of metrics W is admissible, if there is N0 such that the
perturbations over F ˆ pN0,8s

codimpF q for each face F of K has the above form. The main feature of
admissible perturbations for us is the following result from gluing theory:

Proposition 7.39. Suppose ω is an admissible perturbation for the family of metrics W. Suppose z is an
element ofMω

p pW, cq such that Prpzq belongs to F where F is a face of K with codimension l. Then
there is a neighborhood of z inMω

p pW, cq which contains only regular elements of the moduli space.
Moreover, there is a neighborhood U of z inMω

p pπ
´1pF q, cq , a positive real number N1, and a map

Ψ : U ˆ pN1,8s
l ÑMω

p pW, cq which is a diffeomorphism into an open neighborhood of z, and for any
pw, s1, . . . , slq P U ˆ pN1,8s

l, there is f P F such that:

PrpΨpw, s1, . . . , slqq “ pf, s1, . . . , slq.

Proof. This proposition is a standard consequence of gluing theory results in the context of Yang-Mills
gauge theory. In the case N “ 2, [Don02] is a good reference for these results. The proofs there can be
easily adapted to higher values of N .

We show the usefulness of Proposition 7.39 in an example. Suppose W is a family of metrics on W
parametrized by an admissible polyhedron K. Suppose c is a 2-cycle on W such that for any 4-manifold
W 1 that appears in the family W, the pair pW 1,W 1 X cq has at least one admissible end. We show that
there is an admissible perturbation ω for the family of metrics W such that for any oath p along pW, cq
with indexppq ď 1´ dimpKq, the moduli spaceMω

p pW, cq is regular.

Firstly, we show that ω can be chosen such that the moduli spacesMω
p pW, cq are empty if indexppq ă

´dimpKq. We firstly start with the definition of perturbations for the vertices of K. Suppose F is a
vertex of K, W0, . . . , Wl are connected components of W zp´1, 1q ˆ YF and ci “Wi X c. The face F
also determines a metric with cylindrical end on each component Wi. For each Wi, we use Proposition
7.3 (more precisely, Remark 7.8) to choose a perturbation ωi such that the moduli spaceMωi

pi pWi, ciq
is regular for any path pi. Now, suppose pi is a path along pWi, ciq such that gluing the paths p0, . . . ,
pl gives rise to the path p. Since indexpp0q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpplq ă ´dimpKq, there is a path pi such that
indexppiq is negative. Therefore, the moduli space over F is empty. We extend the chosen perturbations
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to a neighborhood of each face such that the resulting perturbation is admissible. Proposition 7.39 asserts
that if these neighborhoods are small enough, then the moduli space over these neighborhoods are also
regular. Next, we need to extend the family of metrics over the edges of K. Because we already define the
perturbations of the ASD equation in a neighborhood of vertices, we need to use Proposition 7.5 to extend
the perturbations to the edges. Note that we might need to shrink the neighborhoods around the vertices
of K as a result of applying this proposition. Another application of Proposition 7.39 shows that we can
extend the perturbations to a neighborhood of the edges. Repeating this argument inductively gives the
desired perturbation for the family of metrics K.

Next, let indexppq “ ´ dimpKq. We can use the above argument to construct an admissible per-
turbation in a neighborhood of the boundary of K such that the moduli spaces over this neighborhood
associated to paths, with index not greater than ´dimpKq, are empty. As the last step, we can use
Proposition 7.5 to define an admissible perturbation over K such that the moduli space is non-empty
only over the complement of a neighborhood of the boundary of K. Then Floer-Uhlenbeck compactness
theorems show that the moduli spaceMω

p pW, cq is a compact 0-dimensional manifold and Pr maps this
space to the interior of K. Finally, let indexppq “ ´dimpKq`1. As before, we can choose perturbations
in a neighborhood of faces with codimension at most one such that the moduli space is empty in a
neighborhood of faces of codimension at most 2 and the moduli space over faces of co-dimension one
consists of a finite set of points. Proposition 7.39 implies that in a neighborhood of faces of co-dimension
one the moduli space is a 1-manifold whose boundary is the moduli space over the interior of faces of
codimension one. We employ Proposition 7.5 to extend the perturbation over the remaining part of K
such that the moduli space is a 1-manifold.

If there is a 4-manifold W 1 appearing in the family of metrics W without an admissible end, then the
situation is more complicated. The moduli space might contain reducible connections and we cannot
apply the general results of Subsection 7.2 to achieve regularity. Even if we can find such perturbations,
we need to guarantee that these perturbations can be chosen to be compactly supported. We do not attempt
to obtain general regularity results for 4-manifolds without admissible ends and we only focus on families
of metrics that appear in the proof of the main theorem.

We will be ultimately interested to construct perturbations for the families of metrics Wj
k where

0 ď j ă k ď j `N ` 1 ď 2N ` 1. Firstly let j ă k ď j `N . Then there are some components of the
family of metrics Wj

k without admissible ends. However, any such component is a GH component and
the results of Subsection 5.2 allow us to use the trivial perturbation to achieve regularity. Therefore, we
can run the above inductive argument again to construct a good perturbation for Wj

k. Next, we have to
treat the case that k “ j `N ` 1. In this case, the component XN plq does not have any admissible end
and is not a Gibbons-Hawking manifold. The next two subsections will be concerned with regularity for
the families of metrics XN plq and Wj

j`N`1.

7.6 Regularity on XNplq

Lemma 7.40. For 1 ď N ď 3, 2 ď k ď 3 or pN, kq “ p4, 2q, let A be a Upkq-connection on XN plq
which is ASD with respect to a (possibly broken) metric. Suppose also χ denotes the restriction of
A to LpN, 1q. Then there is a completely reducible Upkq-connection A1 such that c1pA

1q “ c1pAq,
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κpA1q ď κpAq and the restriction of A1 to LpN, 1q is χ. The same conclusion holds if we only assume
that ||F`pAq||L2 is small enough.

Proof. Throughout the proof, we use the notations introduced in Section 5.3. Let c1pAq “ i1e1 `

i2e2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` iNeN and v “ pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iN q. Let also χ “ ζs1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζsk where 0 ď si ă N . Note that
rvs` ” s1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sk mod N . If w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk P Z

N satisfy:

v “ w1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` wk rwis` ” si mod N, (7.41)

then the completely reducible connection A1 “ Bw1pgq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Bwkpgq has the same limiting flat connec-
tion as A on LpN, 1q and c1pAq “ c1pA

1q. We say w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk is a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition of
v, if (7.41) holds and κpA1q is not greater than κpAq for any ASD connection A with c1pAq “ v and the
limiting flat connection χ on LpN, 1q.

v p0, 0q p0, 1q

ps1, s2q p0, 0q p1, 1q p0, 1q

w1 p0, 0q p0, 1q p0, 0q
w2 p0, 0q p1, 0q p0, 1q

κpA1q 0 1
2

1
8

Table 1: N “ 2, k “ 2

We have the following operations to simplify the discussion:

• Since the vector p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q P ZN represents the trivial cohomology class in XN plq, if v admits a
nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition, then v ` pm, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mq admits such a decomposition, too.

• If v admits a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition, then applying a permutation to the entries of v pro-
duces another vector with a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition. Furthermore, for σ P Sk, if v admits
a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition, then it also admits a nice psσp1q, . . . , sσp1qq-decomposition.

• Given an arbitrary vector u P ZN , if w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk give a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition of v, then
the vectors w1 ` u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk ` u give a nice ps1 ` rus`, . . . , sk ` rus`q-decomposition of v ` ku.

• If w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wk determines a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition of v, then ´w1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ´wk gives a nice
p´s1, . . . ,´skq-decomposition of ´v,

v p0, 0q p0, 1q

ps1, s2, s3q p0, 0, 0q p0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 1q p1, 1, 1q

w1 p0, 0q p0, 0q p0, 0q p0, 1q
w2 p0, 0q p0, 1q p0, 0q p0, 1q
w3 p0, 0q p1, 0q p0, 1q p1, 0q

κpA1q 0 1
2

1
6

2
3

Table 2: N “ 2, k “ 3
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v p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q

ps1, s2q p0, 0q p1, 2q p0, 1q p2, 2q

w1 p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0q p0, 1, 1q
w2 p0, 0, 0q p1, 1, 0q p0, 0, 1q p1, 0, 1q

κpA1q 0 2
3

1
6

1
2

Table 3: N “ 3, k “ 2

We wish to construct a nice ps1, . . . , skq-decomposition for any vector v that rvs` ” s1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sk mod
N . If N “ 1, we can use the first operation to reduce the problem to the case that v “ p0q. In this case, we
can pick w1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ wk “ p0q. That is to say, A1 is the trivial connection. Since κpAq is a non-negative
number for any ASD connection A, we obtain a nice decomposition of v. For 2 ď N ď 3 and 2 ď k ď 3
and pN, kq “ p4, 2q, we can still use the above four operations to reduce our problem into checking the
existence of nice decompositions for the vectors in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Except two special cases in
Tables 4 and 5, the reducible connections A1 given in these tables have energy smaller than 1. Let A be
an ASD connection with c1pAq “ c1pA

1q and the same limiting flat connection as A1 on LpN, 1q. Then
κpAq is non-negative and κpAq ´ κpA1q is an integer. Therefore, except the cases that κpA1q “ 1, we can
immediately conclude that κpA1q ď κpAq. Note that the same argument would apply if ||F`pAq||L2 is
small enough. In the exceptional cases, if κpAq ă κpA1q, then A has to be a flat connection. Since XN plq
is simply connected, A must be the trivial flat connection. However, the limiting flat connection of A are
required to be non-trivial which is a contradiction. Therefore, the moduli space of ASD connections with
vanishing topological energy and the same c1 and the same limiting flat connection on LpN, 1q as A1 is
empty. This also implies that this moduli space is empty if we consider the perturbed ASD equation for a
small perturbation. This completes the proof.

v p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 1, 2q

ps1, s2, s3q p0, 0, 0q p0, 1, 2q p1, 1, 1q p0, 0, 1q p1, 1, 2q p0, 2, 2q p0, 0, 0q p0, 1, 2q p1, 1, 1q

w1 p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q
w2 p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 1, 0q p0, 0, 0q p0, 1, 0q p1, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1q
w3 p0, 0, 0q p1, 1, 0q p1, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1q p1, 0, 1q p0, 1, 1q p´1, 0, 1q p0, 1, 1q p0, 1, 0q

κpA1q 0 2
3 1 2

9
8
9

5
9

2
3

1
3

2
3

Table 4: N “ 3, k “ 3

v p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q

ps1, s2q p1, 3q p0, 0q p2, 2q p1, 0q p2, 3q p2, 0q p1, 1q

w1 p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 1q
w2 p0, 0, 0,´1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0,´1,´1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0,´1, 0q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 0q

κpA1q 3
4 0 1 3

16
11
16

1
4

1
2

Table 5: N “ 4, k “ 2
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The above lemma can be partially generalized to the case that pN, kq “ p4, 3q:

Lemma 7.42. Suppose X4plq is equipped with a (possibly broken) cylindrical metric. Let A be a Up3q-
connection over X4plq such that indexpDAq ě ´5 with β being the restriction of A to S1 ˆ S2. Then
there is a completely reducible ASD Upkq connection A1 such that c1pA

1q “ c1pAq, the limiting flat
connections on LpN, 1q are the same and κpA1q ď κpAq.

Proof. We can use the operations introduced in Lemma 7.40 to reduce the problem to the cases shown in
Tables 6 and 7. In this table, for each choice of v, s1, s2 and s3, we give a triple of vectors w1, w2 and w3

in Z4. As it is clear from the table, the corresponding completely reducible ASD connection A1 might
have energy greater than 1. By the index formula, we have:

indexpDAq “ 4kκpAq ´ pk2 ´ 1qp
χpXN plqq ` σpXN plqq

2
q `

´h0pχq ` ρpχq

2
´ h0pβq

Let also β1 denote the limiting flat connection of A1 on S1 ˆ S2. Therefore, the following difference:

pindexpDAq ` h0pβqq ´ pindexpDA1q ` h0pβ1qq

is divisible by 12 because it is equal to 12pκpAq ´ κpA1qq. From Tables Tables 6 and 7, it is clear that
indexpDA1q ` h0pβ1q ď 8. Since h0pβq ě 2, the assumption implies that indexpDAq ` h0pβq ě ´3.
Therefore, we must have κpA1q ď κpAq.

v p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q

ps1, s2, s3q p0, 0, 0q p1, 1, 2q p2, 2, 0q p0, 1, 3q p0, 0, 1q p1, 1, 3q p2, 2, 1q p3, 3, 3q p0, 2, 3q

w1 p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0,´1,´1q p0, 1, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q
w2 p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 0q (0,0,-1,-1) p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0,´1, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 1q
w3 p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0,´1,´1q (0,0,0,0) p0, 0, 0,´1q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0,´1q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0,´1, 0q p0, 0,´1, 0q

indexpDA1q ` h0pβ1q ´8 8 4 2 ´4 4 8 4 2

κpA1q 0 5
4 1 3

4
1
4 1 5

4 1 3
4

Table 6: N “ 4, k “ 3

v p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 1, 2q

ps1, s2, s3q p0, 0, 2q p1, 1, 0q p2, 2, 2q p1, 2, 3q p0, 0, 3q p1, 1, 1q p3, 3, 1q p0, 1, 2q

w1 p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 1, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q
w2 p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 0q (1,1,0,0) p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q p0, 0, 1, 0q p0,´1, 0, 0q p0, 0, 0, 1q
w3 p0, 0, 1, 1q p0, 0, 0, 0q (-1,-1,0,0) p0, 0, 0,´1q p0, 0, 1, 2q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 0, 1q p0, 0, 1, 1q

indexpDA1q ` h0pβ1q ´4 0 8 6 4 0 0 ´2

κpA1q 1
3

7
12

4
3

13
12

11
12

2
3

2
3

5
12

Table 7: N “ 4, k “ 3 (continued)

Now we are ready to prove the Proposition 5.54 from Subsection 5.3. At various points in the proof,
we use an elementary observation about the indices of direct sums of two connections. Suppose A1 and
A2 are two connections of rank k on a pair pX, cq which satisfy either Condition 5.3 or 5.7. Suppose also
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the restriction of these two connections on the admissible and the lens space ends are equal to each other.
Suppose also B is another connection of rank k1 on pX, c1q. Then we have:

indexpDA1‘Bq ´ indexpDA2‘Bq

k ` k1
“

indexpDA1q ´ indexpDA2q

k
.

Proposition 7.43. Suppose N ď 4, c is an arbitrary 2-cycle in XN plq. Suppose M is a finite subset of
∆t,˝
N´1. There exists an arbitrary small perturbation of the ASD equation over XN plq such that for any

path p along pX, cq, with limiting flat connections χ0 and β0 on LpN, 1q and S1 ˆ S2, we have:

(i) if indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then the moduli spaceMω

p pXN plq, c; ∆t
N´1q is empty;

(ii) if indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q´h
0pχ0q, then any element ofMω

p pXN plq, c;Mq is a completely reducible
connection associated to an element of K˝N`1.

Moreover, there exists a neighborhood V of M such that V Ă ∆t,˝
N´1 andMppXN plq, c;Vq is compact.

Proof. Recall that the family of metrics XN plq is parametrized by KN`1. We use a similar inductive
strategy as in Subsection 7.5 to define the perturbation ω. That is to say, we construct ω on open faces
F of KN`1 by induction on dimpF q. We also introduce an open neighborhood V of M in ∆t,˝

N´1 which
we might shrink in each step of our inductive construction. Firstly, let T be an pN ` 1q-ribbon tree
such that FT is a vertex of KN`1. This vertex determines a decomposition of XN plq into N connected
components which are denoted byW0, . . . ,WN´1. We also denote ci forWiXc. LetW0 be the connected
component which has S1 ˆ S2 as one of its boundary components. Therefore, the other components are
Gibbons-Hawking manifolds. The vertex FT gives rise to a metric on each component Wi. We apply
Proposition 7.31 to W0 and the set M to obtain a residual subsetWreg ofW . Let ω0 be a small element
ofWreg. We also fix the trivial perturbation on the GH components. These perturbations determine a
perturbation of the ASD equation for the vertex FT of KN`1.

Suppose z “ rA,B1, B2 . . . , BN´1s is an element ofMω
p pπ

´1pFT q, c; ∆t
N´1q . Here Bi is a con-

nection on pWi, ciq which satisfies the ASD equation. The connection A defined on pW0, c0q satis-
fies a perturbed ASD equation. Let β be the limiting flat connection of A on S1 ˆ S2. We claim
that if indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h0pχ0q, then the moduli spaceMω

p pπ
´1pFT q, c; ∆t

N´1q is empty. We
shall also show that there is an open space V0 Ă ∆t,˝

N´1 containing M such that the moduli space
Mω

p pπ
´1pFT q, c;Vq, for any p with indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q ´ h

0pχ0q, is empty. In any of these two cases,
if the connection A is irreducible, then z is a regular connection. Thus, indexppq ě ´pN ´ 1q which is a
contradiction. Therefore, we can assume that A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Am where Ai is irreducible and the rank of
Ai is at most 3. For the sake of exposition, we prove our claims in two special cases for N , l and T . The
more general case can be proved by similar tricks.

Firstly, letN “ 4 and FT determine the decomposition ofX4p3q given in Figure 11. In this figure, W2

is diffeomorphic to the Gibbons-Hawking manifold X2, introduced in Remark 5.29. Moreover, W1#W2

is diffeomorphic to X3 and gluing the components W0, W1 and W2 gives rise to the manifold X3p3q. Let
p be a path along pX4p1q, cq such that indexppq ď ´h0pβ0q ´ h0pχ0q. Let also z “ rA,B1, B2, B3s P

Mω
p pπ

´1pF q, c; ∆t
3q. We use Remark 5.29 to replace the (broken) ASD connection rB1, B2s with a

completely reducible ASD connection rB11, B
1
2s with the same limiting flat connection as rB1, B2s on the
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W3 W2
W1

W0

Figure 11

boundary component Lp3, 1q of W1#W2. The choice of metrics on W1 and W2 implies that the index of
the path associated to rB11, B

1
2s is not greater than that of the path associated to rB1, B2s.

Since A “ A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Am, the broken perturbed ASD connection rA,B11, B
1
2s can be also written as

the direct sum of m broken connections which we denote z1, . . . , zm. Each zi has rank at most 3. Thus,
Lemma 7.40 asserts that for each zi, there is a completely reducible connection yi with the same rank,
the first Chern Class, the same restriction to the boundary component Lp3, 1q of X3p3q “W0#W1#W2.
Moreover, κpyiq ď κpziq. The broken completely reducible connection y1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ym of rank 4 on
W0#W1#W2 has the same c1 and the restriction toLp3, 1q as rA,B1, B2s. But the energy of y1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘ym
is not greater than the energy of rA,B11, B

1
2s. Let pr and βr, respectively, denote the path determined by

y1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ym and the restriction of this connection to S1 ˆ S2. Let also p1 denote the path associated to
rA,B11, B

1
2s. Dimension formula and Proposition 5.18 imply that:

indexpp1q ` h0pβ1q ě indexpprq ` h
0pβrq ě ´h

0pχ1q (7.44)

where β1 and χ1 are the restrictions of rA,B11, B
1
2s to the boundary components S1 ˆ S2 and Lp3, 1q

of W0#W1#W2. Inequalities in (7.44) immediately imply that if indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then

Mω
p pπ

´1pF q, c; ∆t
3q is empty. If indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q´h

0pχ0q, then in all of the above inequalities, we
should have equality. Consequently:

indexpDziq ` h0pβiq “ indexpDyiq ` h0pαiq “ ´h
0pχiq (7.45)

Here αi and βi are the restrictions of yi and zi to S1 ˆ S2. The flat connection χi is also given by the
restriction of these two connections to Lp3, 1q. In this case, if the restriction of A to S1 ˆ S2 belong to
M , then Proposition 7.31 implies that:

indexpDz1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDzmq ě m´ 1.

which contradicts (7.45).

Emptiness of the moduli spaces of the paths with index smaller than ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q implies that

the moduli spaceMω
p pπ

´1pF q, c; ∆t
3q is compact for any path p with indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q ´ h0pχ0q.

In particular, there is a neighborhood V0 of M such that V0 Ă ∆t,˝
N´1 andMω

p pπ
´1pF q, c;V0q is empty.

The only undesirable point is that ω0, the restriction of ω to W0, is not necessarily compactly supported.
However, ω0 can be approximated by compactly supported perturbations. Thus, if a compactly supported
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perturbation is close enough to ω0, thenMω
p pπ

´1pF q, c; ∆t
3q is empty if indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h

0pχ0q,
andMω

p pπ
´1pF q, c;V0q is empty if indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q ´ h

0pχ0q.

Next, let N “ 4 and FT determine the decomposition of X4p4q given in Figure 12. In this figure,
W2 and W3 are diffeomorphic to the Gibbons-Hawking manifold X2. Moreover, W2#W1#W3 is
diffeomorphic X4. Essentially the same argument as in the previous case can be used to find a compactly
supported perturbation ω on W0 and the open set V0. The only difference is that we might need to use
Lemma 7.42 instead of Lemma 7.40. The index requirement for Lemma 7.42 can be also guaranteed by
Proposition 7.31.

Following the above construction, we can inductively extend the perturbation ω on the vertices of
KN`1 into an admissible perturbation ω on any open face F of KN`1 with codimension at least one, and
find a neighborhood V of M with V Ă ∆t,˝

N´1 such that the following properties hold for any path p:

• If indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then the moduli spaceMω

p pπ
´1pF q, cq is empty.

• If indexppq “ ´h0pβ0q ´ h
0pχ0q, then the moduli spaceMω

p pπ
´1pF q, c;Vq is empty.

The perturbation ω determines a perturbation in a neighborhood of the boundary of KN`1, which is
admissible and the analogues of the above two conditions hold. As the last step we extend ω to the interior
of KN`1. The argument in this case is also very similar to the case of the lower dimensional faces.

We use Proposition 7.35 to extend ω to KN`1 such that any element of Mω
p pXN plq, c; ∆t

N´1q is
partially regular for any path p that indexppq ă ´h0pβ0q ´ h

0pχ0q and its restriction to LpN, 1q is equal
to χ0. Moreover, if p is a path whose index is´h0pβ0q´h

0pχ0q and whose restriction to LpN, 1q is equal
to χ0, then we require thatMω

p pXN plq, c;Vq is partially regular and the map r :Mω
p pXN plq, c;Vq Ñ V

is transversal to the inclusion of M into V . If a connection A on XN plq represents an element of
Mω

p pXN plq, c; ∆t
N´1q for a path p with indexppq ď ´h0pβ0q ´ h

0pχ0q, then A has to be reducible. Let
A1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Am be the decomposition of A into irreducible summands. Proposition 7.35 asserts that:

indexpDA1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDAmq ě m` 1´ 2N (7.46)

In particular, if Ai has rank 3, then N “ 4, m “ 2, and we have indexpDAiq ě ´5. By Lemma
7.40 or Lemma 7.42, we can find a completely reducible connection A1i such that c1pAiq “ c1pA

1
iq,
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κpAiq ď κpA1iq, and the restriction ofAi andA1i toLpN, 1q agree with each other. LetA1 “ A11‘¨ ¨ ¨‘A
1
m,

α be the limiting value of A1 on S1ˆS2, αi be the limiting value of A1i on S1ˆS2 and βi be the limiting
value of Ai on S1 ˆ S2 . Since

indexppq ` h0pβ0q ě indexpDA1q ` h0pαq ě ´h0pχ0q,

we should have indexppq “ ´h0pχ0q ´ h0pβ0q and indexpDAiq ` h0pβiq “ indexpDA1iq ` h0pαiq “

´h0pχiq. Our inductive assumption and the emptiness of the moduli spaces associated to pXN plq, cq and a
path with index smaller than´h0pχ0q´h

0pβ0q imply that the moduli spaceMω
p pXN plq, c;Vq is compact

for a path p with indexppq “ ´h0pχ0q ´ h0pβ0q. If β, the limiting flat connection of A on S1 ˆ S2,
belongs to M , then we can use part (ii) of Proposition 7.35 to improve the inequality in (7.46) as follows:

indexpDA1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` indexpDAmq ě m´N. (7.47)

Therefore, we have:

´

m
ÿ

i“1

h0pχiq ` h
0pβiq ě m´N. (7.48)

Since h0pχiq, h
0pβiq ě rkpAiq ´ 1, the above inequality implies that m “ N , i.e., A is a completely

reducible connection.

Suppose Up1q-bundles L1, . . . , LN on XN plq are chosen such that the path p determined by com-
pletely reducible connections on L1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘LN has index at most´2pN ´ 1q. Propositions 5.18 and 5.25
imply that the cycle associated to L1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ LN is equal to wσ,τ for injective maps σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN s
and τ : rls Ñ rN s with disjoint images. Up to permutation, the choices of the Up1q-bundles Li are also
unique. We can form the moduli space of completely reducible connectionsMcrpXN plq, wσ,τ q associated
to the family of metrics XN plq. Restriction to S1 ˆ S2 gives a map rσ,τ : KN`1 Ñ ∆t

N´1, which is the
composition of Ăholσ,τ and the projection map form t to ∆t

N´1. We assume that the inclusion map of M
in ∆t,˝

N´1 is transversal to rσ,τ . Then there are finitely many completely reducible connections on XN plq
inMcrpXN plq, wσ,τ q such that their limiting values belong to M . Let g P KN`1 be chosen such that that
the limiting value of the associated completely reducible ASD connection is an element of M . Using
the results of Subsection 7.3, we can make a small perturbation ωpgq of the ASD equation such that the
completely reducible ASD connection becomes a regular element of the moduli space associated to XN plq.
Note that the type of perturbations that we use in Subsection 7.3 do not change the set of completely
reducible connections. We can repeat the proof of Proposition 7.43 using perturbations whose values at
such g P KN`1 are close to ωpgq. In particular, we can show:

Proposition 7.49. Suppose N ď 4 and M is a finite subset of ∆t,˝
N´1 such that the inclusion map of M

in ∆t,˝
N´1 is transversal to the map rσ,τ . Then there exist an arbitrary small perturbation of the ASD

equation over XN plq and a neighborhood V of M such that for any path p along pX,wσ,τ q, with limiting
connections χ0 “ 1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ζN´1 and β0 on LpN, 1q and S1 ˆ S2, we have:

(i) if indexppq ă ´2pN ´ 1q, then the moduli spaceMω
p pXN plq, wσ,τ ; ∆t

N´1q is empty;

(ii) if indexppq “ ´2pN ´ 1q, then any element of Mω
p pXN plq, wσ,τ ;Vq is a regular completely

reducible connection associated to an element of K˝N`1.
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7.7 Regularity on W j
k

In Subsection 7.5, we explained how one can inductively define good perturbations for the families of
metrics Wj

k where 0 ď j ă k ď j `N ď 2N . In this section, we extend this construction to the families
of metrics Wl

l`N`1, for N ď 4 and 0 ď l ď N , such that it satisfies the properties which were used
in the proof of Theorem 6.26. We follow the same notation as in Subsection 6.3. The face of KN`2

corresponding to the cut S1 ˆ S2 is denoted by F 0. We are interested in the moduli spaces associated
to the 2-cycle cσ,τ ĂW l

l`N`1 where σ : rN ´ ls Ñ rN s and τ : rls Ñ rN s are two injective maps. We
will write S and T for rN szimagepσq and imagepτq. Removing the cut S1 ˆ S2 from pW l

l`N`1, cσ,τ q

produces pairs pW0, c0q and pXN plq, wσ,τ q. The family of metrics on the face F 0 is given by a fixed
metric on W0 and the family XN plq.

The pair pW0, c0q has admissible ends. Therefore, we can use the results discussed in Subsection
7.2 to fix a compactly supported perturbation ω0 on W0 such that the moduli space Mω0

p pW0, c0; Γq
for any choice of a path p along pW0, c0q and an open face Γ of ∆t

N´1 is regular. In particular, if
indexppq ă ´pN ´1q, then the moduli spaceMω0

p pW0, c0; ∆t
N´1q is empty. In the case that indexppq “

´pN ´ 1q,Mω0
p pW0, c0; Γq is also empty unless Γ “ ∆t,˝

N´1 in which case the moduli space is a compact
0-dimensional manifold. If we fix α P CN˚ pYl, γSq and β P CN˚ pYl, γT q, there is at most one path p such
thatMω0

p pW0, c0; ∆t
N´1q is 0-dimensional and the restriction of p to the two admissible ends are α, β.

We denote this (possibly empty) moduli space by Mpα, βq. Using Proposition 7.7 and Remark 7.8, we
can assume that for any choice of α and β, the restriction map r0 : Mpα, βq Ñ ∆t,˝

N´1 is transversal to
the maps holS : ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t

N´1 and HS : r0, 1s ˆ∆N´1 Ñ ∆t
N´1. In particular, r0 is transversal to

the maps rσ,τ , defined in the previous subsection.

Let ω1 be a perturbation of the ASD equation on pXN plq, wσ,τ q provided by Proposition 7.49 where
M is given by:

M :“
ď

α,β

r0pMpα, βqq.

Suppose that the map rω1
σ,τ : KN`1 Ñ ∆t

N´1 is induced by the restriction map of the completely reducible
connections in the moduli spaceMω

p pXN plq, wσ,τ ; ∆t
N´1q where indexppq “ ´2pN ´ 1q. By choosing

ω1 small enough, we can assume that r´1
σ,τ pqq and prω1

σ,τ q
´1pqq, for any q PM , are arbitrarily close to each

other and have the same number of elements. The perturbations ω0 and ω1 define a perturbation of the
ASD equation over the face F 0 ofKN`2. We can use the familiar inductive construction of Subsection 7.5
to extend this perturbation to an admissible perturbation ω over KN`2. As a consequence of Proposition
7.49, if we use this perturbation ω in the definition of the moduli space for the pair pWl

l`N`1, cσ,τ q, then
it satisfies all the required properties.
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